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Abstract
Sensor networks are increasingly important in many domains, for example, environ-
mental monitoring, emergency response, and military operations. There is a great in-
terest in making these networks more flexible, so they can be more easily deployed to
meet the needs of new tasks. The research problem is lack of reactiveness of a system
utilising a sensor network in a dynamic real-time domain, where the state of sensors
and tasks might change many times (e.g. due to a sensor malfunction, or a change
in task requirements or priorities). In such domains (e.g. firefighting or the military)
we want to minimise the time spent manually configuring the sensor network, as any
delay dramatically endangers the outcome of a task or a delay’s effects might be un-
acceptable, e.g. the loss of a human life. The current way of deploying sensors in the
problem context involves four consecutive steps: Direction, Collection, Processing and
Dissemination (DCPD). These steps form a cycle, called the DCPD loop. Automating
this loop as much as possible would be a big step towards solving the reactiveness
problem. Service-Oriented Sensor Networks (SOSN), allow sensors to be discovered,
accessed, and combined with other information-processing services, thus enabling an
efficient sensor exploitation. They are only a partial solution to the problem, as they
don’t employ explicit representations of a user’s information-requiring tasks. There-
fore, a machine processable expression of a user’s task (task representation, TR), al-
lowing automation of the DCPD steps, is needed. We showed that, currently, there is
no TR that can completely automate the loop, but that we can create such a hybrid of
current TRs (called HTR) that automates the loop more than the individual TRs. Our
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literature review revealed four TRs. Using the identified TRs, we formed three high
level designs of task representations. None of them covered the loop completely thus
by enrichment of one of the built HTRs with the missing concepts, we finally obtained
one that covers the DCPD loop fully. We tested the four hybrids in a simulation run
for four scenarios with distinctive likelihoods of change of task and platform states. It
showed that significant benefits are gained just by reusing existing technologies and
that the reactiveness problem can be effectively tackled by that approach, particularly
visible in the emergency response scenario, characterised by low task and high plat-
form changeability.
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Introduction
This chapter introduces the context of our research, where we state what is its focus and
the problem. We summarise our thinking and explain the aspects of our approach to
solving the problem. We also provide a brief description of the key elements for proper
understanding of our research. Towards the end of the chapter we write contributions
of our research. We state our publications together with an explanation of how they
relate to our work. Finally, we present the structure of the thesis with a short summary
of coming chapters.
1.1 Research Context
Sensor networks are now used with a benefit in many domains, for example, science
[39], agriculture [20, 78], the military [37], geospatial systems [50], firefighting [14]
and many others. Effective use of sensor networks is thus a generic problem and not
limited to any particular application domain. This problem becomes more complic-
ated if we consider dynamic domains, such as, firefighting, emergency response, or
the military. In these domains the need for the continuous information delivery is so
important that any delay, e.g. caused by a user manually responding to environment
changes (being it a sensor’s and/or a task’s status change) is vital for a task. This
dynamic aspect requires appropriate consideration when modeling a task. Thus, for
a task, to be effective, a representation that would support an automatic operation of
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a system is required. This can only be achieved by understanding the way a system
operates in a sensor network and its capture within a task representation. Sadly in the
current task representations this is not the case.
There is considerable and growing interest in developing approaches that allow sensors
to be treated as data-providing resources, and integrated within Web and Semantic Web
information architectures (for example, [9, 41, 82]). A key issue in this is making these
networks more flexible, so they can more easily be deployed to meet the needs of new
tasks [28, 71]. We identify two aspects of the sensor tasking problem: user-level task-
ing involves the representation of a user’s tasks in a form allowing their interpretation
as operations executable on a sensor network; sensor-level tasking involves arrange-
ment and execution of operations on sensors and sensors’ generated data which, after
processing, answer to a user’s tasks. For example, user-level tasking is concerned with
tasks such as the detection of vehicles or identification of people, whereas sensor-level
tasking is concerned with operations such as collecting video or audio data of a par-
ticular quality. Another way of looking at this is to say that user-level tasking focuses
on issues of “what” whereas sensor-level tasking focuses on issues of “how”. In prac-
tice, a complete task specification needs to include both aspects, because users will be
concerned with both what they want to know, and how they get the supporting sensor
data [28].
To see the issues of sensor tasking more clearly, Fig. 1.1 presents a user utilising a
sensor network via a system in a dynamic domain, where the state of sensors and
tasks might change many times (e.g. due to a sensor malfunction, or a change in task
requirements or priorities). The figure intends to show the interaction processes taking
place between a user and a system and a sensor network, and to identify the locations
where changes might occur (on the sensor and task sides). Here a system is a software
application that provides access to a sensor network. It is composed of components
that allow it to take an input from a user (i.e. it has some interface), to find sensors (i.e.
it has access to a sensor network), to interpret sensor data (i.e. it has access to a fusion
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algorithm), and to deliver information to the user (i.e. it provides sensor data that
satisfies the user’s task). Thus, the functionalities of such a system are: reception of
orders (tasks) from a user then use of a sensor network to gather data (control of sensor
data collection); processing of the data; and finally delivery of information (sensor data
that satisfies a task) to the user.
Figure 1.1: A user utilising a sensor network via a system in a dynamic domain
(sensors are marked as ovals).
Before continuing with the presentation of the problem let’s first take a look at the
definitions used and relations between them. A task is a set of information require-
ments which express what a user wants to accomplish. A task’s information require-
ments are a set of information necessary for satisfaction of a task, obtained by pro-
cessing of sensor-provided data. A sensor can be a hardware and/or a software resource
that provides data describing an event.
The relations between the aforementioned definitions are presented in the following
example from a vehicle tracking domain:
• Tasks:
T1 Detect a suspicious vehicle.
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T2 Track a vehicle.
T3 Detect a vehicle breaking traffic regulations.
• Information requirements of the 1st task (T1):
IR1 Is the vehicle stolen?
IR2 Who is inside the vehicle?
IR3 Is the vehicle carrying explosives?
• Sensors:
– Although for the first information requirement (IR1), not many types of
sensors might might be usable, still a rich range of cameras would apply.
Particularly these integrated into specialised systems, such as e.g. TALON
ANPR [74], dedicated to licence plate recognition, could quickly determ-
ine if, for example, a vehicle is marked as stolen in a police database. A
camera, especially an infrared one, could also be applied, to satisfy the 2nd
information requirement (IR2), to identify the number of passengers inside
a suspicious car. For this also useful would be acoustic sensors, as they
would allow to listen to what is going on inside the car, possibly identify
who the passengers are, what they are talking about or what their intentions
might be.
– In case of the 3rd information requirement (IR3) the cameras are not very
efficient since these sorts of materials are usually concealed. Therefore,
to deliver information for this requirement we would employ special set
of sensors which are specifically designed for this purpose, such as ex-
plosive trace detectors [79] or X-ray imaging systems like Rapiscan Eagle
M60 [73].
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1.2 Problem and Hypothesis
Problem
The research problem is addressing the lack of reactiveness to changes in the state of
a sensor or a task that would allow a system utilising a sensor network to cope with
the changes, with minimal user intervention. This problem is of the most importance
for dynamic domains, especially for those where the response time is critical (e.g. fire-
fighting [14] or the military [37, 61]). In such domains there is simply no time to
wait for a user’s action (e.g. to reconfigure a task or to select other sensors), as any
delay dramatically endangers the outcome of a task or a delay’s effects might be un-
acceptable. We call this problem the “reactiveness problem in sensor networks from
the perspective of user-level tasking”. For short, in the document we refer to it as the
“reactiveness problem”.
Additionally, current approaches to the creation of this kind of system are to engineer a
solution for particular user-level tasks, using particular sensor-level choices, integrated
by means of Service Oriented Architectures (SOA) [19, 38, 54]. Often, the represent-
ation of tasks (user- and sensor-level) is implicit. We aim to go further, by building
on and integrating existing explicit representations of tasks, in order to allow better
integration of sensor planning, operation, and delivery services, as well as encouraging
an open, standards-based approach to task representation in sensor networks.
We can write the problem more formally as, at a given point in time: Let T = {t1, . . . , tn}
be a set of tasks deployed in a sensor network. Let S = {s1, . . . , sm} be a set of services
available for a system either delivered by the network or being internal to the system.
S includes sensors, processing and delivery services. Let gi be the (average) time of a
task ti’s solution (re)generation by the system. Let ei be the (average) time of a user’s
effort taken editing a task ti, ei = eii + eri, where eii is the (average) time of a user’s
effort of initial editing of a task ti, and eri is the (average) time of a user’s effort taken
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editing a task in response to later changes in the network.
sol(ti, S j), where ti ∈ T & S j ⊆ S , isvalid ⇐⇒ the services in S j provide a solution
to ti, where each solution has a cost gi + ei.
We expect that by having richer knowledge captured in a task model we can then
perform more operations in an automatic way. Thus, by increasing initial effort eii to
create each task ti, we can reduce the cost of (re)generating sol(ti, S j) pairs. In result
we obtain a task which can adopt to changes more rapidly, which is of key importance
for dynamic domains.
Hypothesis
“A rich task representation model, mapping existing technologies, significantly reduces
a task’s reaction time to a sensor’s and task’s state changes, thus, improving handling
of the reactiveness problem in sensor networks from a task’s perspective.”
1.3 Key Elements of the Research
All the steps that are present in an information flow of a system facing the reactive-
ness problem can be gathered and simplified into the four distinctive steps: Direction
(D1), Collection (C), Processing (P) and Dissemination (D2), called later the DCPD
loop. The steps appearing in the loop are involving operations on tasks, sensors and
sensor-provided information from description of a task’s objectives, through gather-
ing of sensor data, its analysis and delivery of processed information that satisfies the
task’s objectives. This is presented in Fig. 1.2 (taken from [86]), where: Direction
is determination of tasks’ information requirements; Collection is gathering of data
from sensors and delivery to processing services; Processing is analysis of collected
data, which satisfies tasks’ information requirements; and Dissemination is delivery of
processed information to those who need it.
In our research we are focusing on the steps of the DCPD loop that represent the
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Figure 1.2: The DCPD loop.
information flow leading to satisfaction of a task’s information requirements, using
sensor-provided data. We are only worried about the information needs, required by
each step, that would allow for information to travel around the whole loop. Our re-
search problem is more general than the problems of Sensor-Task Assignment [28] (the
problem of allocating a set of sensors to a set of tasks) and Sensor Management [47]
(the problem concerning efficient information collection for improved information fu-
sion), as these two problems neglect the issues of why the loop is there and how to
deliver the information. We are not considering problems of creation, deployment and
configuration of a sensor network or complex interaction between preceding steps in
the loop. In our view, maximising the automation of the DCPD loop is key to ad-
dressing the reactiveness problem in sensor networks, the problem being especially
important in highly dynamic domains where continuous task satisfaction is essential.
Some emerging technologies appear to offer help here.
Service-Oriented Sensor Networks (SOSN) [11, 26] can be seen as an enabler of our
approach as they allow a system working with a sensor network to control sensors and
collect their data (Fig. 1.1). This approach to development of sensor networks, based
on a Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) [38, 54, 19], makes them more flexible, thus
helping a system to easily discover, access, and utilise sensors. Here, a service means
a function provided by something, whether it is a piece of software or hardware. In
the case of SOSN, a sensor’s capability is a service. However, SOSN is only a partial
solution to the reactiveness problem, as utilisation of sensor capabilities is only one
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part of the problem (control and data collection). SOSNs do not consider (at least) the
user’s information-requiring tasks.
Therefore, we assert that a machine processable expression of a user’s task (task rep-
resentation, TR) that captures user-level tasking requests and links these to sensor-level
tasking requests, is needed. Such a TR would provide all the necessary input to a sys-
tem that would operationalise a user’s request in terms of necessary “what” and “how”
requirements. It would capture all of the information needs that the four DCPD steps
require to operate, then it would allow automation of the loop without further user
input. This would be a significant step towards solving the reactiveness problem in
sensor networks.
In order to identify a set of requirements for our task representation, we conducted a
literature review and identified four existing representations addressing aspects of user-
level and/or sensor-level tasking, for which there were reasonably detailed descriptions
of the TR formalism. Though the main reason for selection of these particular TRs was
consideration of user-level issues in their description, since, as we mentioned in the
problem definition, we are focusing on the reactiveness problem from the perspective
of user-level tasking:
• Open Geospatial Consortium Sensor Web Enablement (SWE) enables tasking
on a sensor-level, allowing for discovery, access and setting of sensors through
Web service standards [9, 71].
• Semantic Streams (SS) are useful for both user- and sensor-level tasking, as they
enable the creation of streams representing the flow of sensor-generated inform-
ation and processing required in order to satisfy a task’s information require-
ments [41].
• Goal Lattices (GL) assist in user-level tasking, during task planning, by defining
a lattice of goals and weights, where sub-goals contribute to the satisfaction of
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super-goals in terms of their relative weight, allowing for goal prioritisation [32,
34].
• Sensor Assignment to Missions (SAM) connects user- and sensor-level tasking,
as it enables matching between tasks and sensor types, by mapping of a task’s
information requirements to a set of sensor capabilities satisfying them [28, 62].
Figure 1.3 shows a user accessing a sensor network via a software system, much like
Fig. 1.1. This one though focuses on the positions that the four TRs listed above take
in relation to user- and sensor-levels of tasking.
Figure 1.3: User- and sensor-level tasking in a system. Expressiveness of task
representations (sensors are marked as ovals).
As an example of the interaction steps shown in Figure 1.3, consider a user — let it be
a police officer — who has a need to track a vehicle suspected of being involved in a
crime. The user’s high-level task would be to identify and track the particular vehicle.
The software system would locate individual sensors capable of satisfying the task’s
requirements (e.g. discovering CCTV cameras in the area of interest) and issue control
requests to those sensors to obtain data of the appropriate quality (e.g. sufficient to
identify a particular vehicle) such that the data can be fed into data-processing and/or
fusion software. Finally, the system delivers the resulting information back to the user
(and possibly others who might have interest in the results).
As we read above each of the TRs has its own specific characteristics, SAM & GL
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being closer to user level (i.e. telling “what” is the task) and SS & SWE to sensor
level description of task (i.e. telling “how” to satisfy the task). Using Web Ontology
Language (OWL) [4] we constructed ontologies capturing their concepts. Once con-
ceptualised we analysed them in context of the DCPD loop. At this stage we were
observing what information needs of the loop the models deliver. Since none covered
it completely we decided to create a mix of the concepts of the four TRs in order to gain
a more complete coverage of the loop. This resulted in creation of models of hybrid
task representations or HTR. In our case a hybrid model represents a combination of
existing TRs such that overlapping of concepts between the included TRs is minimal,
i.e. gaining a functionality from one representation without introducing redundant fea-
tures from another TR. For example, if we need sensor parameter manipulation then
we need a particular sensor concept from an ontology even though we already have a
concept of sensor e.g. with concepts assisting in the processing step of the loop.
Once we had the hybrid models we performed experimental analysis on them to ob-
serve their performance, measured by the ratio of satisfied tasks. Because none of the
combinations of TRs captured all information needs of the DCPD loop we created the
missing concepts and mounted them into one of the models that performed better than
the rest. This is how we obtained a rich enough model of task representation which
captures all information needs of the loop. We think that such a model, which has all
concepts needed by the steps of the DCPD loop, allows for its full automation. Thus,
a system using it is capable to effectively handle the reactiveness problem which is
critical for dynamic domains.
Throughout the research we made all attempts to build our systematic approach which
would allow, having an available set of TRs, to create such hybrids of TRs that are
capable to effectively handle the reactiveness problem. Additionally, our approach, we
believe, is sufficiently general to enable potential further building on top of it or its ex-
tension either by use of a new TR or a completely different set of task representations.
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In this way we want to make possible further improvement and repeatability of our
results.
During the research so far, the Sensor Assignment to Missions (SAM) application was
built, to implement the DCPD loop, with an aim to use it as a vehicle that would al-
low testing and demonstration of the dynamic issues of the problem and their handling
with help of a TR. In it we demonstrated that such handling is possible and might
be effective if a proper knowledge base is available, for example, as that utilised by
Sensor Assignment to Missions reasoner described in [27, 60]. The SAM reasoner is
capable to infer logical conclusions from the concepts and properties within the SAM
ontology. This way it allows to obtain platform and sensor types which are capable to
satisfy a specified task type. The SAM application was developed in close cooperation
with IBM UK, particularly during the phase of integration of the application with their
sensor middleware, called the IBM Sensor Fabric [6, 83]. It is a sensor infrastructure
that provides, among other functionalities, access to and use of sensors, both real and
simulated (for details see [6]). The SAM application was described in paper [62]. It
was demonstrated live at the International Technology Alliance (ITA) Conference in
London September 2008 to Ministry of Defence and USA Army attendees, where it
received positive feedback. The feedback and a very warm reception of the testbed
application led us to believe that the results we observed in it and ideas it presents are
in fact very desired and realistic, as it was expressed by the domain experts who were
kind enough to take a look at it.
We are finishing this section with the presentation of assumptions specific to our ap-
proach. They are related to our research problem characteristics, which we highlighted
in the problem definition, in Section 1.2.
In our research we are focusing on user-level issues of the reactiveness problem. We
chose to focus on the issues avoiding introduction of the unnecessary complexity re-
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lated to the whole problem. Therefore, we considered the low (sensor-) level issues
as beyond the scope of the research. Though we did make the effort to understand the
whole complexity of the problem, which we further discuss in the related work presen-
ted in Chapter 2. We read about them in order to be aware of them when considering
a solution for the problem from the user-level perspective. We wanted to create a task
representation that would be general enough to have a capability to capture these issues
too. For example, one of these low (sensor-) level related issues is information quality
a sensor is capable of producing. We offer a support for it by use of an appropriate
task representation which can classify tasks in terms of minimal information quality
required to satisfy them (but such issues as e.g. setting of a camera’s parameters to
obtain an optimal picture are beyond our scope). Continuing, we see it is also related
to information sharing since, e.g. if users have tasks in the same region and one is less
specific than the other, thinking in terms of information quality, there is a possibility
that the information that would be consumed by a more specific task can be used to sat-
isfy both tasks (such a relation is observable in the National Imagery Interpretability
Rating Scale [44]). The other low level issues are, for example, the sensor assignment
problem or the management and control of information processing. We consider these
as well by selecting appropriate task representation models.
We also do not put a particular interest, in our research, at the influence of such low
level issues as battery life of a sensor or issues related to time, such as, a sensor’s
availability time, sensor queuing etc. This is because our approach assumes that a user
needs a solution to his/her task to be delivered instantaneously. For this reason we
consider only sensors available at a particular moment. We made the assumption about
the time since we want to take a particular highlight on dynamic domains where task
and sensor states might change. We are focusing on the impact of the network state
changes on the overall task satisfaction. For this reason every delay of information
delivery is unacceptable and is counted against the overall satisfaction of a task.
We assume that our sensor network is heterogeneous where we have many different
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platform and sensor types operating in it, with different sensing capabilities. They
might be mobile and static but what we really care about, in our approach, is their
availability and applicability for a task.
Let’s remind that our aim is, by having a rich model of task representation, to make
available more of alternative solutions for a task thus increasing its satisfaction.
1.4 Contributions
The main contribution is our novel way of thinking about the reactiveness problem in
context of the DCPD loop. It is a systematic approach that enables creation and ana-
lysis of performance in terms of the number of satisfied tasks of hybrids of different
models of task representations. This allows for alignment of the concepts from ontolo-
gies of the used TRs, captured in Web Ontology Language (OWL) [4], thus forming a
richer model which combines their capabilities.
The second of our contributions is the capturing of all information needs of the DCPD
loop in a single model of hybrid task representation. This HTR model is a step towards
a solution to the problem of reactiveness. As we show, the model offers a significant
improvement in handling of the problem. We prove usefulness of a rich model com-
bining already existing task representations as a means to confront dynamic aspects of
sensor networks where resources are expected to change often.
This leads to our final contribution which is the alignment of the four identified task
representations in the form of an ontology that relates their works together including
relation to the general assignment operation process in sensor networks represented by
the DCPD loop. As part of this we formalised ontologies for each of the representa-
tions (except the SAM for which we adopted ontologies created by its authors). This
allowed to observe relations between their concepts and better understand specifics of
the representations and their role in a system.
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Our contributions are of importance for the sensor network domain of science as, we
believe, they are the first attempt at addressing the reactiveness problem in sensor net-
works with respect to issue of task representation. Though we must admit the problem
of reactiveness in itself is not a new one, i.e. it was mentioned in other fields, e.g.
robotics [21, 85], or agents field [48] being it hardware (robot) or software agents as in
case of the path finding algorithm testing in game benchmarks [53]. We must say that
though in these papers authors talk about the reactiveness problem in their approach
they do not consider the role of the task representation.
The problem is generally similar among all research fields where it occurs, i.e. it
relates to similar sorts of issues involving response to changes in the environment of an
agent, where the faster it can response to them the better results we get. Whether it is
planning of a robot’s motion [85], or re-planning of a robot’s path [21] where authors
improve their algorithm on the previous work of others showing similar approach to us
i.e. focusing on dealing with the immediate need of information of a robot (task in our
case) for path assignment (for sensor assignment in our case).
1.5 Publications and Their Relevance to the Research
Parts of the work described within this thesis were published, for example, initially
in [28]. Here the SAM application was first introduced as an interface for a system
working on a sensor network, where authors presented their approach using mapping
of sensing resources to tasks by use of the concept of capability of a sensor thus in-
fluencing the process of sensor task assignment. The SAM application demonstrates a
system operating in a sensor network environment exposed by a sensor middleware, in
this case the IBM Sensor Fabric [6]. It was used in the research as a proof-of-concept
of our research and approach.
Later in [62] the SAM application was also used as a means to illustrate the concept.
The authors discuss in it sensor assignment in a coalition context where effective sensor
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resource sharing is the key problem. The ideas captured in the SAM application were
demonstrated in [63], there the application also gathered positive feedback.
In paper [64] we showed our findings after experimenting with a richer task concept.
It was implemented into the SAM application where, using NIIRS imagery rating
scale [44], it was used to demonstrate how the quality of sensing data can be captured
to influence bundling of platforms (specifically sensors mounted on them). In this way
it enables to find appropriate sensing resources satisfying the task’s requirements.
More recently the work was presented in [8] where we presented our conceptualisations
of the four TRs and mappings between them forming a hybrid task representation (or
HTR). We presented the benefits of use of such model by integrating it into the SAM
application, thus giving our system a capability of automatic selection of an alternative
solution and support of various delivery methods of information to the user. We showed
it in an example described in the paper, where the system automatically responds to a
loss of video stream (the static visible on the video output) and it changes to an acoustic
solution and locates the detected vehicle (the jeep icon) presenting it on a map. In
Fig. 2.6 we show the current interface of the SAM application in a similar situation.
1.6 Thesis Structure
The thesis is structured in the following way: Chapter 2 reviews the current state-of-
the-art concerning the problem and its context, including our previous work. Chapter 3
highlights the DCPD loop and task representations, finally exploring the relation between
them in detail. Chapter 4 discusses details of the creation of hybrid task representation
models, their analysis in relation to the DCPD loop and its findings. Chapter 5 presents
evaluation of the research, discussing the results of the performance simulation of the
hybrid models. Finally, Chapter 6 concludes our research and discusses our future
work.
16
Chapter2
Previous Work
This chapter describes our analysis of the current state-of-the-art in the research con-
text, as well as our past work that directed our later research. Here we talk about our
problem and we tie it to our approach, offering a solution. The following sections are
going to focus on, respectively, the reactiveness problem and the DCPD loop, SOA and
its implementation in sensor networks (SOSN), the task representation (TR), and our
approach.
2.1 The Reactiveness Problem and the DCPD Loop
The research problem is lack of reactiveness of a system utilising a sensor network in
a dynamic real-time domain. This means that currently, a system is not able to react
automatically to changes of the state of a sensor or a task, thus a user’s action is re-
quired. The lack of reactiveness makes a system using a sensor network ineffective,
especially, in the situation where the time is critical, changes are frequent, and the re-
sponse requires a complex action. It is a problem of high complexity, resulting from
a huge variety of a task’s information requirements and sensor types that it is required
to operate with, and a large number of sensor and task related changes (e.g. a sensor
information quality decreases; task operational area increases, thus a task requires ad-
ditional sensors). It involves many complex issues, e.g. sharing, reuse, and allocation
of sensors to satisfy tasks of many users, processing, and presentation of information.
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Although a solution to the problem might benefit also static domains, it is definitely of
utmost importance for the dynamic ones (e.g. firefighting [14] or the military [37, 61]),
where the dynamic character of such domain assumes that changes of sensor and task
states are possible, and they might happen often, e.g. a sensor malfunction, a change
of tasks’ requirements and/or priorities. Hence a rerun of the DCPD loop and new as-
signment of sensors to tasks is required. In dynamic domains there is simply no time to
wait for a user to reconfigure a task or to select other sensors, as any delay dramatically
endangers the outcome of a task or its effects might be unacceptable, e.g. the loss of a
human life.
Therefore, it is important to look closer at the way information flows in a system work-
ing in these domains. It is represented by the DCPD loop, as its sole purpose is meet-
ing of information requirements through information obtained after processing sensor
data and its delivery to the user. The DCPD loop represents a well known and accep-
ted way of serving sensor data, in the military domain of many countries, including
United Kingdom, and United States of America. It is easy to observe that it is also
present in non-military domains, not necessarily in the same form, but still describing
the same functionalities as that captured in the four steps of the DCPD loop. The dif-
ferences might sometimes concern presence of an additional relation between steps, as
in the Sensor Management system framework, presented in [47], where the Processing
(Sensor Data Fusion) step is additionally directly forwarding information to the Col-
lection (Sensor Management) step, or in the loop presented in [51], where the Direction
step was split into two steps Information Need (description of user requirements) and
Resource Tasking (selection of sensors that match a task’s information requirements,
the problem of Sensor-Task Assignment).
Let’s now examine the four steps of the DCPD loop (from Fig. 1.2) in more detail:
1. Direction - This step determines, for each task, what its goals are, and what
information requirements must be satisfied for it to be successful, e.g. locate an
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object.
2. Collection - It is a process that connects the source of data with the data con-
sumer, which then works with it, in order to produce information satisfying re-
quirements of a task, e.g. acoustic signals delivered to a signal triangulation
processor.
3. Processing - This step concentrates on conversion of of gathered sensor data into
information that is meaningful in context of a task. It connects new information
with information already collected this way generating new information that sat-
isfies a task’s information requirements, e.g. fusion (triangulation) of acoustic
signals, in order to locate an object.
4. Dissemination - This part of the loop considers delivery and presentation of pro-
cessed information to those who need it (as the loop initiator might be not the
only one who is interested in this result, e.g. a fire squad would like to know
where the safe evacuation path is) in the most appropriate and useful form, e.g.
object located and presented on a map.
In the previous vehicle tracking example the DCPD loop, e.g. for the 1st task (Detect
a suspicious vehicle.), would involve: statement of information requirements (Dir-
ection), determination of required sensors (e.g. CCTV cameras and/or licence plate
recognition systems) and ways in which they are to be utilised (Collection), in order to
forward data from sensors to data processors (Processing) that will analyse it (e.g. to
determine if a car is acting suspicious, i.e. is breaking traffic regulations, passengers
act strange and/or the car is stolen). Then in the final step (Dissemination) results are
delivered to a police officer sitting in front of a laptop, and presented on a map of the
highway as a red car. A need for recalculation might appear, e.g. the car will notice
that it is now being chased and it will exit the highway into a road where there are
no CCTV cameras, thus to enable continuation of the car tracking an alternative data
source would need to be obtained, e.g. a satellite’s or a helicopter’s camera.
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Below two examples of the DCPD loop in other domains are presented, respectively,
science [39], and the military [37].
The four steps in the science domain, where the task is monitoring of the global warm-
ing effect, would describe (Direction) information requirements (e.g. a change of tem-
perature in polar regions; size reduction of polar regions), select sensors (e.g. ther-
mometers for polar conditions) and choose processing service (Collection), which will
analyse sensor data (e.g. comparing with data previously collected to observe temper-
ature changes over time) (Processing), that may be stored in a database and displayed
on Earth’s map (Dissemination).
In the military domain, the DCPD loop for the task of securing the path between two
islands for a ship would involve determination (Direction) of its information require-
ments (e.g. suspicious activity on the sea; suspicious activity in the air), then sensors
capable of ship detection (e.g. RADARSAT SAR imagery system [12]) could be as-
signed and the sensor generated data (Collection) would be delivered to processing
services (Processing) for analysis (e.g. classification of ships, like in [84]), finally for-
warding the results to the task’s commander and presenting them on the sea map. The
loop might run again as, e.g. an additional confirmation might be required, thus in-
volving additional sensor types into the process (e.g. a video camera on an airplane),
in order to scan the suspicious ship; or the current solution can become invalid, e.g.
u-boat activity has been spotted, thus a solution using a sonar is needed.
Observing the examples given in this section it can be noticed that the DCPD loop
is present. There is the initialisation step, where a user describes his task stating its
information requirements, then sensors satisfying them are located, then data from
sensors is processed, and in the final stage processed information is delivered back to
the loop initiator.
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2.2 SOA and SOSN
The goal of SOA is to interpret software or hardware functionality as a set of services,
thus allowing for interoperability between implementation of functionalities independ-
ent from the conditions for which (e.g. operating system) or tools using which they
were developed (e.g. programming language). Even though SOA was not specifically
intended to solve all issues of the problem, it is useful for developers of sensor systems.
Currently, in the research context there are two significant approaches that are apply-
ing SOA. The Sensor Web Enablement (SWE) suite of standards [52] aims to support
sensor discovery, execution, composition and interoperability. These standards are be-
ing applied, for example, in business companies e.g. Northrop Grumman [2], that
were prototyping a real-world global sensor web that allowed discovery, access and
subscription to a sensor service; or in government organisations e.g. NASA [2, 40],
where they were using the SWE standards in various Earth observation projects, in or-
der to simplify communication process with satellites by its standardisation. Systems
built on SWE standards allow their user to operate on sensors, however, they are cur-
rently largely manual, as they require a user’s action in each process of the information
processing loop.
The second approach is based on Semantic Web technologies, for example, Semantic
Web Services (SWS) [10, 45] (these aim to increase the ability of a standard Web
service, enriching it with a semantic description of what it can do), Sensor Ontolo-
gies [3, 28, 69] (use of ontologies, in order to express relations between sensor types
that allows software to reason about alternative solutions for a user’s task) and Se-
mantic Streams (SS) [76] (a framework that is using semantic technology, in order to
decrease the amount of a sensor-domain specific knowledge required from a user of
a sensor network). The last mentioned approach is actually adopting concepts from
SWS into the concept which authors of Semantic Streams are calling macroprogram-
ming. An approach to sensor networks specifying its global behaviour instead of usual
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specification of behaviour for each node of a sensor network, but it still follows the
Semantic Web approach.
How the aforementioned SOA technologies relate to each other, and how they relate to
a sensor and task, is illustrated in Fig. 2.1.
Figure 2.1: SOA technologies in relation to a sensor and task.
Figure 2.1 shows how each of these technologies moves a sensor closer to a user’s
expressions of their tasks (task representation). Each of the technologies allows for
easier exploitation of sensors, by moving away from a level of representation closer to
the sensors themselves.
• SWE supports creation and discovery of sensor services, by standardisation of
their description;
• SWS provides the capability to express the semantics of a sensor in a service
description, thereby indicating what tasks the sensor could be useful for, and
how the sensors can interoperate with other components (for example, what type
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of data sensor needs as an input, what data types it returns, and what operations
it performs before it obtains the result);
• SS allows users to express simple information requirements (for example, de-
termine the speed of moving vehicles), represented using a query language, and
then sensor types and data processing services are decided by the system imple-
menting the SS framework.
2.3 Task Representation
Task representation (TR) defines a machine processable expression of a user’s task.
This means an expression that a computer system is able to work with. Continuing, TR
in the research context means a machine processable expression of a user’s task, where
a task has a set of information requirements, that can be satisfied by sensor-provided
data. Therefore, a TR that allows an automated solution to the problem would involve
such an expression of a user’s task, where a machine, having a task’s information re-
quirements, is able to respond to changes, whether sensor or task related, automatically,
without a user’s action, e.g. finding a substitution for sensors, if previously assigned
ones become unavailable or reassigning sensors in presence of a new task with higher
priority.
In Fig. 2.2 you can see that a TR is a union of sets of information needs that it provides
to the DCPD steps. It is represented by the following quadruple:
TR =< IND1, INC, INP, IND2 >,
where INX - means information needs of step X.
Therefore, the definition of a TR in the problem context that expresses the relation of a
TR to the DCPD loop, says that a TR describes information requirements of a task in
a machine understandable form that satisfies information needs of the four steps of the
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Figure 2.2: Relation of TR and the DCPD loop.
DCPD loop.
In the following subsections we present four task representations (SWE, SS, GL, and
SAM) that have been researched in detail. We present what they are as a technology
as described by their authors, and how aspects of the technology relate to the problem.
In the second subsection we present them in terms of aspects related to task represent-
ation. We will focus on these when conceptualising them later on in Chapter 3.
2.3.1 Open Geospatial Consortium Sensor Web Enablement TR
The Technology
The Open Geospatial Consortium’s Sensor Web Enablement (SWE) is a set of stand-
ards applying to sensors and services processing sensor data. It includes description of
their use and their characteristics. Among all the SWE standards we distinguish five
key groups of standards, they are:
SensorML (Sensor Model Language) [7] is a XML based language which is used for
describing of the sensor network important elements (e.g. sensors and process models,
i.e. a sensor data processing service) in a standard format enabling their independ-
ent use by different consumers. This allows for sensor and process model automatic
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combination by having a common standardised description.
TML (Transducer Markup Language) [30] is XML encoding for exchanging data sup-
porting live streaming of observations and commands from and to a sensor. In other
words it a very low (sensor) level specification describing a protocol of data exchange
between elements of a sensor network.
SOS (Sensor Observation Service) [46] gives API for serving and use of data gained
from sensors being it stationary (e.g. thermometer or wall mounted camera) or mobile
sensors (e.g. a satellite or an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle carrying a bunch of sensors).
This service in summary serves to enable a standardised way of consuming sensor
generated data. For this reason, it is closely related to the O&M (Observations &
Measurements) [15] set of standards. This one captures standards used for XML en-
coding of sensor data (measurement) but also results of its processing (observation)
in a standardised fashion. It defines XML schemas for capturing and exchanging of
information.
SPS (Sensor Planning Service) [71] provides standards for describing how to task a
sensor (here meaning the setting of a sensor’s parameters for needs of a particular task)
thus readying it for production of a particular task related information. It involves such
aspects as verifying feasibility of a submitted planning request, reservation or com-
mission of a request thus ‘blindly tying’ sensors to a task, because a relation between a
task and a sensor is not expressed within the standards, thus no sensor nor a task knows
where it can be useful for. It is up to the user to know and decide what sensors he/she
wants to request and for which task he/she is going to use them. The SPS also allows
for other types of requests, for example, status updates, cancellation, etc.
The practical use of SWE standards, in summary, is to organise execution of sensing
effort describing which and how sensors are to be used for a task. It is up to the user to
specify what and how the sensor data will be utilised, how and if it will be processed
to obtain needed information, finally user uses the standards to express the way of
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delivery of the results. Usually in the delivery process, the user is notified when the
results are calculated then he needs to invoke SWE service to collect them.
The SWE approach advocates open standards for the sensor network space. Thus,
sensors or sensor data related services in general (such as data processing services)
would benefit by use of common standards allowing to use services independently of
their providers. This also is important from the perspective of the reactiveness problem
as it indirectly increases satisfaction of tasks by offering more alternative services.
The Task Representation
The SWE TR, is the one appearing in applications that are using Open Geospatial Con-
sortium Sensor Web Enablement standards. SWE aims primarily to support discovery
and access to sensors [9], thus in our terms it is focussed on sensor-level tasking. It is
applicable in asset tasking (i.e. setting of parameters for platforms and their sensors
readying them for production of data required by a task), as it allows description of its
parameters (e.g. resolution of an image captured by a camera, speed of a platform).
This TR lacks a notation of a task’s objectives or a sensor’s capabilities that would
include reasons for data collection, meaning what sensor data is for, e.g. what is the
average water pressure in the region X? It only expresses exactly what data is needed,
often from which sensor type (e.g. give me a water pressure sensor in the region X)
and what to return (e.g. average), limiting a system functionality to sensors and tasks
it was designed for, rather than capturing which task can be satisfied with what sensors
or which sensor could be useful for which tasks.
Applications using SWE TR are normally very manual, although processing of sensor
data, certainly for a particular case, could be automated, as presented in [29]. In more
complex tasks the approach used in SWE TR forces high level of details to be required
from a user to deliver. A system being ‘unaware’ of a user’s plans cannot assist him
much, for example, it may not provide an optional solution, if a water pressure sensor
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is not available, a salinity sensor could ‘do the trick’ as it is also capable of water
pressure measurement [68].
The Listing 2.1 shows an example of use of a SWE TR’s Submit Request where a user
wants to turn and zoom a camera in preparation for his/her task (as seen in [71]). We
see here what we discussed above, i.e. it is very low (sensor) level expression of a
user’s task. It means that there is lack of relation between the tasked sensor and a task.
Therefore, only the user knows how a sensor is going to be used.
< s p s : Submit s e r v i c e ="SPS " v e r s i o n = " 2 . 0 . 0 " xmlns : s p s =" h t t p : / / www.
o p e n g i s . n e t / s p s / 2 . 0 " xmlns : swe=" h t t p : / / www. o p e n g i s . n e t / swe / 2 . 0 "
xmlns : x s i =" h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 1 / XMLSchema− i n s t a n c e ">
< s p s : p r o c e d u r e > h t t p : / / www. ogc . o rg / p r o c e d u r e / camera /1 </ s p s :
p r o c e d u r e >
< s p s : t a s k i n g P a r a m e t e r s >
< s p s : Pa rame te rDa ta >
< s p s : encoding >
<swe : Tex tEncod ing t o k e n S e p a r a t o r =" , " b l o c k S e p a r a t o r ="@@" / >
</ s p s : encoding >
< s p s : v a l u e s >2010−08−20T12 :37:00+02:00 ,2010 −08 −20 T14
: 3 0 : 0 0 + 0 2 : 0 0 ,Y, pointToLookAt , 5 1 . 9 0 2 1 1 2 , 8 . 1 9 2 7 2 8 , 0 ,Y, 3 . 5 < /
s p s : v a l u e s >
</ s p s : Pa rame te rDa ta >
</ s p s : t a s k i n g P a r a m e t e r s >
</ s p s : Submit >
Listing 2.1: Example of a Submit Request with setting of a camera’s tilt and zoom
parameters.
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2.3.2 Semantic Streams TR
The Technology
Semantic Streams (SS) is a technology offering efficient processing of sensor data from
the perspective of information reuse for satisfaction of needs of many users’ tasks.
The technology was created to enable reuse of existing services for forming of new
applications consisting of them, reusing them by combining them into functionally
new services.
The intended use of the SS technology is to enable efficient sharing and reuse of in-
formation saving to repeat processing of sensor data. This way tasks of different users
which are collocated in space and time will reuse data from the same resources to sat-
isfy them. This is because a user is subscribing to specific types of information, rather
than to the sensors directly (as for example in SWE).
In their programming model each Service is a process that infers semantic information
and incorporates it into a Semantic Stream, where a Semantic Stream represents a flow
of information of a particular event type having a timestamp and a set of properties.
In more detail a Semantic Service has post- and pre- conditions. Matching these to a
user’s query (expressed in form of the final service’s output) [41], we obtain a chain
of services combined using a backward chaining algorithm, down to the sensor level
which, from their perspective, is a specific type of Semantic Service that has no pre-
conditions.
Figure 2.3 (adapted from [77]) shows how the same chain of Semantic Services [41]
(old name Inference Units) could be (re)used by many queries (tasks) of different users.
As such they focus on organising of processing of sensor data for increase of satisfac-
tion of many tasks via reuse of the same information obtained from the same instances
of sensors. Their approach is therefore interesting for us as it offers increase of cov-
erage of more tasks by reuse of already produced information. This indirectly offers
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Figure 2.3: Chaining of semantic services for satisfaction of users’ queries.
alternative solutions to tasks, thus it is important from the perspective of the reactive-
ness problem handling.
The Task Representation
Task representation presented in the paper [77] is called here Semantic Streams (SS)
TR. The authors are demonstrating SS service programming model and query lan-
guage, that supports it.
Though all that SS TR offers is very beneficial to a user, it might be problematic to use,
since the user is required to know the Semantic Streams query language. Thus, when
there was no query written before, that would correspond to a user’s task. The only
option left, for the user, in this case, is to write the query him/herself.
In the SS query language (described in [77]), a detect a vehicle in night conditions
query would look like:
stream(X, object),
isa(X, vehicle),
property(X, Condition, night).
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The same query written in the currently used notation (introduced in [41]) would look
like:
Stream(VehicleStream,
property(X, Condition, night)).
2.3.3 Goal Lattice TR
The Technology
The intent of the Goal Lattice (GL) technology is to identify goals, order them, evalu-
ate them and provide means of progressing from measurable goals to non-measurable
goals. This technology was originally developed for sensor management and it was
aimed to be applied as a decision aid for a task analyst whenever there are many goals
competing for resources.
Therefore, in practice it is used for management and organisation of effort in complex
tasks. It allows to prioritise the execution of lower level goals with respect to the
benefit their satisfaction brings to the top most goal (also called mission). This is done
by distribution of the weight of a parent goals to the weight of their children goals.
This is used not only to prioritise assignment of sensors to the bottom most goals but
also to optimise overall satisfaction of the mission.
The lattice expresses how goals relate to each other, expressing how important a sub-
goal is to its super-goal, which is captured by a goal’s Weight value. In other words
how much a goal contributes to satisfaction of its super-goals (or how much influence
an included goal has on the including goal’s satisfaction). A goal’s Weight relation
between goals in a goal lattice is well expressed in those words of its authors: “At
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each layer in the lattice each goal’s value is computed as the sum of the (higher) goals
in which it is included and its value is apportioned among the (lower) goals which it
includes.” [34]. This allows us to mathematically express values for competing goals
to assist a task analyst to prioritise their execution, allowing to control management of
sensing resources. This is of high importance for scenarios, where resources are scarce
or are expected to dynamically change their availability. Because it allows a system to
continue satisfaction of a task, although partial, but from the user’s perspective this is
still sufficiently beneficial.
Goal Lattice does not assume a level of goal expressiveness to which it can be applied.
For example, in [31] the author presents goal lattices containing another goal lattice.
Basically, a goal of one goal lattice can connect to a goal of another goal lattice, allow-
ing for expression of various task complexity.
In their later papers [32, 33] authors showed how goals can be dynamically created for
an already existing running goal lattice which represents temporal needs of a user not
scheduled a priori, which are instantiated from a set of previously defined goals. As
such a goal lattice is not a static structure, as it was previously perceived, and it can
evolve depending on temporal user needs.
Because it expresses various levels of goals from high (e.g. success of a mission) to low
level goals (e.g. detect a vehicle), it allows for expression of relation of all sub goals
leading to satisfaction of the task, while placing values of weight to express importance
of the sub-goals for their super-goals. Allowing, as authors claim in [34], optimisation
of the system from perspective of all goals knowing their relation to the top goals. This
sort of approach gives a means of indirect, rather than requiring user to directly, control
evolution of a task by the system. It agrees with our thinking about approaching the
reactiveness problem, as it opens more alternative solutions for a task by allowing an
acceptable partial satisfaction of a task. Also one can imagine how it could be utilised
for reusing of previously used goal lattices, following what author says in [31].
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The Task Representation
The goal lattice (GL) TR, detailed in [34] allows the capture of relations between goals
(information requirements) of a task and it expresses their importance, priority, influ-
ence that it has for the success of the main goal, e.g. the success of a task.
The latest approach in goal lattices (detailed in [33]), includes a dynamic goal instan-
tiation, that assumes existence of a set of predefined goals. It allows for an indirect
control over changes, thus improving effectiveness of goal lattices in the dynamic do-
mains.
Figure 2.4: Graphical representation a Goal Lattice.
Fig. 2.4 shows an example of a goal lattice graph, where Nn is a node of a GL that
has n + 1 nodes. A node is described by a pair of a goal (Gn) and its weight (Wn) that
expresses its importance for the main goal (G0), where a node Nn =< Gn,Wn >. Weight
of a parent node equals the sum of weights of its children nodes, e.g. W0 = W1+W2+W3
or W1 = W4 + W5. The relation which is used to order the goals in a goal lattice is
expressed by the words: “(this goal) is necessary to achieve (this other goal)” [34].
Later in [31] this relation was in fact relaxed to effectively express any type of sub- to
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super- goal relation, authors are saying it exactly in these words: “... ordering relation,
..., is variously defined as “being necessary for the accomplishment of” or “contributes
to accomplishments of” (a super-goal)...”. Top goals are unmeasurable by sensors, e.g.
task success, gain control over a region, minimise loses. The further from the main
node the goals are the more measurable by sensors they are, e.g. minimise personnel
losses, track personnel, detect hostile activity.
2.3.4 Sensor Assignment to Missions TR
The Technology
The Sensor Assignment to Mission (SAM) technology aims at controlling assignment
process of sensors to missions (tasks) via capturing of knowledge allowing for mapping
of sensor provided and task required Capability. The formulation of relations between
sensor and task follows closely, as the authors admit in [64], to that presented by the
Military Missions and Means Framework (MMF) [70], which SAM authors captured
in their ontology based on MMF. They use it with an important generalisation, i.e.
the concept of Task is used to represent Missions, Operations and Tasks since, as they
claim, in practice such distinction between complexity of those three concepts is vague.
For this reason the Task concept can have sub tasks which are also of class Task thus
omitting distinction between these three concepts [64].
The practical application of the SAM technology is optimisation of sensor assignment
to maximise resource use and satisfaction of tasks. It is done by providing a know-
ledgebase which maps task types against required capability which specific sensor
types can provide. Thus, the SAM technology also allows a user to know what the
alternative solutions for a task type are. This effectively improves task satisfaction in
domains where task and/or sensor state can change."
The work presented in [64] looks at the sensor-task matching process with relation
to actual resource allocation algorithm, particularly combinatorial auction algorithm,
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which was further discussed in [67]. They presented the notion of a Bundle type rep-
resenting a matching of a set of sensor types to a set of task types they might satisfy.
In other words Bundle types are, effectively, a collection of resource (platform and
sensor) types which instances form the actual solution for a particular task type.
In their later paper [64] authors integrate into their approach quality of data produced
by sensors to data quality required to satisfy a task, which is captured in National Im-
age Interpretability Rating Scale (NIIRS) [44]. It aligns data quality to what could be
achieved with it. Thus, by having no direct relation between task types and sensor
types, it opens search space for alternative solutions for a task, effectively letting a
system find sensor types capable of a particular task type satisfaction. To represent
this concept they built the NIIRS Task concept as a specific type of Task whose re-
quired capabilities are expressed in terms of values corresponding to the NIIRS rat-
ings. Thanks to the knowledge captured in NIIRS, the NIIRS Capabilities may be
broken down to matching Asset types providing them. The NIIRS Tasks are related
to the Detectables ontology, first introduced in [16], where are defined concepts and
relations between objects detectable by sensor means. There are mentioned three types
of NIIRS Tasks, i.e. Detecting, Identifying a Detectable or Distinguishing between few
Detectables.
This sort of approach allows us to treat satisfaction of a task from the perspective of in-
formation, while enabling optimisation of information sharing among tasks satisfiable
by the same bundles. It certainly depends on the network environment or particularities
of a scenario (e.g. if it allows for information sharing among different tasks) and it can
be controlled, for example, by use of policies such as presented in [75, 83]. The SAM’s
approach, effectively adds to a solution space more options not only of type but also of
instance level, by reuse of sensor provided data. For example, we might use this ap-
proach to limit engagement of instances of resources by reusing of the same bundles. It
is beneficial from the perspective of the reactiveness problem tackling, since it allows
us to find alternative solutions for a particular task type.
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The Task Representation
In the paper [62] Sensor Assignment to Missions (SAM) TR is presented as a union
of two sets, a set of interpretation tasks and a set of required sensor capabilities. They
currently use a very narrow set of NIIRS (National Imagery Interpretability Rating
Scale) interpretation tasks, called later NIIRS tasks. The SAM TR could be described
in a mathematical form as:
S AMTR = (NT1, ..., NTn) ∪ (RS C1, ...,RS Cm),
where NT (NIIRS Task) describes the objectives of a task in terms of what it intends
to achieve, meaning, what operation a task is to perform on a physical event or a thing.
It is represented by the following tuple NT =< action, detectables >, where an action
determines what to do on detectables, and a detectable is an event or a thing that might
be observed by sensor resources. Examples of a NT could be: < detect, cars >,
< identi f y, plane >. n is the number of NIIRS tasks. RS C (Required Sensing resource
Capability) means a capability that a task requires a resource to provide, before it can
become useful for this task, e.g. ACINT, IMINT, RADINT (respectively: acoustic,
imagery, and radar intelligence). m is the number of RSCs.
SAM TR is using a query language to express a task’s information requirements. The
example below shows how a query used in SAM TR might look like, when a task is to
Detect a vehicle in night conditions (written in the SPARQL query language [81]):
PREFIX niirsOnto: <http://example.com/niirsOntology#>
SELECT ?vehicle
WHERE {
?x niirsOnto:vehicletype ?vehicle ;
niirsOnto:inCondition niirsOnto:Night .
}
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2.4 Other Related Work
2.4.1 Sensor and Sensor Network related Ontologies
The ontology described in the paper [18] is relevant to our work in general. It is relevant
to us especially because of what it offers, i.e. an optimisation of searching for sensor or
data processing services for improvement of precision of search. Yet it is too low level
and it talks about the relation of sensor (and processing service) and data not touching
the role of a task in a system.
In our approach, in order to keep it domain independent, we tried not to focus much on
ontologies that are concentrating on a particular domain, for example, OOSTethys [13]
ontology for oceanographic observations created by the OOSTethys community1 or
Maritime Metadata Interoperability (MMI) [36] ontology for oceanographic devices.
Our approach is general and as such we stayed away from inclusion of domain specific
concepts. Though we were checking if the concepts that we see as general are also
fitting to concepts in these ontologies.
The Semantic Sensor Network (SSN) ontology [3], created by the World Wide Web
Consortium’s (W3C) Semantic Sensor Network Incubator Group (SSN XG), can be
briefly described as capturing sensor network related concepts, enabling its domain-
independent use. In our terms we would also describe it as being a low (sensor) level
ontology, since it captures sensors and other processes (such as processing services)
related to use of sensors in sensor networks, but it doesn’t relate them to a user’s task.
In fact the SSN ontology is built to be complaint with the OGC SWE standards. Thus,
they want to allow applications already built using SWE standards to benefit from
semantic approach while continuing to comply with the SWE standards. The very
1http://www.oostethys.org/
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significant difference between the work of SWE and SSN is that the SSN follows the
Semantic Web approach thus it offers potential to categorise and reason about the con-
cepts it uses. Its similarity to the SWE work is one of the reasons for not introducing
the SSN XG’s work as another TR. The main reason though is lack of relation of its
concepts to a task. Because of it we needed to analyse the SWE standards ourselves to
look for reasons of this. As a result we created our ontology of the SWE TR. Our map-
ping of SWE standards corresponds to that presented by the SSN XG group, though by
no means ours is that detailed, as it was beyond the scope of our research.
After research there appear to be very few ontologies that include task and specifically
its relation to other sensor and sensor network important concepts. We know that hav-
ing these in one ontology would allow reasoning, for example, about task satisfaction
as it is possible with the ISATR ontology discussed in [28, 59]. This is the ontology that
the SAM technology makes use of to enable mapping between sensor types providing
and task types requiring capability.
OntoSensor ontology, presented in [69], offers a Semantic Web compliant approach
adopting SensorML [7] part of OGC SWE standards, extending concepts in IEEE
SUMO2 ontology and referring to ISO 191153. Its aim, as author claims, is to sup-
port fusion of data coming from different sensors by conceptualisation of relations
between the concepts which construct the ontology. We didn’t include the OntoSensor
ontology, because it effectively captures some of the concepts from SAM (sensor type
details) and (part of) OGC SWE. Since our approach is more general than that which is
shown by the author (i.e. the role of task is not expressed in the ontology) we decided
to make our own ontology of concepts related to the SWE standards in general, which
we captured in SWE TR discussed in more detail in Section 3.2.1.
The SWAMO framework [80], and the ontology that comes with it, offers a variety
of functionalities allowing for creation of a system that would be able to work with
2http://www.ontologyportal.org/
3http://metadatos.ingemmet.gob.pe/files/FDIS_19115.pdf
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other systems (implementing the same framework) to connect into a so called ‘system-
of-systems’ for a mutual benefit. It would be able to discover, find and set sensing
resources depending on a user’s request. However, it lacks, for example, rich relation
of task to other concepts. Thus, tasks of a user can only be expressed in form of
request, e.g. “I want XXX [sensor]” [80], rather than i.e. my task is YYY, and let the
system then worry how to satisfy it. We suspect it might be the result of focusing on
the OGC SWE standards explicitly and not capturing a richer relation between a task
and sensing resources. Anyway the SWAMO framework looks very promising as it
offers use of intelligent agents (each playing a role of system in their architecture of
‘system-of-systems’) to assist in management and control of sensors, hiding (at least
partially) tasking complexity from a sensor network user.
2.4.2 Sensor Allocation Problem
We mentioned already that observable is the similarity between research in other do-
mains, particularly in the domain of robotics. In paper [24] the authors present a similar
problem conceptually to that of assigning sensors to a task, here robots to a task. If
we see the robots as a platform carrying sensors, then the problem effectively becomes
the same. Though we are focusing more on their sensing capabilities rather than their
physical capabilities, e.g. transportation of a thing by a robot (i.e. coordination of ro-
bots). This similarity is also mentioned in the sensor network literature, for example,
in [67] authors build their problem basing on that of robotics. Later in [58] authors
formalise their problem as Multi-Sensor Task Allocation (MSTA) as to highlight its
similarity to that of Multi-Robot Task Allocation (MRTA) presented in [24]. The first
take on the formalisation of the MSTA problem was shown in the paper [57] where
authors presented a taxonomy of MSTA problem relating it to that of MRTA. Our ap-
proach to the sensor tasking problem is similar to that in [67] with the exception that
we are considering a more general problem, which the sensor allocation is a part of.
We also assume the user wants a solution to his/her task as soon as it is available.
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Additionally, we do not want a user to worry about all the actual details of sensor as-
signment or parameter setting. We aim to enable a user to express what his/her sensing
task is and the rest should be taken care of by the system. In the paper authors also dis-
cuss how a need for an alternative solution for a task can be handled from perspective
of their problem. They explored the mechanism of preemption of resources serving a
task as a means to allow treatment of tasks of different priority. The other mechanism
they explored is called the rebidding mechanism (meaning “...the ability for a task to
request a different bundle of sensors in case the resources requested the first time were
not available...” [58]). They also showed that such an approach combining rebidding
and preemption mechanisms offers a greater total profit, i.e. more satisfied tasks; than
allocation without these mechanisms.
The allocation problem is presented here [57] in the context of an emergency response
scenario. It is important for us as one of our problem’s characteristics is a dynamically
changing environment. In this case many changes are expected in the set of available
sensors. They highlight how important it is to timely deliver required information to
a task and to continue its delivery, and also that a typical user (rescuer) usually lacks
expertise to specify what sensors he/she needs to use, or how to use them. Thus, they
offer here an automated approach to allocation of sensing resources. In relation to our
work we also believe it is important to allow a user to express his/her task in higher
terms of expression, e.g. my task is to monitor the accident site, rather than specifying
what sensors he/she needs and how; while ignoring details of tasking specifics not
only those related to resource assignment. Thus, our problem in comparison to that
described by the authors is more general, as we are focusing on the role of a task in
such scenarios. This is what distinguishes our approach.
Authors of [66] present analysis of the field which they call sensor selection. In other
words it is a part of the sensor allocation problem but more focused on determination
of which sensor to choose depending on its availability, its detection range, battery
life, bandwidth available for information transportation, area coverage and many other
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details related to sensor itself or a sensor network. This work is interesting for us as it
provides an overall view on the sort of low (sensor) level related issues of the sensor
allocation to a task. Thus, we used it to familiarise ourselves with the low level issues.
Though it does not discuss the role of a task in the process, nor how complexity of task
model can influence it which is our main focus.
Finishing this section we want to highlight that the problem of sensor allocation and the
approaches we described above are relevant to our research. Familiarising ourselves
with this problem gave us the understanding of the range of parameters and issues
that a system and sensor network might be concerned with. Particularly the low level
details, related mostly to sensor and information, such as, sensor availability, range,
information quality, information sharing, task priorities, etc.; which we tried to capture
within our models. We experimented with some of these issues in our framework, the
SAM application (described in 2.5.2).
2.5 The Research and Our Approach
This section describes the research, the problem and the way we approached it. Sub-
section 2.5.1 identifies the research problem. Subsection 2.5.2 contains description
of the SAM application, which serves as a testbed in this research. Subsection 2.5.3
describes our research approach in general.
2.5.1 Identification of the Research Problem
The task representation in the research context, as it was presented in Section 2.3, can
be put, in other words, as the problem of how to represent a task so it can be broken
into a set of information requirements, and how to express them so a system can work
with them, automatically making some decisions (e.g. in the vehicle tracking example,
when a suspicious car enters a tunnel, thus rendering a helicopter camera’s data tem-
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porarily useless, a nearby CCTV camera located inside the tunnel is assigned instead)
without necessity of a user’s action, in contrary to the current solutions ([50]), where a
manual intervention is required.
To observe what the influence of TR is on the steps of Direction, Collection, Processing
and Dissemination, the DCPD loop implementation was created, see Fig. 2.5. This
figure highlights in which points DCPD steps are present (round areas) and shows
implementation specific parts (rectangular areas) of our loop.
Figure 2.5: Overview of the Sensor Assignment to Missions application
The steps presented in Fig. 2.5 are explained below:
1. Mission creation/selection - (Direction) A high level description of a mission. It
contains a statement of a mission’s objectives, that requires further interpretation
and breakdown into more focused tasks.
2. Task/requirement selection - (Direction) Selection of regions, where tasks are
going to take place and specification of information requirements for each task.
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Tasking could progress, like in [61], where high level of information (not meas-
urable by sensors) is broken down to scenario specific information requirements,
and finally broken into more specified requirements for which sensor-provided
data could be useful.
3. Sensing Resources Selection - (Collection) This step involves finding of the re-
sources that are able to satisfy previously selected information requirements for
each task, matching of information requirements to types of available sensors
(matching examples could be found in [27, 28, 59, 60]), which limits the search
space for a process of allocation of sensors to tasks (for an example of an alloc-
ation algorithm see [56]), making it faster and more efficient.
4. Feed Types Subscription - (Collection) After a sensor’s data format (feed type)
and data fusion mechanisms are selected the actual reservation of sensors for a
task is happening.
5. Readings processing - (Processing) In this step, operations are executed on read-
ings obtained from sensors, i.e. readings interpretation and understanding of
their meaning for a task. This involves data fusion processes, their details could
be found in [22, 55]. These processes are intended to exploit information, so
it can satisfy as many information requirements of tasks as possible. This con-
siders various aspects of a relation between an information and a task, the authors
of [22] are classifying it as Temporal, Spatial, Context, Content, Priority, Histor-
ical, Usage.
6. Result presentation to user - (Dissemination) Presentation of results to a user
in an informative way i.e. if a user is supervising many tasks, the amount of
information delivered to him must allow him to cope with it. In paper [22] the
author highlights the importance of a fusion processing (the previous step of
the loop) and its close relation to this step. Thus, the form in which results are
presented is influenced by the way in which they are processed.
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We have presented our loop which is implemented by the SAM application, described
in Subsection 2.5.2, which is meant to serve as a testbed for various TRs.
2.5.2 Presentation of the Testbed Application
The Sensor Assignment to Missions (SAM) application implements the DCPD loop
in the form presented in Subsection 2.5.1, and presented in Fig. 2.5. The application
was developed with the intention to serve as a testbed for the research of the TR in the
research context. To experiment with the reactiveness problem, and to demonstrate the
utility of a TR in a system working in a sensor network, we implemented the frame-
work application that serves as the system shown in Figure 1.1. This follows work
previously presented in [62]. Our approach follows the principle that many tasking
details, especially those related to the sensor-level tasking (e.g. selection and setting
of parameters for an asset) should be inferred, where possible, from higher-level de-
scriptions of a task (i.e. in terms of Section 1.1: “what”, not “how”). However, we
don’t want to prevent users from choosing the types of solution they are interested in
(i.e. “how”) because there may be situations where a user prefers one kind of solution
over another. For example, a vehicle detection task may be solvable by acoustic and
imagery means, but the user is really interested only in the imagery solution as they
can then use the images of detected vehicles as a proof that they breached a speed limit
and penalise their drivers.
The application can find sensors for user-specified requirements, by use of the SAM
ontology and reasoner [28] (it provides a mapping between a task’s information re-
quirements and sensor types); it works with sensors and the environment in which
they are deployed (the IBM Sensor Fabric, presented in [6], a sensor infrastructure,
that among many functionalities, allows to access and use sensors, both real and sim-
ulated); it can process (fixed processing of acoustic information, triangulation of the
signal); and deliver & present to a user information which satisfies his/her task.
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The latest interface of our framework application is shown in Figure 2.6; more readable
elements of this interface appear in Figure 2.7. The figures show a vehicle detection
task using acoustic sensors (e.g. acoustic array) mounted on a platform (e.g. iRobot
PackBot), since the previously used video feed was recently lost (presented by static
image in the pop-up window to the left). It also shows a simple goal lattice diagram
expressing priority and relation of our task of vehicle detection to mission success.
Figure 2.7a shows the interface using the SAM TR. The tabs allow a user to select
from currently defined NIIRS Tasks (e.g. detect vehicle) and specify Required Sensing
Capabilities in terms of intelligence types (e.g. ACINT, IMINT, RADINT). The list
in Figure 2.7b shows platforms with sensors mounted on them bundled together into
a complete solution for the task (bundle no.2 is selected, containing the PackBot plat-
form, P2, with an acoustic array installed on it). The third element of the framework,
shown in Figure 2.7c is a map that serves three purposes: to allow a user to specify
the area of a task, to present the location of assets providing some of the capabilities
required by a task, and to deliver processed sensor information where appropriate (the
jeep icon, representing detected vehicle by the acoustic array on the PackBot, P2).
Figure 2.6: Framework application user interface
Currently, the framework’s task representation integrates the SAM TR — which provides
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(a) Task representation. (b) Bundled asset results. (c) Map.
Figure 2.7: Interface elements for a vehicle detection task
sensor-task matching — and uses an SWE-like sensor network layer, that has capabil-
ities allowing discovery, management, and retrieval of data from sensors. It also uses
the GL TR to allow expression of a task’s priority. The processing of sensor data,
though present in the framework, is fixed (e.g. acoustic data is triangulated to locate
an object), but this could be addressed by incorporating the Semantic Streams features.
By extending the current framework to include these additional capabilities, we would
have a complete implementation of the system illustrated in Figure 1.1.
In experiments using the SAM framework we observed potential benefits of addressing
both (user and sensor) levels of tasking, which task representation is meant to capture.
Thus, we want to summarise this section by saying that: Having an open, explicit
task representation that addresses both user- and sensor-level tasking also allows the
possibility for the creation of new sensor planning, operation, and delivery mechanisms
and tools that use the existing TRs, or further extend it with additional features.
2.5.3 Our Approach
Identification of the research problem and its context (Section 2.5.1), and testing of
the DCPD loop in the SAM testbed application (Section 2.5.2) highlighted the very
important role of the loop in the context of the problem and its close connection with
a TR. In order to present it and to verify how a TR can automate solutions of the prob-
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lem, it is important to find what are the information needs of the DCPD loop, i.e. input
and output of each step. It will allow us to compare the TRs in the context of the DCPD
loop, in other words, to verify the amount of information needs of each step of the loop
are provided by each TR. Observation of differences and similarities between TRs in
this context will allow to show if there is a TR that satisfies all the information needs
of the DCPD loop. If there is no TR that satisfies all the information needs then it will
be required to verify if a combination of TRs can satisfy them or at least can satisfy
more than TRs separately.
After building such hybrid of TRs (or HTR), we will observe what is the coverage of
the DCPD’s steps now. Then having many HTRs we will test them in a simulation,
where we will simulate a sensor network, its behaviour and changes in its state. From
these results we want to obtain a HTR that delivers all information needs. If such a
HTR is not present we will create the missing concepts and integrate them into one
that performs the best of them all. Effectively, we will create the HTR that is the best
fit for dynamic environments where the likelihood of a sensor’s state change is high.
The final HTR will be evaluated under the same conditions in our simulation where we
will measure percentage of gain in task satisfaction when using this model versus the
satisfaction of other models. This way we will evaluate if our approach was successful.
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Chapter3
Task Representation
We start this chapter with a description of the features of the DCPD loop (Section 3.1).
We continue, in Section 3.2, with a description of the four existing models of task
representations we identified. Each represents a particular approach that people use
in creation of a task submitted onto a sensor network. We show conceptualisations of
their concepts which we captured in the form of a set of ontologies using Web Ontology
Language (OWL) [4]. They can be seen as our base elements which we use in later
research, presented in Chapter 4 which deals with further analysis of our findings and
creation of a hybrid of the task representations presented here. In the last section (3.3)
we present the role of the models in the context of the loop, i.e. what information needs
of the steps of the loop they deliver.
3.1 The Features of the DCPD Loop
Here we present the features of the DCPD loop [86] described for each of the four steps.
These features can be viewed as a set of information needs required to go around the
loop in an automatic way, i.e. without the need for user intervention. Knowing what
is needed in each step of the loop and delivering it once, at start, with a description of
a task makes an automatic operation of a system possible. All the features have been
taken from the literature describing a system operating in a sensor network. These
papers are [86] introducing the concept of the DCPD loop, [37, 51] are presenting
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problems and issues involved in automation of a system operating in a sensor network
of a critical time in the military domain, [47] where the authors describe general issues
of sensor management with a focus on the processing step, [61] here the authors present
the problem of operation on a sensor network in a step by step walkthrough, where
functionality looks like that which is captured in the loop, [14] though in this paper the
authors are not talking directly about the loop, they are describing its function in the
form of requirements of a potential system that would work with a sensor network in
the firefighting domain.
The DCPD features are effectively possible user interaction steps, and this is how we
present them below. The number, and type, of actions taken in an interaction step,
presented below, answers to the specifics of the information needs of the DCPD loop.
These actions represent a minimal set of requirements needed by a task, from the per-
spective of the information needs of the steps of the loop [86]. It is important to re-
member that they are not necessarily implying the order, or number, of actions a user
will take in an implemented system. They are merely meant to present general steps an
average user of a system, working with a sensor network, might need to take in order
to describe his/her task in sufficient detail, thus giving a system enough information for
automated operation.
• Direction (D1)
– Task Description - Describe the task, e.g. select the region of action, task
requirements, express its importance (priority) etc.
– Sensor Type Selection - Select sensor types, from a set of sensors having
the selected requirements.
– Sensor Instance Selection - Locate & select sensor instances for the sensor
types.
– Sensor Setting - Set parameters for the sensors.
– Monitoring - Monitor the task status. Most likely a user will not be involved
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in this step at the beginning, otherwise he/she might specify the conditions
for the monitoring, e.g. when to change the task’s solution. The role of this
step is to enable a user to express how flexible his/her task is, meaning what
the user sees as a minimal solution for the task. Thus, allowing for some
degradation of a task solution over time but still satisfying it, applicable
in situations where no sensors producing a better solution are available.
For example, a user wants to identify a car but is also happy with just its
detection, e.g. the user might have another method of identifying a car,
knowing it was detected.
• Collection (C)
– Data Collection - Collect data from the sensors. Here a user might need to
select how the data should be collected, e.g. stored in a database or, maybe,
involving the next step, passed straight to the processing services.
– Data Forwarding - Forward the gathered data to processing services, which
can extract information, solving the task from the data. In this step the
role of a user could be to state to which processing service the collected
information should be forwarded.
• Processing (P)
– Data Processing - Process the data into meaningful, for the task, inform-
ation. A user here may need to express a flow of data and specify the
algorithms which should be applied for the received data.
– Information Forwarding - Further process or forward to delivery services,
e.g. information which may be a good solution for one user might not be
satisfactory for another, for example, only detecting a vehicle, is not enough
for a user who wants to locate it, and both might be satisfied by the same
information if it is rich enough and it has the detected vehicle’s coordinates.
• Dissemination (D2)
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– Recipients Selection - Determine recipient or recipients of the task’s solu-
tions. Often more people than just the task’s author might benefit from
task results, e.g. the task might be created by an analyst and the actual
information consumer might be the rescue team on the site of an incident.
– Delivery Medium Selection - Select the way in which to deliver the solution
to a recipient, e.g. live stream, email notification, packed to save bandwidth
etc.
– Presentation Format Selection - Select the format in which the solution will
be presented to a recipient, e.g. map location, image, etc. This might also
be dependent on the device type of the information recipient (or conditions
in which the recipient operates). For example, a police officer taking part in
a car chase would benefit more from a representation showing his/her and
a suspect’s location on a map, rather than just the suspect’s location. Since
he/she needs to operate quickly.
3.2 Formalisation of Four Existing Task Representa-
tions
As introduced in Chapter 2, we conducted a literature review to identify task represent-
ations (TRs) that satisfied two criteria: (1) inclusion of features relevant to user-level
and/or sensor-level tasking and (2) a sufficiently-detailed description in the public do-
main to allow us to analyse and compare the features with other TRs. To perform our
comparative analysis, it was useful to explicate the features of each representation in
a common format. For this purpose, we chose the Web Ontology Language, OWL to
capture the features as class and property definitions. OWL is a formalism designed to
support machine processing of the content of information [4]. Use of OWL in creation
of an ontology brings, among many useful capabilities, openness and extensibility,
compatibility with Web standards and scalability. Wanting to capture concepts of the
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TRs in a standard representation that is extensible and scalable and which would al-
low to reuse the created ontologies in future, we decided to use OWL in our research.
Additional benefits arising from the use of OWL were that we would then be able to
use ontology-alignment techniques to define relationships between the four representa-
tions, and also potentially use the ontologies as schemas for representing task instances.
In this section we discuss the four TRs, introduced in Section 2.3, in the follow-
ing order: Open Geospatial Consortium’s Sensor Web Enablement (SWE), Semantic
Streams (SS), Goal Lattices (GL), and Sensor Assignment to Missions (SAM). We de-
scribe their characteristics and introduce our ontologies (available in Appendix A or1).
Additionally, in each subsection we demonstrate the ontological concepts using the ex-
ample of a car detection task. This task represents a situation where a user’s intention
is to monitor an area of interest for any presence of a car in that region. We will use
this example to show the sort of details can be expressed with concepts of each TR
and to which (user and/or sensor) level they apply. In Figures 3.1 to 3.7 below, we use
the following notation: classes are depicted as ovals, and instances as rectangles; data
properties are the text next to corresponding instances (rectangles); subclass relations
and all other properties are shown as labelled solid arcs.
The notions might appear confusing at first as they are used on two different figures (the
first presenting relations between classes the second between instances of the classes)
shown for the same TR. Therefore, we present here a sample of each notion in order to
help understanding the figures better. We explain them giving examples as seen on the
two figures of the first TR we discuss below, i.e. Fig. 3.1 (presenting relations between
ontology classes) and Fig. 3.2 (showing relations between instances).
• Oval - represents a class, e.g. Asset in Fig. 3.1.
• Rectangle - represents an instance of a class. Its name always, among instance
specific details, explains which class it represents. For example, Predator A
Platform, in Fig. 3.2, represents an instance of Platform class.
1Available from: http://users.cs.cf.ac.uk/K.Borowiecki/Thesis/Ontologies.zip
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• Data properties - are texts next to an instance (a rectangle) they relate to. For
example, in Fig. 3.2, Location parameter has data properties of latitude and lon-
gitude which represent coordinates of the position of Predator A Platform.
• Labelled dashed arcs - have a title which explains what is the relation that they
represent. For example, Platform carries Sensor, in Fig. 3.1, means that an in-
stance of the Platform class can carry (have mounted on it) only instances of
Sensor class, e.g. in Fig. 3.2 Predator A Platform carries Camera A Sensor.
3.2.1 Open Geospatial Consortium’s Sensor Web Enablement TR
The Open Geospatial Consortium’s Sensor Web Enablement (SWE) suite of standards
is large and complex. We have tried to identify its features that are most relevant
to the representation of tasks at the user and sensor level. Our resulting ontology is
shown in Figure 3.1. The ontology includes the concepts which the Sensor Planning
Service (SPS) makes use of when setting parameters of sensors, and also those that
allow retrieval of sensor data via the Sensor Observation Service (SOS). The SWE
approach defines SensorML [49] for the representation of sensors and measurement
processes, thus allowing for interoperability between the services of the SWE suite
(e.g. SPS to task a sensor and SOS to retrieve data from it). Additionally, SensorML
defines Process Models, representing transformation and processing of sensor data.
In the SWE TR ontology, by an asset, we mean both a sensor and platform. In the
SPS specification document [71] the authors define the word “asset” as synonymous
with a sensor or simulation, though in the examples in the document they use it while
presenting the service’s functionality, where they also state that it might be applied in
tasking of both platforms and sensors. The use of the SPS service for tasking of both
a platform and a sensor mounted on it was demonstrated in [35]. Therefore, in the
ontology we use Asset as super type of a Sensor and Platform. Between these two is a
carries relation representing that a Platform might have some Sensors mounted on it.
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A Submit Request describes tasking details for one or more Assets to which it assigns
tasks. Each Asset has some Parameters which might be instances of subclasses of the
Parameter class: Non Taskable Parameter (which is used to describe characteristics,
capabilities or state of an asset) and Taskable Parameter (which represents parameters
that might be modified e.g. zoom level for a camera, its facing angle or speed of a plat-
form). In SensorML, sensors are modelled as processes that “convert real phenomena
to data” [49]. Therefore, a Sensor is a specific type of Process Model in SensorML,
defined as a processing block that performs operations on data, and has its input, output
and all parameters precisely defined.
Figure 3.1: Ontology for the Sensor Web Enablement TR
Figure 3.2 shows the use of the SWE TR in the example car detection task. Here we
observe how low level the TR is, lacking the capability to express the relation of the
submitted request to the task’s needs, which is to detect a car.2 Using the TR we can
set values of taskable parameters for a platform and sensors, on that platform, that
are capable of satisfying our task. It is up to the user to know what sensors and/or
platforms might be capable of satisfying a task. Here a user has selected a Predator
(an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle) platform with a camera that has infra red intelligence
(IRINT) capability, and has assigned values to other parameters of the assets.
2We note that it is possible in SWE to represent how information can be combined, by specification
of proper process models. For example, it would be possible to represent a model for image processing
that can observe presence of a car in an image.
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Figure 3.2: An example SWE car detection task
3.2.2 Semantic Streams TR
Our ontology for the Semantic Streams (SS) task representation is shown in Figure 3.3.
The SS TR is useful for both user- and sensor-level tasking. In fact, its applicability
lies more in the middle between high and low-level task expressions. This approach al-
lows creation of an information flow, called a Semantic Stream [41] (previously called
an Event Stream [76]), which represents a sequence of events of the same Event Type,
and originates from a Sensor, then the stream may pass through a series of Semantic
Services which add new semantic information about the event type of the stream, new
Semantic Properties, and/or modify the Event Type of the stream. A Semantic Service
(previously called an Inference Unit [76]) represents a data processing operation that is
performed on one or more input Semantic Streams, and outputs (creates) one or more
Semantic Streams which now are enriched with additional semantic information. As a
result, the event type of the output stream receives new Semantic Properties and/or is
modified, e.g. a vehicle detection service could take a semantic stream having an “ob-
ject detection” event type and, on successful determination that the object is a vehicle,
change the event type to “vehicle detection”.
A Sensor is a specific type of Semantic Service which has no input streams [41].3 A
3We note that the recent definition of a sensor is richer than the previous one and is equivalent to
combination of previous concepts of Sensor and Wrapper Inference Unit [76].
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Figure 3.3: Ontology for the Semantic Stream TR
Task is a specific kind of Semantic Stream which is not an input into any Semantic
Service; in other words, it is a final output stream [41] which provides the information
specified in a user’s query. A Semantic Property contains specific information about
the Event Type it describes, e.g. the location, observation time, or anything else that
tells us more details about the nature of the observed object, such as the speed of a car.
Each semantic property might have some Conditions, which could put constraints on
the property value, e.g. speed of a car greater than 100.
The example in Fig. 3.4 shows how concepts of the SS TR’s ontology can be instan-
tiated to express the car detection example. In order to present the capability of the
TR to put constraints on the result space in the data processing stage, the example
was made more specific: to detect a car with speed greater than 100 km/h, similar to
the example in [76]. For brevity, we omit hasEventType properties for each stream,
and hasSemanticProperty (for example, for the “Car breaching 100 km/h speed limit”
stream the event type would say it is a car that has property speed which satisfies a
condition, greater than 100).
3.2.3 Goal Lattice TR
The Goal Lattice (GL) task representation was originally conceived for task planning.
A GL consists of a collection of goals, which might be ordered, for example, by the
following relation “(this goal) is necessary to achieve (this other goal)” [34]. The
ordering relation was relaxed in later paper [31] expressing now that a sub-goal ‘con-
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Figure 3.4: An example Semantic Stream car detection task
tributes’ to its super-goal. Top goals are unmeasurable by sensors, e.g. task success,
gain control over a region, minimise loses. The further from the main goal the goals
are, the more they are measurable by sensors, e.g. minimise personnel losses, track
personnel, detect hostile activity. Our GL TR ontology is shown in Figure 3.5. Each
Goal has a Weight, expressing the importance of that goal to the top-most goal (which
represents the success of a task). The weight values might be used to prioritise the goal
satisfaction process. Weight values are in the range between 0 and 1 inclusive, and for
the top-most goal the weight always has value 1, meaning a goal that must be satisfied
otherwise the whole task fails completely [34]. A value of 0 means a goal does not
have influence on the task and its satisfaction could only bring additional information
that might be interesting, but is not crucial to the task (e.g. having already identified a
car, receiving additionally its image) and it will only have resources assigned if there
are surplus resources after satisfying all non-zero weighted goals.
According to the more recent literature on the GLs [32] there are two types of Goal:
Static Goal and Dynamic Goal, which extend the earlier definition [34] where there
was no distinction between goal types. The difference between these is that a dynamic
goal has no sub-goals, thus is located at the very bottom in the lattice structure, and
is created when a need arises. Noticeable is also a sub type of Static Goal to which
author in [32] refers to as Sensor Task and it represents all static goals which only have
children that are instances of dynamic goals. There are three types of sensor task that
were mentioned in [32]: tracking (monitoring of a detected object’s current position),
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identifying (determination of an object’s characteristics and intentions) and searching
(detecting presence of an object in a location). They are represented, respectively, in
our ontology as: Track, Identify and Search.
Figure 3.5: Ontology for the Goal Lattice TR
Figure 3.6 shows a car detection task as part of an emergency response scenario, where
a user’s task is to monitor the activity of people and cars in a particular area. Detecting
trucks is an additional goal with weight of 0 as the only trucks that might be present
on the scene are assumed to belong to rescue teams. This allows us to observe a
breakdown of weight value as we propagate from the top most goal through static
goals, finally reaching at the very bottom dynamic goals of Truck and Car Search,
which have been instantiated for a Vehicle Search static goal. Here, Human Search is
a sensor task as, depending on the need, it might be further broken down into dynamic
goals, for example, search for victims or rescue personnel.
3.2.4 Sensor Assignment to Missions TR
In the Sensor Assignment to Missions (SAM) TR, a user’s task (e.g. search for vic-
tims) is represented as part of a set of tasks called an operation (e.g. rescue people); a
set of operations is called a mission (e.g. a rescue mission) [28]. Every task, operation
and mission can have a set of sensing Capabilities. The notion of “interpretation task”,
introduced in [62], is a specific type of a task that derives from the National Imagery
Interpretability Rating Scale (NIIRS) [44] which defines the kinds of intelligence tasks
that can be achieved by imagery of different qualities. For example, NIIRS indicates
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Figure 3.6: An example Goal Lattice including a car detection task
the quality of image needed to allow the detection, identification, and distinguishing
of vehicles and buildings of various kinds, in various contexts. The SAM approach
defines a knowledge base that allows a user to specify their (NIIRS-based) interpret-
ation tasks as tuples of the form < action, detectables >, where an action determines
what to do on detectables, and a detectable is an event or a thing that might be observed
by sensor resources, e.g. < detect, car >, < identify, aircraft >.
As described in [62], the SAM approach is to infer a set of more primitive required
sensing Capabilities from the Interpretation Tasks, and use these Capabilities in a
matchmaking process to identify suitable sensors (where sensors are defined in terms
of the Capabilities they provide). Capabilities defined in the SAM knowledge base
include kinds of intelligence data (e.g. acoustic, imagery, and radar intelligence, or
ACINT, IMINT, RADINT respectively) and also requirements due to the environment
such as fog or foliage penetration.
The SAM TR is applicable for user-level tasking as it enables creation of mappings
between user-defined task types and sensor types, thus allowing identification of sensors
which are able to satisfy a user’s tasks. This is done through matching of sensor-
provided information capabilities which are sensor-type specific to a task’s information
requirements. SAM TR’s characteristics can be seen in Figure 3.7.
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Following the aforementioned definition each Task can require many Capabilities. An
Interpretation Task, which is a sub class of a Task, has three sub classes (corresponding
to NIIRS actions) describing what it aims to achieve, i.e. what things it wants to: Detect
(i.e. to observe presence of an object in a region), Identify (i.e. to classify objects
characteristics and intentions), Distinguish (i.e. to differentiate one thing from other,
e.g. a vehicle from a person); and one or more Detectables, which represent objects
that are discoverable by sensing.
Figure 3.7: Ontology for the Sensor Assignment to Missions TR
Figure 3.8 shows a use of the SAM TR in the car detection example, illustrating the use
of the NIIRS classification scale, expressed by the car detection interpretation task with
a detectable set to be a car, and a required sensing capability of infra red intelligence
(IRINT). This example also presents how a SAM TR can be applied to constrain the
result space to sensors of a very specific type in relation to aims of the task, expressed
by the detect car interpretation task. Normally the interpretation task would return
acoustic and imagery intelligence as two possible sensor capabilities satisfying it, but
as the user has also specified the IRINT capability (which is a sub class of IMINT) the
solution to the task will involve only sensors providing that capability.
Having concluded our independent analysis of the four task representations, we now
turn our attention to identifying possible alignments between them, to allow us to create
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Figure 3.8: An example Sensor Assignment to Missions car detection task
an integrated representation. Therefore, in the next section we look at how the models
discussed here relate to the DCPD loop.
3.3 The TRs in Context of the DCPD Loop
In this section we describe the features of the DCPD loop vs. the features provided by
the four TRs, i.e. Sensor Web Enablement (SWE), Semantic Streams (SS), Goal Lat-
tice (GL), and Sensor Assignment to Missions (SAM). This part of research analysis is
an entry to the creation of a hybrid of task representations described in the next chapter.
The goal of this part was to observe how the models relate to each other and how they
relate to the steps of the DCPD loop. We want to identify to what extent the existing
representations cover these steps. We also want to observe the parts of the steps where
the representations overlap. On the basis of these findings we lead our next stage of
the research.
We use the below notation to graphically express how each information need of the
steps of the DCPD loop relates to a TR capabilities. We use it in the tables below,
presented and discussed for each step separately.
 A TR satisfies the information need of a step completely.
 A TR satisfies the information need of a step but only partially.
The task representation of SAM, as presented in Table 3.1, showing TRs in relation to
the Direction step, influences the two first points of the step where in the Task Descrip-
tion it only lacks priorities to serve it completely. GL TR only deals with priorities thus
its role is only in the initial points of the step. From characteristics of the SWE TR we
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DCPD steps TRs
Direction(D1) SAM GL SWE SS
Task Description   
Sensor Type Selection  
Sensor Instance Selection  
Sensor Setting 
Monitoring  
Table 3.1: Four TRs versus the Direction step of the DCPD loop.
DCPD steps TRs
Collection(C) SAM GL SWE SS
Data Collection  
Data Forwarding  
Table 3.2: Four TRs versus the Collection step of the DCPD loop.
know that it deals mostly with low level operations i.e. those relating to sensors thus we
observe its influence in appropriate points, i.e. setting of sensors and collection of their
data [9]. The SS TR doesn’t operate on sensor types (as discussed in Section 3.2.2 and
presented in the paper [41]), since the sensors are seen only as the source of a stream.
Therefore, in the Sensor Type Selection point we have no mark. The task in SS is ex-
pressed using low level technical language, which an analyst creating (‘programming’)
a task must know. The SS TR in contrary to SWE TR doesn’t support sensor discovery,
it only deals with what it has given in a database.4 We also observe that none of the
TRs handle completely issues of Monitoring of environment evolution, i.e. monitoring
of sensors and tasks for their state change.
In the Collection step, shown in Table 3.2, we see that SAM & GL task representations
4Though we do imagine it is possible to handle sensor discovery in a similar fashion as in SWE,
since both SWE & SS are service oriented architectures, the authors of SS don’t state their approach to
this problem.
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DCPD steps TRs
Processing(P) SAM GL SWE SS
Data Processing  
Information Forwarding  
Table 3.3: Four TRs versus the Processing step of the DCPD loop.
are not helpful in this step, because of their high level related characteristics. Thus
SWE & SS TRs are covering the step completely, with the exception that the SWE
offers only a partial coverage of the Data Forwarding part of the step. The difference
between SS & SWE TRs, in this step, is a result of not relating the processing services
to sensors or more precisely the information one produces, by the SWE. It is done
in the case of SS TR, where Semantic Services are forming together a chain of data
processing services by combining appropriate input and output Semantic Streams [41,
76]. Thus, building a full solution, which in their case is derived from top to bottom,
i.e. user expresses a task in the form of a final stream which is then decomposed to a
set of streams and services producing it, as mentioned in [41].
We observe a similar relation between the points of the Processing step and the TRs
(see Table 3.3) as it was for the Collection step. The SAM & GL TRs have nothing to
offer for this step. Where SWE & SS TRs have complete coverage of the step, with
the exception that the SWE lacks the full coverage of the second part of the step, i.e.
Information Forwarding. Similarly, as we mentioned in the previous step, we claim that
using SWE or SS TR and its technologies you can achieve the same results. Yet SWE
TR doesn’t show such close connection between the task and the processing services
as it is observable in case of the SS TR. In its case the task is effectively described as
the final result (the final Semantic Stream) which is returned by a more complex chain
of Semantic Services.
Since the Dissemination step, visible in Table 3.4, deals mostly with the way of deliv-
ery, and presentation, of results to the user(s) thus SWE TR, since it is very low level,
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DCPD steps TRs
Dissemination(D2) SAM GL SWE SS
Recipients Selection 
Delivery Medium Selection 
Presentation Format Selection 
Table 3.4: Four TRs versus the Dissemination step of the DCPD loop.
has nothing to offer here. Also SAM & GL TRs don’t address issues involved in this
part of the loop. Only SS TR has partial influence at this step. Covering, implicitly,
parts of the points involved in this step. For example, the default protocol, the default
recipient of a task solution and forms of delivery directly expressed by the user, during
task creation.
To summarise the chapter we will discuss now the strengths and weaknesses of the TRs
referring again to the example of car detection task. For example, we see that SWE TR
covers the low level details concerning the sensor tasking i.e. it, as opposed to others,
allows for control over sensor parameters. Additionally, it offers a strong support for
the steps of Collection and Processing of sensor data. On the other hand visible is
lack of direct relation between a task and sensors, thus from the SWE TR ontology’s
concepts we cannot establish which sensors can fit to which task. This weakness is
not present in SAM TR, where task is connected to sensors by information that can
be obtained by processing of sensor generated data and which the task requires. This
is in fact where the strength of this TR ends as it is very specific. Similarly is with
GL TR, where its only strength is capability to organise the sub-tasks of a complex
task, breaking the complex task down to sub-tasks which are satisfiable by sensors-
originated information and prioritise their satisfaction according to their importance to
the main task. On the other hand though SS TR lacks this capability or the capability
to map sensor types to task types (provided by the SAM TR), it offers coverage of
almost all steps of the DCPD loop though not always complete. It offers more detailed
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task description including the form of result representation and complete support of
Collection and Processing steps.
Our next step is to attempt the mixing of the models, since, as we observe, none of the
existing TRs delivers all information needs to the steps of the loop. On the other hand,
when looking at the TRs together we can notice that the models are actually fitting well
together, to some extent, they are filling each other weaknesses. The intended result of
the mixing being the creation of a “better” TR, one that combines their approaches and
covers the whole DCPD loop.
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Chapter4
Hybrid Task Representation
This part of the research resulted from the observed overlappings between the TRs and
the DCPD loop, which we mention in Chapter 3. We present here the approach, in
which we created hybrids of existing task representations, called hybrid task represent-
ations or HTRs. In our case a hybrid model represents a combination of existing TRs
such that overlapping of concepts between the included TRs is minimal, i.e. gaining a
functionality from one representation without introducing redundancy from other TRs.
We show here the models of hybrid task representations we created, each with its spe-
cific characteristics (the ontologies are available in Appendix B or1). They are dis-
cussed in context of the steps of the DCPD loop. This was done so we could observe
which of the steps, and to what extent, can be satisfied with each model. Towards the
end of the chapter we present the creation of the fourth model of hybrid task represent-
ation, that was built on top of the first model (Max SAM HTR). We explain its details
and reasons for its creation.
On the ontology graphs throughout the chapter (i.e. the figures from 4.1 to 4.6), we
use the following notation: classes are depicted as ovals, the OWL sameAs property
(represented by a solid bidirectional arc) to align common concepts (using namespace
notation to indicate which TR ontology the concepts are from), subclass relations and
all other properties are shown as labelled solid arcs.
1Available from: http://users.cs.cf.ac.uk/K.Borowiecki/Thesis/Ontologies.zip
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4.1 Methodology of Hybrid Task Representation Cre-
ation
The HTRs were created combining the four task representations (TRs), described in
Chapter 3, i.e. Sensor Web Enablement (SWE), Semantic Streams (SS), Goal Lattice
(GL) and Sensor Assignment to Missions (SAM).
The approach leading to the creation of the three HTRs can be described by these three
general steps:
1. Initially, we analyse the concepts in the ontologies of the TRs, looking for com-
mon concepts and relations between them.
2. Following the findings from (1), we create a general model of a hybrid of task
representations (called GHTR for short). It is built to capture all of the con-
cepts contained in the used TRs. The graph depicting its ontology is shown in
Figure 4.2 in Section 4.1.2.
3. Finally using the relations between the DCPD loop and the TRs (as presented in
the tables 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 & 3.4 of Chapter 3), we create mappings between the con-
cepts of the used models and that of the GHTR. Doing this we try to maximise
coverage of the steps of the loop while also avoiding unnecessary redundancy.
For example, if we have complete coverage of the Processing step served by one
TR we will not merge concepts of other TRs related to the step.
The third step could be represented, in a more detailed way, by the following al-
gorithm 4.1:
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1. Start the creation of a new HTR by importing the GHTR into its ontology. It will
serve as the base of the created HTR on top of which TRs concepts are going to be
mapped.
2. Select the focus of this model, i.e. set initial concepts and conditions the model
will respect. The set of these options is obtained by analyses of overlappings
between the TRs, which we did in Chapter 3, where we put all TRs in relation
to the steps of the DCPD loop. For example, in our case we have, one technology
doesn’t use sensor types where others do; and we have two techs offering coverage
of the processing step.
3. Integrate concepts of the TRs applying the following pseudo code:
We assume the variable trs stores the list of TRs, and the variable htr stores the HTR
model we are building.
{To enter the while loop at start we set it to true.}
boolean isConceptAdded = true
while isConceptAdded == true do
isConceptAdded = false
for tr IN trs do
List trConcepts = tr.getTRConcepts()
for trConcept IN trConcepts do
{Make sure the concept is only added if its inclusion will result in a more
complete coverage of the DCPD or if it is required by the concepts in htr.}
if trConcept.coversPartOfTheLoopNotCoveredInModel(htr) or
trConcept.isNeededByConceptsInModel(htr) then
htr.addConcept(trConcept)
isConceptAdded = true
Algorithm 4.1: Algorithm of HTR creation
To visualise the relations between the concepts of these TRs we created Figure 4.1.
It shows the concepts from TR ontologies and their relations mapped together with
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general concepts common among the TRs, important from the perspective of the DCPD
loop, such as Processing Services (i.e. hardware and/or software units responsible for
data manipulation), Task, Sensor, Information or User.
To obtain the base ontology on top of which we will map the TR concepts, we extra-
polate the common concepts into a general hybrid model, called GHTR (presented in
Figure 4.2). Having constructed our base ontology we proceed with the step of HTR
model creation.
Creation of these three HTRs from the four TRs was influenced by their specifics and
characteristics. From Section 3.3, presenting TRs in relation to the DCPD steps, we
know that some of the TRs offer similar coverage of the same steps. Particularly im-
portant for us is overlapping of similar concepts in case of e.g. SS and SWE. Even
though implementation differs between these two, both of them offer similar function-
ality when it comes to processing of sensor data for satisfaction of a users’s tasks.
The other important factor was the importance of a particular concept within ontology
of a TR, as it is, for example, with the role of sensor type in SAM and SS TRs. In
this example they differ completely, where as for SAM sensor type is the key concept
essential for the consistency of its ontology, for the SS it has no meaning (here we ob-
serve that a similar role plays the type of Stream that a Sensor produces). Wanting to
avoid concepts that are not essential for the newly created hybrid TR we chose to limit
redundancy of similar concepts to only those necessary for a model’s completeness (in
terms of the DCPD loop’s coverage).
Applying the above rules we obtain three models: Max SAM (Section 4.2.1), where
sensor type plays the key role; Max SWE (Section 4.2.2), where SWE technology is
utilised in sensor data processing step; and Max SS (Section 4.2.3), where SS is used
for processing and since type of sensor is of no importance in this case SAM TR is not
present.
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4.1.1 Mapping Between the TRs
Our primary motivation for creating the mapping between the TRs was to enable in-
tegration of the underlying tools and mechanisms that support each individual TR. As
the four approaches, to a large extent, address different parts of the tasking problem,
their simultaneous use would thus offer a more complete solution to the problem. Our
proposed mapping of concepts between the four ontologies from Section 3.2 is shown
in Figure 4.1. It also pictures their relation to general (common) concepts, which are
further discussed in Section 4.1.2.
The HTR is built around two concepts: Sensor and Task. We observe that a SAM:Sensor
models the same real-world thing as both a SS:Sensor and a SWE:Sensor, despite the
Semantic Streams and SWE TRs dealing with different aspects of the sensor-level task-
ing problem. Therefore, the Sensor concept in our HTR is intended to be the union of
the Sensor concepts in SAM, SS, and SWE ontologies.
Three of the four ontologies above have an explicit notion of Task: GL, SS, and SAM.
In SAM terminology, a Task is something that can be satisfied by information obtained
from a Sensor’s data. This equates to the GL:Dynamic Goal concept, as both are
directly satisfiable by means of sensors. Relationships exist between subclasses of
SAM:Interpretation Task and subclasses of GL:Sensor Task because of the relation in
GL between a sensor task and the dynamic goals contributing to it. The three subclasses
of a GL:Sensor Task will in fact be determining the types of the dynamic goals, as these
are only instantiated for sensor tasks. Therefore, the three subclasses will correspond
to subclasses of an interpretation task. In principle it would then be possible to use the
SAM knowledge base to infer Capabilities for a GL:Dynamic Goal.
The GL’s Static Goal represents the same concept as an Operation in the SAM TR.
Some Static Goals have very wide meaning, e.g. control a region; some (Sensor Tasks)
can be broken down into satisfiable by information obtained from sensors’ data Dy-
namic Goals (Tasks in case of SAM TR), e.g. detecting people, broken into rescue
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personnel and victim detection. For this reason we can say that a SAM:Operation is
the same as a GL:Static Goal. Though SAM TR does not have a notion expressing
relationship between operations, in the HTR it will be provided by the hasSubGoal
property, with important notice that this property, when used between Sensor Task and
its Dynamic Goals will correspond to Operation’s hasTask relation, because a Task is
a single sensor means satisfiable concept of the SAM TR and the Dynamic Goal has
exactly the same role in the GL TR. Respecting these relations a goal lattice could be
used to represent a single SAM:Mission.
A SS:Task is a kind of SS:Semantic Stream, and represents only one direct need of a
user (e.g. images of vehicles traveling faster than 15 mph [41]). Therefore, a semantic
stream’s role is more like that of a SAM:Interpretation Task but with the important
difference that SAM:Detectables do not have as wide a meaning as an SS:Event Type
(we consider SS:Object to be the same thing as SAM:Detectables, because both are
describing sensor-measurable things; for this reason its relation to SS:Event Type is
exactly the same as that of Object to Event Type, i.e. it is its subclass). For these
reasons, a SS:Task can be perceived as the same as a SAM:Task only if its event type
is within the space of the Object class. If this is the case, a SAM:Task could be used as
the final output stream or SS:Task, for which services are being composed.
4.1.2 General HTR
Wanting to have a base that we may use for creation of the HTR models we extra-
polated general concepts from the model mapping the four TRs together. As a result
we obtained a model which we call General Hybrid Task Representation, or GHTR
for short. Thus, when creating the hybrid models we only need to express mappings
between the used concepts of TRs and that of the GHTR. This way, as long as we
remember to take all the essential concepts from the integrated TRs, we are sure that
they will create a concise ontology.
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Figure 4.2: Model of the general HTR.
In Figure 4.2 we observe five concepts, User, Sensor, Task, Information, and Pro-
cessing Service. If the User, Sensor, Task and Information were detailed previously
we have only mentioned briefly what a Processing Service is. Therefore, here we only
describe what it is and how it relates to the other concepts.
Processing Service is a piece of hardware and/or software which can combine and/or
transform information in result creating another. We distinguish two subclasses of
these services, i.e. Visual and Information Processing Services.
Visual Processing Service is a more specialised mechanism of processing which is
responsible for presentation of a certain information to a user in an informative form,
e.g. in case of car detection task, turning of plain numbers representing latitude and
longitude of the detected car’s location to a point on a map. In other words it deals
with formatting of information already satisfying the user’s task not yet represented in
a user readable form.
Information Processing Service is a specific type of processing mechanism that is re-
sponsible for processing of information the final result of which is not user readable.
This is often the simple data that is produced by a Sensor, which lacks context in re-
lation to a user’s task, thus, by itself, it is meaningless. One could argue that, after
further analysis, a user may find a solution to his/her task, but the information at this
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stage does not completely satisfy the task. For example, a simple signal from a break
beam sensor, or it could be even a complex information such as a camera image but
is meaningless for the user and without further analysis by the user it cannot answer
his/her task’s needs.
Even though pure Sensor data is often not enough to solve a Task, we can imagine
Tasks for which the image or sound could be what a user actually wants. For example,
even in a complex task, where the user wants images of cars breaking a speed limit, the
image would be the final solution though many operations would be executed on the
information, in the processing stage, in the background. Therefore, we see a Sensor
as a Processing Service and, depending on a user’s needs, it could play part of In-
formation or Visual Service, for this reason these two concepts cannot be disjoint, and
often might overlap. The Sensor here, similar to the Sensor concept defined in Se-
mantic Streams, is a particular Processing Service which needs no input Information
(SS:Semantic Stream), since it turns a real physical event into a computer processable
one. This representation of Sensor agrees with SAM understanding of Sensor concept
and its relations to Task and Information (SAM:Capability), i.e. Task requires some
Information and Sensor provides it (or in SAM terms hasCapability). Though in our
understanding Information is a broader concept representing any type of information
not only that which originates from a Sensor i.e. it represents also that being the res-
ult of processing of various sensor information types (SAM:Capability). This in turn
matches the representation captured in the form of the DCPD loop, i.e. the sensor
information passes through the processing stage before it satisfy a user’s needs.
It is important to mention here that we decided not to include such concepts as Opera-
tion or Mission and its relations when representing a Task in the GHTR ontology. We
substituted them by broadening the concept of Task and placing the hasTask relation
on it. This follows similar thinking to that of the authors of the SAM reasoner. In their
paper [64] you can read: “... Because the definitions of mission, operation and task
are somewhat subjective in practice, we adopt a simple model of hierarchical trees of
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tasks, where a Task can be broken down into sub-tasks (which are also Tasks) ...”. This
agrees with our point of view since we are focusing on the means of satisfying a task
rather than on how a task breaks down, and how it relates to other tasks in a structural
understanding i.e. which task is sub task of which. We care how tasks relate to each
other but in a priority sense i.e. which task we care about and how much. This sort of
approach allows then, in the assignment stage, to focus resources on satisfaction of the
most important task first. In our models this sort of relation is expressed by use of the
GL TR. Therefore, such concepts as Operation or Mission have no real meaning from
our perspective and are thus substituted by a more general concept of Task.
4.2 The Three HTRs
In this section we present three models of hybrid task representations, which are the
result of applying the HTR creation methodology. The first HTR takes full use of
SAM TR, the second utilises SWE TR for processing, and the third HTR uses SS’s
entire capability.
4.2.1 Max SAM HTR
This HTR is modeled to make full use of SAM TR’s capability to control a system
behaviour dependent on types of sensors, hence its name Max SAM HTR. This model
enables reduction of search space, e.g. for sensor discovery algorithms, assignment
algorithms etc., by limiting it only to sensor types having capabilities applicable to
specific task types selected by a user.
Following the aforementioned method of HTR creation, in this case we chose to use
sensor types and, for processing, we used Semantic Streams since their understanding
of a task is similar to that of SAM.
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Creating the HTR we thought about maximising use of the benefits that the SAM
reasoner technology has to offer, e.g. it enables finding of appropriate sensor types
that are capable of satisfying a particular task type or types. It brings, as we think, im-
provement of resistance (i.e. increase of adaptability) of this model to changes within
the network it operates. The adaptability is improved, especially, to the changes within
a sensor’s and platform’s states or availability. These resources, in dynamic environ-
ments, are often susceptible to changes that can render a task, using an unprepared
model, useless in such case.
The approach has certain benefits (⊕) & limitations (	):
⊕ Increase of adaptability of a task applying the model, to sensor level changes, through
mapping of task types to sensor types. Thanks to this we already know alternative
solutions and are ready to use them once the current one becomes unavailable.
⊕ Close connection between SAM and SS perception of task, i.e. seen as the final
result expressed as a set of requirements requested by a user. Also SS allows a user to
express the form in which he/she wants the result to be delivered, which is an important
part of the dissemination step.
⊕ If we assume that we can treat Processing Model of SWE exactly as Semantic Service
of SS (assuming there exists some mapping between these two), the model would be
able to use them interchangeably or mix them (the second we do in the model of Max
SWE HTR described in Section 4.2.2).
	 The processing does not follow the emerging standards of SWE, though it could be
fixed by additional merging of SWE concepts into the HTR. We chose not to do so
and suffer this deficiency, since our approach was to avoid concepts redundancy that is
unnecessary from a model’s completeness point of view.
Figure 4.3 presents mappings between concepts of the used TRs and that of the general
HTR which together form the Max SAM HTR. It shows that SAM:Task and SS:Task
are the same thing, in this ontology. The Information concept is the same thing as
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Figure 4.3: Model of the Max SAM HTR.
SS:Semantic Stream and the Sensor is a combination of all three Sensor concepts from
SWE, SAM and SS task representations. This is because we need to assure a sensor’s
usability by the Processing Service whose role plays SS:Semantic Service; we want
mapping between sensor types and task types delivered by SAM; and we need the
ability to control a sensor provided by SWE.
4.2.2 Max SWE HTR
The Max SWE HTR focuses on the usage of SWE standards, thus it maximises its
presence within our model, reducing the influence of, for example, Semantic Streams
in the processing phase (SS is used to capture the final processing step, i.e. visualisa-
tion). The aim here is to make creation of implementations, which closely follow the
standards developed by the OGC community (authors of SWE), possible.
In this model our approach was to use SAM thus we make use of sensor types and task
type mapping and use SWE as the other technology for processing, thus we observe
increased presence of SWE concepts in this model’s ontology.
The model enables wider operability between various sensors, platforms & processing
models through use of the standards in their description. This approach has potential to
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enable easier usage and mixing of various components (sensors & processing services)
built by different vendors. This way a larger sensor network built from various sensors
would be supported by the model. Therefore, we observe the increased presence of
concepts native to the SWE task representation.
The approach has certain benefits (⊕) & limitations (	):
⊕ Increase of availability of components delivering and operating on information as-
suming they are built reusing the SWE standards. This indirectly increases accessibility
of alternative solutions, which could serve a task once the current solution becomes no
longer valid.
⊕Close connection between the Sensors and Processing Services, both served by SWE,
enables increased interoperability between these two.
	 The dependency on a mapping between SS:Semantic Services serving the final pro-
cessing of information for delivery to a user and SWE:Process Models processing the
initial data generated by sensors. This can be fixed either by the creation of map-
ping between the form of output and Processing Model and further treatment of pro-
cessing, as done by SWE (as a result substituting use of Semantic Streams by SWE
and treatment of Processing Models as Processing Services); or the creation of map-
ping between the Semantic Services and Processing Models allowing SS to see a Pro-
cess Model as part of their system (as another Semantic Stream). However, we are not
aware of any work researching these particular issues.
The main parts of the model are similar to those of Max SAM HTR described in 4.2.1.
The role of the Task is served by SS:Task and SAM:Task which requires Information
which Sensor is capable of delivery. Since both SS and SAM perceive Task in a similar
fashion, as described above, the SS:Semantic Service performs the role of the Visual
Processing Service. Therefore, the SWE:Process Model is used as an Information Pro-
cessing Service only. We already argued that there is no strong differentiation between
these two classes of Processing Services and it strongly depends on Task type, as such
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Figure 4.4: Model of the Max SWE HTR.
it might be that formatting of the result data will not involve SS:Semantic Service and
effectively the whole processing stage will be served completely by a chain consisting
of SWE:Process Models.
4.2.3 Max SS HTR
This hybrid is designed to make full use of SS technology, as it offers a nearly complete
solution, with few minor exceptions which we are fulfilling using other TRs. We are
following their approach of not relying on sensor types, thus the use of SAM TR is not
beneficial here. This ignorance of sensor types is the major differentiator of Max SAM
and Max SS HTR models, otherwise they are pretty much the same.
In this model we decided not to make use of sensor types, thus removing presence of
SAM TR in the model, and making extensive use of the SS TR. We chose to do so
since the model maximises the use of the SS which doesn’t work on sensor types.
Creation of the Max SS HTR was meant to allow use of the whole capabilities of the SS
technology, by not introducing elements or concepts not essential for operation of the
model, even if they would offer potential benefits as, for example, that offered by the
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SAM technology and working with sensor types from the start. In the SS technology
there is no need for matching of sensor types and task types since the SS operates purely
on information. What it means is that ‘everything’ in SS is seen as either a source or
consumer or both of information which consists of a stream of events called Semantic
Stream [41]. Therefore, in SS sensors are seen as data sources and are differentiated
by the type of events carried by the streams they produce.
The approach has certain benefits (⊕) & limitations (	):
⊕ Use of the SS technology with a minimal interference into its mechanics. The model
effectively represents an enhanced version of SS TR, enriched with Sensor concept
from the SWE TR and priority concept from the GL TR.
⊕ Native to SS technology operation on sensors and processing of sensors’ data.
	 It makes use of the emerging SWE standards but only in a sensor’s description. Thus,
in processing stage, it could only use Semantic Services (as Processing Services) which
are made available & supported by a system’s authors. This is fixable, as it was men-
tioned in the benefits & limitations paragraph of the Max SAM HTR in Section 4.2.1,
by mixing of SWE TR into the model, but since our goal was to limit redundancy we
didn’t do it.
	 Not operating on sensor type level. Thus, missing the possibility to initially narrow
the search space and capture the knowledge of alternative solutions. Still, finding an
alternative solution is feasible, for example, via re-tasking of the task (repeating the
sensor task assignment algorithm or creating the task once more). This way the SS
assignment algorithm has to perform an exhaustive search of the currently available
sensor resources to discover new sensors, as described in [41]. This could be fixed by
mixing the SAM TR into the model. This would effectively turn it into the Max SAM
HTR.
The important difference between the other two mentioned HTR models and this model
is observable dominance of the SS TR concepts in the model. The Task is same as the
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Figure 4.5: Model of the Max SS HTR.
SS:Task and the Sensor is the sum of concepts of SS:Sensor and SWE:Sensor since we
want to process the sensor data using SS:Semantic Services while being able to control
a sensor. Also as we mentioned the SAM TR concepts do not appear in this model.
4.3 The Three HTR Models in Relation to the DCPD
Loop
Our intention in this part of our research is to observe how the concepts, captured by
combining the TRs, relate to those needed by the steps of the DCPD loop. Therefore,
we have performed analysis of ontologies in respect to the loop, and the result was the
creation of tables presenting each HTR in relation to a certain step of the loop. We start
with description of the sort of information which might be required in a particular step
of the loop, giving examples, where needed, for better clarity.
To graphically express how each information need of steps of the DCPD loop relates to
an HTR capabilities we use the below notation. We use it in the tables below, presented
and discussed for each step separately.
X An information need does not apply to a TR.
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DCPD steps HTRs
Direction (D1) Max SAM Max SWE Max SS
Task Description   
Sensor Type Selection   X
Sensor Instance Selection   
Sensor Setting   
Monitoring   
Table 4.1: Three HTRs versus the Direction step of the DCPD loop.
 A TR satisfies the information need of a step completely.
 A TR satisfies the information need of a step but only partially.
4.3.1 Direction
This step of the loop is responsible for capturing of initial details of a task and further
monitoring of its satisfaction.
The models satisfy four out of five information needs of this step. The Sensor Type
Selection step does not apply to Max SS HTR since the approach this model uses
follows that which is presented in Semantic Streams where sensor types are not useful
and they work directly with the data a sensor produces.
The Monitoring need is equally not treated extensively in each of the models. Meaning
that they are not capable to offer more beyond the default i.e. resubmission of a task.
Examples of other options could be: expression of condition for a reassignment and/or
offering of an alternative solution. For this reason a task created for those HTR models
can only reach a total satisfaction or nothing, while using a different sensor type, or
satisfying the task partially, might be feasible and still helpful, for example, detecting
a vehicle when there are no sensors available to identify it. Yet a user cannot express
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DCPD steps HTRs
Collection (C) Max SAM Max SWE Max SS
Data Collection   
Data Forwarding   
Table 4.2: Three HTRs versus the Collection step of the DCPD loop.
it in the model. This lack doesn’t allow for a lot of flexibility in treatment of changes
influencing a task satisfaction.
4.3.2 Collection
The step is responsible for gathering of sensor data and forwarding it to appropriate
processing services.
Each model satisfies this step wholly either by the use of only SS, as it is in the case of
the Max SS or Max SAM, or by mix of SS and SWE technologies, as in the Max SWE
HTR. This is supported by the captured knowledge in the concepts of the ontology,
i.e. they know what the input and output of Process Models (or Semantic Services) is.
Therefore, a system can find appropriate Sensors delivering required Information (or
Semantic Stream) type. Since they also describe outputs, a system can build a structure
combining many Process Models (or Semantic Services) into a single processing unit
which satisfies a Task. In such a fashion all three HTRs support this step by knowing
what information to collect and where to deliver it.
4.3.3 Processing
This step’s role is to work with received data and production of information from it.
Thus, in result receiving a solution satisfying the task for which the data was originally
collected.
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DCPD steps HTRs
Processing (P) Max SAM Max SWE Max SS
Data Processing   
Information Forwarding   
Table 4.3: Three HTRs versus the Processing step of the DCPD loop.
This step is completely satisfied by all the models but not by the Max SWE HTR.
This is the result of the lack of a relation between the Process Model and Task in the
SWE TR ontology. It is such because this TR is focussed on sensor-level tasking and
it doesn’t have the Task concept. This is why we do not know the last step before
forwarding the processed information to the Dissemination step. For this reason the
Max SWE HTR model mixes Semantic Services of SS TR with the Process Models of
SWE. This results in a slight deficiency in the final stage of processing where the in-
formation is passed from the Information Processing Service (the role of which, in this
model, is played by SWE:Process Model) to Visual Processing Service (in this model
SS:Semantic Service). The reason is the lack of mapping between these two techno-
logies. Therefore, this model would require additional research and implementation
effort to apply.
Since we do not argue how difficult this mapping in reality might be, as it is beyond the
scope of this research, we have created our own ontologies for both SWE and SS TRs
which allowed for such mapping, for example, when treating SWE:Process Model sim-
ilar to the SS:Semantic Service, i.e. as producer and consumer of SS:Semantic Streams.
Yet knowing that there are differences in how these two are being applied, we expect
that this mapping might in fact be more difficult. We are also not aware of any research
being done on the topic of mapping these two. Therefore, we want to highlight it by
marking this as a deficiency of this model.
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DCPD steps HTRs
Dissemination (D2) Max SAM Max SWE Max SS
Recipients Selection   
Delivery Medium Selection   
Presentation Format Selection   
Table 4.4: Three HTRs versus the Dissemination step of the DCPD loop.
4.3.4 Dissemination
This step’s responsibility is to make sure that information is delivered and presented
appropriately to all task beneficiaries.
All models satisfy this step to the same degree i.e. they offer only a minimal coverage
of the information needs of this step. Meaning they do not offer more options related
to these information needs. They handle them all but only partially. In the Recipients
Selection it is assumed that there is only a single user, the author of a task, and the solu-
tion is only directed at him, similar treatment is seen for the other steps, i.e. they are
minimal and focused on the task’s author. The Delivery Medium Selection, by default,
uses the same communication method as that used by the user’s system to ‘talk’ to a
sensor network. Generally speaking, this step is controlled completely by the format of
presentation the user requested when creating a task. For the Presentation Format Se-
lection the author decides how to deliver the result while creating his/her task. Here is
missing, for example, a relation between recipients device and the presentation format,
e.g. some formats may not be open on mobile devices, even on the modern ones, like
Adobe Flash on iOS devices; or will be difficult to use on them, like a large document
or image requiring detailed analysis. In such situations a much better solution would
involve tailoring of a task solution for a particular consumer.
This step is, therefore, only partially satisfied by all of the three HTR models. We can
imagine that in a real situation there would be in fact more consumers of a task solution
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DCPD steps HTRs
Max SAM Max SWE Max SS
Task Description   
Sensor Type Selection   X
Sensor Instance Selection   
Sensor Setting   
Monitoring   
Data Collection   
Data Forwarding   
Data Processing   
Information Forwarding   
Recipients Selection   
Delivery Medium Selection   
Presentation Format Selection   
Table 4.5: Three HTRs versus information needs of steps of the DCPD loop.
and they will likely have other means to consume it or other format preferences of
receiving it (for example, in a collaboration environment as presented in [63, 83]).
4.3.5 HTRs Analysis Conclusions
As shown in the above tables we managed, using three different approaches, to max-
imise the coverage of the steps of the DCPD loop. We achieved very close capability
in the models, which is not a surprise, as they were constructed from the same com-
ponents. Yet still we can observe some differences between the models, for better
visualisation of the models versus the whole DCPD loop we introduced the summary
in Table 4.5. It puts all previously presented data in a single place.
Taking a look at Table 4.5 we observe, among the majority of similarities, some small
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differences between the models and coverage of the DCPD steps. These are the lack of
sensor type step in the Max SS HTR, which is the result of its specific approach; and
the lack of mapping between Process Models of SWE and Semantic Services of SS in
the Max SWE HTR. These are a direct result of the methodology used for the models
creation described above.
Noticeably, there is a lack of complete support for all the steps of the loop in each of the
HTR models, but still they offer more complete coverage than the TRs separately. This
leads us to believe that, by enriching one of the models, since they have very similar
capabilities, would allow us to create a HTR that captures all information needs of the
DCPD loop. In effect we want to obtain a hybrid that best fits a dynamic environment.
At this stage the plan was to first define what the missing concepts are and then choose
the model which we will enrich them with.
4.4 The Missing Concepts
We have created the following concepts, which we found missing from the general
HTR, which was a result of generalisation of the created combination of the existing
task representations. The missing concepts were created with the intention to enable
capturing of all information needs enclosed within the steps of the DCPD loop.
In Table 4.5 we observe that there is a lack of coverage in Direction, Processing and
Dissemination steps of the loop. We have already discussed the treatment of the defi-
ciency in the Processing step of the Max SWE HTR in Section 4.3.3. Yet when it comes
to the other deficiencies we believe that they can only be overcame by introduction of
additional concepts. Therefore, we are doing so here.
The concepts of Beneficiary, Device and Presentation Form that a device can support
are meant to fill the gap in the Dissemination step. Where the other six are meant to
allow for a very high flexibility of a task description. Thus, filling the missing support
for Monitoring in the Direction step, by enabling a user to express what changes to a
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task solution he/she is ready to endure. Below is a detailed description of what each of
the missing concepts actually represents.
• Beneficiary is any user that benefits from the results of satisfying a task. For
example, a task’s author might be an analyst controlling sensor tasking in rescue
operation headquarters and the ‘real’ task information consumers will be people
in the field undertaking the rescue effort.
• Device is the concept which captures details of a hardware tool used by a benefi-
ciary to receive the information satisfying a task. Depending on the device a be-
neficiary uses he/she can benefit from certain Presentation Forms. For example,
analyst in headquarters would have a global view of the rescue operation where
a rescue team member would need a location in relation to his position. For
this to be possible his/her device would require to have appropriate hardware &
software installed, e.g. Global Positioning System (or GPS). Another example,
which shows that to benefit from a certain solution a user’s device must have
certain capabilities, could involve a device with a low resolution display where
adequate presentation of a task’s solution would involve high resolution images.
• Presentation Form means the way in which the result of a task is visualised for
a beneficiary. For example, we can present a detected object on a map or just
display an image of the object. It strongly depends on the details of a task the
user has described and what he/she is exactly after.
• Monitoring Rule is a general concept representing all the rules which apply to
a task and they describe what eventual changes the user can accept. Its specific
subclasses can be assigned during task creation to express what a user wants and
what a user can bare when no perfect solution is present. It increases the number
of alternative solutions for a particular task by expressing acceptable levels of
variables of the assignment process. For example, for police officers chasing a
suspicious car, it is perfect to know the exact location of the suspect, but it is
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sufficiently helpful if they know where the suspect was last seen. This way they
know where to focus their efforts, thus being more effective at their task.
• Reassignment is allocation of exactly the same type of sensors thus obtaining the
exact same solution just delivered by different instances of the sensing resources.
For example, in a situation where there are no alternatives available or other
parts of our process depend on the exact solution we cannot be satisfied with any
potential alternative solution, e.g. in a situation that a CCTV camera becomes
unavailable, destroyed or something will cover its view the task will only be able
to be satisfied again if another camera within the same region is assigned instead.
• Alternative Solution involves the change of type of sensor, type of form or quality
of the solution. Generally, it represents a solution which gives task satisfaction
just by different means. This type of monitoring applies to tasks where a user is
after a certain solution but is willing to sacrifice some of its e.g. quality if a per-
fect solution is unavailable. For example, in a situation that the police are chasing
a suspect it is perfect to know his/her exact position, but it is also acceptable to
know the region he/she is in, since the police have a large force they still can
manage the situation. Such a situation can take place because the currently used
resource ideal for tracking, e.g. helicopter with an IRCamera, will be reassigned
to a more important task. This in effect doesn’t allow for an accurate tracking
and the CCTV cameras, which are assigned instead, only allow to observe sus-
pect’s last location, therefore, in order not to loose him/her police officers must
secure many potential routes, but still are able to control the situation with the
alternative sensor type.
• Presentation Form Change means the swap of the output of the result to a dif-
ferent format, for example, it happens when a task degrades from localisation
to detection. At first we had exact point location and now we have an area of
interest instead.
• Sensor Type Change is substitution of the current solution with sensors of differ-
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ent type of which information is capable producing the same result after a certain
processing effort.
• Solution Degradation is a particular type of alternative solution which involves
various changes causing reduction of the current solution in some sense. It could
be either quality of the output, e.g. reduction of a satellite’s image quality de-
livered to beneficiary; or a more likely type of solution, e.g. change of task type
from a particular car localisation to vehicle detection.
Figure 4.6 shows how the ‘missing concepts’ fit into the other concepts of the GHTR.
There we present them as part of ontology of the fourth HTR, called the Max SAM
Plus, which was created by augmentation of the Max SAM HTR ontology with the
‘missing concepts’.
4.5 Max SAM Plus HTR
We claim that having the ‘missing concepts’ in a model enables servicing of all the
steps of the DCPD loop, thus allowing for full system control over a task following its
creation. For this reason, it was important to consider the creation of a model which
would hold all the concepts. Our choice was to build it on top of one of the hybrid
models, we have already created, as oppose to creating a very new one.
Since by the time the fourth HTR model was developed we have already conducted
initial experiments that indicated Max SAM was the best-performing of the HTRs, we
chose it for enhancement by introduction of the ‘missing concepts’ into its body. This
way we obtained the ontology of the model which we call Max SAM Plus, for it is
built on top of the Max SAM HTR. The full sets of experiments are in Chapter 5.
In initial tests (their details are presented in Chapter 5), we compared the capabilities
of the three HTR models, which were: Max SAM, Max SWE, and Max SS (for test
results see Section 5.3). We observed that Max SAM HTR is the most flexible and
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adaptive one in every scenario. Our particular interest was the improvement of a task’s
adaptability in dynamic networks, i.e. scenarios where there is high platform status
change possibility. Therefore, we first analysed these results. Here are two models, i.e.
Max SAM HTR & Max SWE HTR, that score high and are very close, yet, when you
look at the other scenarios, the Max SWE HTR appears to perform significantly worse
than Max SAM HTR.
Thus, from those findings we favoured the Max SAM HTR as the candidate for further
improvement. We decided to build our fourth HTR on the base of the Max SAM HTR
model and augment it with the ‘missing concepts’. The filling of these gaps would al-
low for more complete control over the Dissemination step and for expression of richer
rules of monitoring in the Direction step, thus, obtaining a model which delivers all in-
formation required by the steps of the DCPD loop. This is crucial for a system using it
in a dynamic scenario, particularly in scenarios where we expect sensing resources to
change often their status or availability.
Figure 4.6: Model of the Max SAM Plus HTR.
In Figure 4.6 we see how the ‘missing concepts’ (from Section 4.4) were introduced
into the Max SAM HTR ontology, giving us the model of Max SAM Plus. Task’s
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Beneficiary concept has a many to many relation with a Task, as a task can have many
beneficiaries and many beneficiaries might need a solution for a single task. This is in
fact more complex, though the beneficiaries have the same task they might require a
slightly different solution (e.g. involving different sensor types). This type of relation
we observe in the literature, for example, in the paper [83], where the authors present a
policy layer on top of their middleware, which serves as a means of controlling sensor
information sharing. A Task can have many Monitoring Rules, for example, a user
might be able to accept an Alternative Solution involving Solution Degradation, i.e.
loss of information quality, where one information might be insufficient to identify a
car it still might be good enough to detect it, which is captured in the NIIRS [44]. In
some other situations a user, might still desire the same quality of solution but he/she
doesn’t care about sensor type, and thus is ready to accept some Alternative Solution
being it Presentation Form Change or Sensor Type Change. In situations where the
user cares about exactly the same solution but doesn’t care which sensor instances are
delivering it, he/she would chose Reassignment.
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Chapter5
Performance Evaluation of Hybrid
Task Representations
This chapter presents our research evaluation. It describes simulation experiments con-
ducted based on four different scenarios. The models from Chapter 4 are analysed in
context of the scenarios, to observe their performance in different circumstances. This
shows which situations each model is best suited for. Finally, we discuss the results of
the experiment, in terms of the relative performance of the models, and make obser-
vations of potential further improvements in the case of each scenario. The evaluation
shows that, through the use of a rich model, we can handle changes in some dynamic
environments significantly better. We are basing the simulation on our framework, the
SAM application 2.5.2.
5.1 Experimental Approach and Scenarios
Here we present a higher-level description of the experimental approach and simulated
environment. We explain what a single run of the experiment looks like and we detail
the scenarios for which it is executed.
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5.1.1 Experimental Approach
The aim of the experiment was to verify the performance of each of the created HTR
models, to observe how they relate to each other. In order to put them into context we
introduced theoretical worst-case and best-case models. This allowed us to compare
the performance results of the HTRs in comparison to these theoretical models. The
operations and interactions a user would take using a system in the simulation were
influenced by the way we implemented them in the SAM application 2.5.2.
The test environment is initialised and populated with tasks and platforms carrying
sensors. The archetypes of each are defined a priori (for the types used see Sec-
tion 5.2.1). Their instances are placed in random locations.
We simulate a user who expresses his/her task details, i.e. selects its type, priority and
locates his/her task in an abstract area. Each task is created in an automated fashion,
randomly selecting its location, task type from a set of possible types and it receives
randomly assigned priority respecting goal lattice rules.
Since we simulate that assignment is influenced by user actions and network delays,
in our assignment algorithm we set an abstract number representing how long it takes
for a task to successfully assign sensors, the number depending on the model used. We
introduced this to capture all that might be involved before a task gets a solution, i.e. a
user detailing his/her task, the time the network will take to find resources appropriate
for the task and the time which has to pass before the task will start receiving the
required information etc. We count down the time, then when the time is up we assign
the sensors. Details explaining how we calculated assignment costs for each of the
models are explained in Section 5.2.3.
We consider a task to be satisfied only if it has all the sensors required assigned to
it or it is considered to be an optional task (its priority, i.e. weight equals 0). This
captures situations when, for example, an emergency response worker’s main goal is
to track victims of an accident and his/her secondary goal is to track the rescue team,
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and he/she wants to make sure the resources will not be wasted for the secondary goal,
if they are scarce.
In order to introduce dynamicity in our simulated environment we introduced variabil-
ity of arrival and departure of both platforms and tasks. This is controlled by scenario
characteristics (they are detailed in Section 5.1.2). This way at every time-step there
exists a chance that a new platform would appear and that the existing one would be
removed, and the same for tasks. In such way putting the models versus the character-
istic of scenarios we see which model is more than others appropriate to a particular
scenario.
If there are any changes within a sensor, task or the network, we simulate a user re-
sponding to them, i.e. correcting/re-specifying details of the affected task. We do that
by running the timer counting down the time before the task achieves the readiness for
sensor assignment again, only then do we connect the required sensors to it; otherwise
we let the task operate normally. We simulate a user responding to changes in the
network in a similar fashion as during creation of a task.
The simulation is repeated for each HTR, for the same time line (i.e. initial state of the
network and changes to it). It is done so we can then use the test results and compare
them against each other, since in this way the results are only model dependent.
We put results for each model in context by introducing them next to the best and
the worst theoretical models, respectively Theo.Best & Theo.Worst (they are further
explained in Section 5.2.3). This allows us to observe how the other models relate to
this particular cases. Thus, we look for these models which are scoring closest to the
results obtained for the best theoretical case, i.e. Theo.Best.
The algorithm of our experiment’s execution, specifically its part concerning a task’s
state evolution, is presented in the operation flow chart in Figure 5.1. There we see
steps the algorithm goes through in a single time-step. We see how it verifies changes
to a task’s state, and how it responds to them. It shows a more formal representation
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of operations we have discussed in this section. A task’s state Satisfied means that at
some time-step a valid solution was assigned for the task. A Valid Solution consists of
a configuration of platform and sensor instances (of types required by the task) where
each is fully functional and not yet assigned to other tasks. Assignment Counter keeps
track of time (a number of time-steps) for a task, and it says for how long a task was in
its current state (e.g. (not) satisfied). The counter is increased at the end of every time-
step and it is reset to zero only when the current state of a task changes. In the algorithm
we use it to count the time before we can assign resources to a task. We assign the
resources only when they are available and when the counter’s value is greater or equal
to the value of the current cost of the task. Normal and Alternative Assignment Costs
(for each model are taken from Section 5.2.3) represent, respectively, time it takes
to create a task, and time it takes to switch to an alternative solution. In terms of our
problem definition (described in Section 1.2): normal assignment cost is equal to gi+eii
and alternative assignment cost is equal to gi + eri.
On closing of our experimental approach discussion we want to explain why we chose
to simplify some of the issues, mostly related to a real life implementation. The reason
was that we were focusing our approach on the role of the task representation in hand-
ling of the reactiveness problem and this is what we highlight in our approach.
We do not consider, in the simulation, location and status of the processing services,
which, in real life situations, could also vary. They might be located within the sensor
network, on a user’s device or in some other computer network to which the user
has access. If we were to introduce the manipulation of processing services in our
simulation it would only cause the changes to occur more often and it would affect each
HTR similarly. We think that it would have noticeable impact during task execution
and it would be the highest for the Max SS HTR, where no alternative solutions are
captured, resulting in a more frequent recreation of a task. In fact, if we consider the
specifics of the processing services, we could claim that they are (or at least can be
made) not very susceptible to a status change as they mostly involve virtual entities
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Figure 5.1: Flow of operations in a task’s state verification algorithm in a
single time-step. Rectangles represent operations; diamonds represent condi-
tional change of operation, where Y is for Yes, N is for No.
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(e.g. algorithm of object localisation by use of acoustic signal triangulation). For this
reason their replication is much easier, thus we treat them as stable. For example, in
a situation when battery life is not an issue we can, theoretically, have them on every
node of the network, thus technically always available on a sensing resource.
We want to clearly state that, in our approach, we consider that a platform could be mo-
bile or static. Though we do not simulate movement of platforms in our experiment, we
do consider both availability and distance of platform to a task (each sensor has radius
of operation). But the fact that the platform is mobile or static is not that interesting for
us as whether the platform is available or not. As we stated in the problem definition
we are focusing on the reactiveness problem from the perspective of user-level tasking,
thus we care about the fact that a task has lost a platform exclusively, independent of
the reasons, e.g. it could be destroyed, permanently removed or it could moved out of
its sensors range. Therefore, we are simulating platforms appearing and disappearing
which in this respect could also mean that a platform has moved away from a task, thus
it is no longer useful for it.
5.1.2 Scenarios
Here we present our four different scenarios. They are descriptive examples of the
kinds of network environments where assignment of sensors is taking place. They
were created for various task and platform change probabilities. Their intention is to
show how well suited a model is to a particular type of scenario defined by the degree
of potential change in sensor and task states.
We want to state that we had no access to the actual data on platform and task change
probabilities in real-world scenarios. Therefore, we had to make assumptions about
these in the simulation. To show the significant difference between some of the scen-
arios, we chose the probabilities accordingly.
We selected two probability levels of state change occurrence, i.e. low (LO) and high
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(HI). This way we can present use of models in 4 different extreme scenarios, as presen-
ted in Table 5.1. LO represents a chance with the likelihood between 0-5%, and HI
means a chance of 95-100% that a change will occur during a single time-step, i.e.
either a currently running sensor or task will be removed from the network or a new
sensor or task will be added to it. Having these two levels set for sensors and tasks
we described four typical scenarios which we later use for better understanding of the
experiment’s results. Their analysis is presented in Section 5.3.
Platform change probability
LO HI
Task change probability
LO Environmental Monitoring Emergency Response
HI Border Monitoring Urban Unrest
Table 5.1: Scenarios in relation to sensor and task levels of change probability.
• Task LO Platform LO: Environmental Monitoring. This scenario takes place
where we employ a sensor network built for a purpose, for example, in order to
monitor glacial status or to track animal movements in an area. In this sort of
scenario the network and its resources are set for a particular purpose and are
unlikely to change. If a sensor’s status changes, e.g. its battery is depleted it will
not be changed before the period of time a scientist regularly comes and does
change the battery. Since the period of time is set to make this unlikely, thus this
might never occur. For these reasons we can see this type of scenario as stable
on both degrees of freedom. In [42, 43] authors present the scenario specific
challenges. They describe that during deployment and life time of such network
all steps are taken in order to make sure no changes (e.g. sensor battery depletion
etc.) in the network’s state will occur.
• Task LO Platform HI: Emergency Response. This type of scenario is, usually,
focused on a single task i.e. securing the area affected by a disaster or rescuing
people from a burning building. Therefore, the state of tasks is unlikely to change
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or new task to occur. Yet in this situations the likelihood of change is high for the
resources, since, for example, in emergency response situation there is lots of hu-
man intelligence generated by people. The people here are the sensing resource,
since they often change their location, thus the resources’ availability is changing
very often. It was shown in the recent research that the data delivered by mobile
users is very useful, particularly in emergency response scenarios. The authors
of [5] describe population tracking with use of mobile data in a study after the
2010 Haiti earthquake, [25] where the authors discuss benefits and challenges
for efficient use of mobile date in such scenarios, or [72] where authors present
analysis of current Mobile Disaster Management System applications. The data
generated by people could be effectively utilised to access the situation better
and to locate and get to the people in need of assistance faster.
• Task HI Platform LO: Border Monitoring. This includes surveillance of a region,
this could be a country’s border or something more specific as a property, where
we have a sensor network deployed with purpose of securing the area. Here
the main need is to track the movement of objects (people and/or vehicles), and
ensure they do not act inappropriately. For this type of situation the resources
are considered fairly stable. No new resource will arrive and the likelihood of
existing resource states changing is low, e.g. it is not likely that trespassers
will bother to destroy cameras while running through the border. Yet tasks are
often submitted, e.g. tracking of a fleeing trespasser, tracking of an aggressive
group of fans after a game, or just monitoring of people and vehicle movement,
observation for aggressive behaviour, and many many others. These issues are
described, for example, in [1] where general description of the scenario issues is
provided, in [17] authors discuss their approach to improving security of a sensor
network deployed in the scenario.
• Task HI Platform HI: Urban Unrest. This scenario takes place when a large mass
of people suddenly starts acting aggressively and the people responsible for the
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safety are directed to securing the outburst’s results. For example, a regular city
policing task in the case of a riot become a very highly dynamic scenario. In
such a situation there is lots of tasks thrown on the network also resources are
more likely to get destroyed plus human generated information is flowing from
various sources and places, thus increasing the speed of resource state change.
This scenario is a very dynamic one. It is because of its contagious nature that
if not contained quickly it can spread to other parts of a city or even beyond it
borders. It could intensify in nature, e.g. CCTV cameras get destroyed, buildings
get raided or even burned. These scenes we observed, for example, during the
recent riot in London, UK 1. In the book [23] the author describes analysis of
past unrest occurrences in US, trying to understand how to contain them and the
reasons for one occurrence. The author says that the only thing stopping people
from rioting is improvement of their well being, mainly reduction of poverty.
Since this involves a large degree of social aspects such a solution is not easy to
achieve, and it is, realistically speaking, not possible to predict the severity nor
the scale of a public outburst.
5.2 Experimental Environment Design
Here we explain how we built the experiment. We detail our assumptions and present
parameters used in it. Following the information enclosed in this section one should
manage to easily replicate our results. The aim of this experiment is to observe the
performance of each of the designed hybrids in scenarios (detailed in Section 5.1.2)
characterised by the likelihood of tasks’ and sensors’ state change.
The project including the code of the experiment is available at 2.
1http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-london-14439970
2http://users.cs.cf.ac.uk/K.Borowiecki/Thesis/SimulationProject.zip
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5.2.1 Test Parameters & Assumptions
Here are presented parameters of the adaptability performance test, i.e. sensor and task
types used, etc. This section details all the parameters required to configure the testing
tool that would allow replication of the results, to those interested in it.
The tool used in our experiment is called the Repast Simphony 2.0 beta [65]. This is
a cross platform agent-based modeling system written in Java. We wanted to simulate
high level behaviour of parts of a sensor network. This tool was perfect for this role,
since it had all the elements we needed in order to build the experiments. It is often
used for agent behaviour simulation. It has been successfully used in many domains,
for example, social science, consumer products or supply chains, etc. [65] In our case
we have task, platform and sensor agents which, every time-step, we try to connect to-
gether depending on the current state of a task and availability of sensors and platforms
in the network. A single time-step in our simulation represents a time including opera-
tions on information and propagation of the information between nodes of the network.
It involves network latency, network complexity (no. of jumps for a message), size of
message, etc.
In Figure 5.2, we present an example of parameters as if they were set for a single run
of our experiment using Repast’s Parameter Sweep option.
The Default Random Seed parameter is used to allow for repetition of randomly taken
actions for every decision in the experiment. Thus, running the simulation with the
same seed but, for example, with a different HTR model will effectively result in the
same changes within the network (e.g. platform was added or removed etc.), where
other changes will be model dependent (e.g. task satisfaction rate). The value of this
parameter in our case was a range of integers from 1 to 10 since we repeated each test
10 times (each time with a different seed) for each HTR.
The variable, End Simulation At, controls when (at which time-step) to finish the sim-
ulation, in our case its value was always set to 10000. Thus, each single test was
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Figure 5.2: Example of parameters for the experiment run using Parameter
Sweep option.
performed for a constant number of time-steps, i.e. 10000.
The Sensor Range Parameter represents a maximum distance a sensor can be apart
from a task if it is to be considered useful for it. We took a fairly big value (i.e. 25
units), in relation to our space of simulation (i.e. 50 by 50 units), for this parameter
because we wanted to limit its influence on our results. Thus, we wanted to observe
mainly variability being the result of a HTR model’s characteristics.
Initial Platform Count and Initial Task Count are values expressing the number of,
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respectively, platform and task instances that are created on start of the simulation. In
our case it is always set to, respectively, 50 and 25. Having these values we wanted to
make sure that, at least in the initial stage of experiment, there are enough platforms to
satisfy the tasks.
Platform (Task) Add/Remove Chance parameters could have a low (LO) or high (HI)
value which, in numerical sense, is a range of values, respectively, from 0 to 5 % for LO
and from 95 to 100% for HI. It means a chance that during a particular time-step a task
(or a platform) could appear or disappear. The chance is calculated by taking the value
of the Random Range Size parameter and the random selection of an integer from
0 to its value (excluding) then subtracting it from both the value of add and remove
parameters (since we want to keep them the same). It is done, at the start of a test, once
for Task and once for Platform Add/Remove Chance parameters.
The Random Range Size parameter expresses the size of the range of values of Plat-
form (Task) Add/Remove Chance. Its role is to create some variability for these para-
meters in each test which is within a certain range of values. In our case it is always
set to 6, this way we have a modifier from 0 to 5. Two randomly selected values from
its range are then subtracted, at the start of a test, one from Task and the second from
Platform Add/Remove Chance parameters.
Since a single experiment uses a particular TR model for the whole of its duration, we
use the TR Model Index variable to control change of the TR model between experi-
ments. We give this parameter as a range of integers from 0 to 5 (both inclusive) since
we have 6 models.
TR Costs is a parameter used to set the values of variables storing costs of assignment
and alternative assignment for each TR model. It is done once at the start of a simula-
tion. The costs are integers and they represent a number of time-steps it takes for a task
before it can successfully assign resources. The parameter itself is expressed in the
form of a string, i.e. normal assignment ‘;’ alternative assignment, and each model’s
values are separated by ‘/’. The method explaining how we calculated the costs for
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each model is described in Section 5.2.3.
This way we have each time, for a single experiment (executed for a single scenario),
a number of tests which is calculated as the number of used Default Random Seeds
multiplied by the number of used TR models (expressed by the TR Model Index para-
meter). Therefore, in our case it is always 60, i.e. 10 * 6.
As a side note, please also notice how, in Figure 5.2, the ‘types’ for the parameters (the
boxes just to the right of parameter names) are set, i.e. all are set to Constant except for
the Default Random Seed and TR Model Index which are set to Number; also except
the TR Costs which is set to List. This is related to how the Constant and Number
types are implemented in the used version of the Repast tool, i.e. Constant can only
take double values and Number parameter can only take integer values.
The experiment is run 60 times, i.e. 10 times (since we use 10 Random Seeds) for a
single model and we use 6 models, for each of the four typical scenarios (for scenario
details see Section 5.1.2). Each of the scenarios is characterised by the percentage
chance of occurrence of a change in the state of sensors and tasks in a sensor network,
being it arrival or removal of a resource.
We used a set of 10 unique platform configuration types, which means a particular
combination of a type of platform and types of sensors it carries. We chose these
platforms since in relation to the selected task types (presented below) they can each
satisfy a few of task types. This way we make sure that for tasks alternative solutions
are available. We did it since our aim is to verify how responsive each model is and
how effectively it uses available alternative solutions to improve its responsiveness.
The platform configurations are a follows:
• Improved GNAT (I_GNAT 3 is an improved version of the original GNAT recon-
naissance UAV manufactured by the General Atomics Inc.) with Electro-Optical
3http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/General_Atomics_GNAT
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Camera (EOCamera).
• I_GNAT with Synthetic-Aperture Radar (SAR, for more see 4), EOCamera and
Forward Looking InfraRed camera (FLIR is a camera which senses infrared ra-
diation, for more see 5).
• Predator_A (is a UAV used for reconnaissance and forward observation roles,
more available at 6) with SAR and TeleVision Camera (TVCamera is a type of a
professional camera that can produce images of high quality, for more see 7).
• Reaper (is a surveillance UAV, for more see 8) with Daylight TeleVision camera
(DaylightTV is a high image quality camera which is designed to perform in day
conditions) and SAR.
• Reaper with SAR.
• Harrier_GR9 (is a vertical/short takeoff and landing jet aircraft, for more see 9)
with EOCamera and InfraRed Camera (IRCamera is a type of camera that re-
gisters infrared radiation of objects, more available at 10).
• Global_Hawk (is a large surveillance UAV, for more see 11) with SAR, EOCam-
era and IRCamera.
• AS_Mote (is a specific type of Mote, i.e. a small wireless sensor which can
form with others a sensor network, where each mote serves as a node of the
network 12; which has acoustic and seismic capabilities) with AcousticSensor (is
4http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_aperture_radar
5http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flir
6http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/General_Atomics_MQ-1_Predator
7http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Professional_video_camera
8http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MQ-9_Reaper
9http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harrier_GR9
10http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thermographic_camera
11http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Global_Hawk
12http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Motes
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a sensor that is able to capture acoustic signal) and SeismicSensor (is a sensor
that can capture seismic signal).
• Raven (is a small launch-able by hand UAV, for more visit 13) with DaylightTV,
Low Light TeleVision (LLTV, is a camera which provides night vision capabil-
ity 14) and FLIR.
• Nimrod_MR2 (is a maritime patrol aircraft, for more see 15) with IRCamera and
EOCamera.
We used a set of 12 unique task types; 6 of detection type i.e. verification of presence
of a looked for object in a region; and 6 of identification type i.e. classification of
the more specific characteristics of the detected object thus usually e.g. information
quality requirements of this sort of tasks are higher, as we can observe in NIIRS [44]:
• Detect: Ground Platform, Tracked Vehicle, Wheeled Vehicle, Aerial Platform
(represents any platform that can fly), Helicopter, Airliner (is a particular type of
Aerial Platform which includes only planes).
• Identify: Train, Car, Lorry, Thermally Active Vehicle (is a specific type of a
ground platform which leaves a heat signature), Frogfoot (is a small military
fighter jet, more available at 16), Bear (is a large aircraft, more available at 17).
5.2.2 Method of Reasoner Use in Simulation
To substitute live reasoning during simulation (which would otherwise be time con-
suming) we chose to precompute all the reasoner’s results and put them into tables.
For the purpose of this reasoning we employed the SAM reasoner [62] which is part of
13http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/AeroVironment_RQ-11_Raven
14http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Night_vision
15http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nimrod_MR2
16http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frogfoot
17http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tupolev_Tu-95
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technology behind the SAM TR (Section 3.2.4). The tables’ names are (each is stored
in a separate file with corresponding name and extension ‘.csv’): Task Types, Platform
Solution Types and Solution Types. The first two, respectively, store identifiers of all
generated task types and platform solution types. The third one serves as a mapping
between these two, i.e. it stores what platform solution type ids are applicable for
which task type ids. In each row it maps one task type to a particular solution. Thus,
a few rows might represent solutions for the same task type, but obviously having
different values of platform solution types.
The tables were created by the following algorithm:
1. Each task type (TT) is defined by type of interpretation task: Detect, Identify
or Distinguish; and one or more detectables, depending on the applied interpret-
ation task. In the case of Detect and Identify, only one detectable is required,
whereas Distinguish requires two.
2. For each class in the Detectables ontology if it has sub classes we create a detec-
tion TT, otherwise an identification TT [16].
3. From a set formed from the newly-created detection and identification TTs we
create distinguish TTs combining two TTs, where they respect the following
rules: the detectables of both TTs are not equal, and one is not a sub class of
the other and vice versa [44]. Thus, distinguishing between a concept and its
sub concept is impossible, e.g. distinguish ground platform from car, since the
general one includes the sub concept.
4. For all created TTs we randomly assign rating values for scales of NIIRS (and
NAIRS (acoustic) and NSIRS (seismic) equivalents of NIIRS scale) depending
on how low in the ontology tree hierarchy they are (level/value range/inapplic-
able chance: 1/1/0, 2/1..2/5, 3/2..4/15, 4/4..7/35, 5/7..9/60). Additionally, for
identification tasks, to represent that they are generally harder to satisfy (observ-
able in the NIIRS table [44]) we add an integer for each rating, randomly from
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range 0..2. In case that the rating value ends up over the maximum range value
(i.e. 9) it is considered not applicable for this TT. A value, for example, of a
NIIRS scale for a particular TT means that it requires sensor types which have
equal or greater capability of corresponding scale, e.g. a camera with NIIRS 4
will be able to satisfy any TT which NIIRS scale is not greater than 4.
5. For each created TT we invoke the reasoner to obtain platform and sensor types
which have capabilities that correspond to the TT’s requirements. Thus we ob-
tain a list of solutions with platform configuration types (PCT) i.e. platform type
and a list of sensor types mounted on it that satisfy a task type.
6. We map the obtained solutions into the Platform Solution Types table where we
add a new row only if such PCT was not yet present in it.
7. At the same time we add them into the Solution Types table where a unique PCT
id is entered next to a task type id. This way each row in the task Solution Types
table will represent a tuple: < TT, PCT >.
To see an example of the algorithm’s output please see the three listings below, where
five first rows of each table are presented.
Listing 5.1 shows the first five rows from the Task Types table. We see here, for
example, that a Factory must be the most specific type of a structure therefore we
have Identify_Factory type of task, where Structure being its super class will form
Detect_Structure type of task.
Id , TaskType
1 , D e t e c t _ D e t e c t a b l e s
2 , D e t e c t _ S t r u c t u r e
3 , I d e n t i f y _ F a c t o r y
4 , D e t e c t _ B r i d g e
5 , I d e n t i f y _ R o a d B r i d g e
. . .
Listing 5.1: First five rows from the Task Types table
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Listing 5.2 shows the first five rows from the Platform Solution Types table. For ex-
ample, the fufth row represents a platform configuration of I_GNAT platform with a
FLIR sensor mounted on it.
Id , P l a t f o r m S o l u t i o n T y p e
1 , AS_Mote : A c o u s t i c S e n s o r
2 , AS_Mote : S e i s m i c S e n s o r
3 , Raven : FLIR
4 , Raven : Dayl ightTV / LLTV
5 ,I_GNAT : FLIR
. . .
Listing 5.2: First five rows from the Platform Solution Types table
Listing 5.3 shows the first five rows from the Solution Types table. It shows, for ex-
ample, that all platform solution types presented in the Listing 5.2 above are applicable
as a solution for a Detect_Detectables type of task. This is because the Detectables
concept is the top most concept in the class hierarchy of the Detectables ontology and
it represents any type of detectable, i.e. anything that might be detected by sensor
means.
Id , TaskTypeId , P l a t f o r m S o l u t i o n T y p e I d
1 ,1 ,1
2 ,1 ,2
3 ,1 ,3
4 ,1 ,4
5 ,1 ,5
. . .
Listing 5.3: First five rows from the Solution Types table
5.2.3 Assignment Cost Calculation Methodology
The method used to evaluate the cost of assignment for each of the models can be
described in 5 steps:
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Figure 5.3: Task representation assignment cost scale.
1. Determine possible points of user interaction (discussed in Section 3.1), which
can be served by a task representation (TR) model. These points are the result of
the information needs of the steps of the Direction, Collection, Processing, and
Dissemination (DCPD) loop (Section 3.1). Their satisfaction is required for the
automatic operation of a task.
2. Determine which of the points are automatic, and which require user interaction
and to what degree. The points result from the concepts which are included in
the ontology representing a TR.
3. Apply the scale in Figure 5.3 to determine the cost of assignment for each TR.
Remembering to respect relations between TRs, expressing the complexity of a
step in a model.
4. Determine which steps have an influence on the cost of an alternative assignment
of sensors. Some steps might not be required or they stay the same, e.g. the goal
of a task, the recipients of the information satisfying tasks or the way information
is delivered.
5. Finally, calculate the cost of the alternative assignment.
Applying the aforementioned methodology we obtain the following table 5.2. It presents
the assignment costs calculations for each of the HTR models in relation to the poten-
tial interaction points of the DCPD loop (presented in Section 3.1). To make the de-
cisions leading to creation of the table we reviewed the literature concerning the DCPD
loop, particularly studying which of the points, authors of various papers were trying
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to automate. Considering those we concluded which of the interaction points are influ-
encing alternative assignment or, in other words, which points might require additional
interaction from the user before a task can consume the new solution.
All the parameters of the simulation, including the values of the cost scale, were set
to show in a statistically significant form the relations between the models and their
task satisfaction potentials. We chose relation of auto-manual (1-20) when tuning the
experiment to enable us observation of relation between the performance of the models.
We tried also with other values (e.g. 1-100 and 1-1000) while other parameters were
kept unchanged. The relation of those results, with increased gap between the costs,
was proportionally the same though significance of (some of) the results could not
have been statistically proven. Therefore, we needed to tune the parameters to a degree
where we were able to show the relations between the models in a significant manner.
We had to decide on these values ourselves since we were unable to find a definitive
answer in the literature that would say how much an action should cost (in terms of
time-steps). It very much depends on the situation and is often subjective. Therefore,
we chose to make the difference between auto and manual action of right proportion to
allow the results to preserve their significance.
It is important to notice, at this point, that Table 5.2 contains two more models than
the 4 already presented, i.e. the model Theo.Best & Theo.Worst. The Theo.Best is the
best case theoretical model, i.e. where we assume each step is fully automated, thus
each operation takes the minimal time of 1 time-step. The Theo.Worst is the opposite
of the Theo.Best model, i.e. Theo.Worst is the worst case theoretical model, where we
assume that each step requires a complex user’s intervention every time, thus the cost
of a maximum 20 time-steps per operation.
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Task Description 15 15 20 15 1 20
Sensor Type Selection  1 1 0 1 1 20
Sensor Instance Selection  1 1 1 1 1 20
Sensor Setting  1 1 1 1 1 20
Monitoring  10 10 20 10/1 1 20
Data Collection  1 1 1 1 1 20
Data Forwarding  1 1 1 1 1 20
Data Processing  1 1 1 1 1 20
Information Forwarding  1 10 1 1 1 20
Recipients Selection 10 10 10 20 1 20
Delivery Medium Selection 10 10 10 20 1 20
Presentation Format Selection  10 10 20 20/1 1 20∑
62/27 71/36 86/46 92/9 12/9 240/180
Legend
, Interaction point influencing alternative assignment.
X/Y, where X - cost of creation time assignment, Y - cost of alternative assignment.
Table 5.2: HTRs’ costs evaluation table. Cost of Interaction Point for each HTR
5.3 Performance Experiment Results and Analysis
In this section we present the results of the tests. The results are shown on graphs for
each of the aforementioned scenarios. They are discussed in the same order as they are
presented in Section 5.1.2. As a reminder, LO and HI, respectively, mean low and high
likelihood of a change.
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For each scenario we are presenting two figures, with values showing the results ob-
tained for it. The first figure, in the form of a line plot, e.g. like Figure 5.4a, presents
time-step per percentage of satisfied tasks. In it we can see an average value rep-
resenting how many tasks are satisfied in a particular time-step throughout the whole
simulation time. The other figure, in the form of a bar plot, e.g. like Figure 5.4b, shows
percentage of overall satisfaction of tasks and deviation of the results calculated over
the whole period of the simulation. In this one we observe the overall performance of
all the models used in the simulation.
5.3.1 Results for Task LO Platform LO Scenario
In this section we present results obtained from experiments performed for the Envir-
onmental Monitoring (Task LO Platform LO) scenario. In this case we observe, for all
models, nearly perfect results, i.e. each model scored very close to the Theo.Best
model. The reason being the effectively small changeability of the network state.
Therefore, once a task receives its information it will, very likely, stay satisfied till
the simulation ends. Interestingly out of the four designed HTR models the Max
SWE scored the lowest. Also the Theo.Worst model obtained surprisingly high res-
ults, presenting very small difference between it and the Theo.Best model.
Figure 5.4 shows the results of a scenario such as, rainforest animal tracking. We
expected such results, i.e. that each model would perform well in this scenario, since
it is fairly stable, thus once we satisfy a task it will, very likely, stay satisfied till its
end. We observe that even in the worst case we achieve task satisfaction of a value not
too far from that for the best case, respectively, 69.69% and 82.22%. The other models
scored: Max SAM 80.63%; Max SWE 74.18%; Max SS 77.30%; and Max SAM Plus
77.52%. We see here that Max SAM HTR performs best versus the other 3 HTRs. It
achieves values nearly that of the best case model, even though the differences are not
too big between Max SAM and the other three models i.e. it is around 6% vs Max
SWE and 3% vs Max SS or Max SAM Plus.
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(a) % satisfied tasks by time step
(b) % satisfied tasks overall (mean and standard deviation)
Figure 5.4: Test results for Task LO Platform LO scenario.
5.3.2 Results for Task LO Platform HI Scenario
The section presents results obtained from experiments performed for the Emergency
Response scenario, characterised by LO Task, and HI Platform status change probab-
ility. In this case we observe that all the designed models perform well, we also notice
for the Theo.Worst a significant drop of task satisfaction. The results must be the effect
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of small changeability of task states and effective handling of the changes in platform
states, through use of available alternatives. Therefore, once a task receives its inform-
ation it will try to adapt to its loss by finding other applicable information generated by
an alternative platform instance. Interestingly the highest impact, the increase of pos-
sibility of platform status change had, was on the Max SS HTR model (it is nearly half
of the results observed for the Environmental Monitoring scenario). We also observe
that this had very small effect on the performance of the Max SAM Plus, which is the
result we were hoping for, when designing it.
In Figure 5.5 we present results for the Emergency Response scenario. Here we can
observe the results we were expecting. They prove our claim i.e. by enriching a model,
here Max SAM to Max SAM Plus, we have achieved a significant improvement in
task satisfaction rates. This proves that a high level of platform changeability can
be confronted via use of a rich model delivering a sufficient amount of information
allowing for automatic system operation. This results in a faster selection of alternative
solutions for a task, while utilising network resources more effectively, giving us a
higher task satisfaction rate (Max SAM Plus 61.91%), which is only 11% worse than
that of the best case model (73.18%). It is half the gap between the used model (Max
SAM 50.83%), on top of which it was built, and the ‘ideal’ model. Notably other
models perform well by themselves, without enrichment (Max SWE 50.11%, Max SS
42.32%), which is much higher than the results for the worst case, 17.53%. The results,
after enrichment, show that the use of a richer model gives a significantly more efficient
handling of tasks in this type of scenario. Indirectly this provides a more efficient use
of the network resources, while directly improving satisfaction of a user’s tasks.
5.3.3 Results for Task HI Platform LO Scenario
The section presents results obtained from experiments performed for the Border Mon-
itoring scenario, characterised by HI Task, and LO Platform status change probability.
In this case we observe that all the designed models perform badly. The Theo.Worst’s
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(a) % satisfied tasks by time step
(b) % satisfied tasks overall (mean and standard deviation)
Figure 5.5: Test results for Task LO Platform HI scenario.
performance is even extremely bad. The results are the effect of high changeability
of task states. The conclusion from this is obvious, the models are too complex for
this sort of scenario. Interestingly, even though all models perform badly, still they in
comparison to the Theo.Worst outperform it by at least 5 times. The more interesting
might be actually the fact that the Max SAM HTR scored only 4 times lower than the
Theo.Best, which is significantly better than other models. The closest to Max SAM
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(a) % satisfied tasks by time step
(b) % satisfied tasks overall (mean and standard deviation)
Figure 5.6: Test results for Task HI Platform LO scenario.
in terms of the results was Max SAM Plus.
In Figure 5.6, which presents results for scenarios such as border monitoring, we ob-
serve that the models are in fact too rich, thus their use takes too long. It means that
before we can create a task the task requirements might change several times, effect-
ively that is why we obtained the very low task satisfaction rates. Yet what is worth
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saying for the Max SAM is that we have 12.43% which is twice the value of other
designed models, i.e. Max SWE 6.04%, Max SS 5.41%, except the Max SAM Plus, in
which case it is close to twice its value 7.01%. The value for the worst case model is
nearly zero, i.e. 1.06%, where for the best case it is just above 50% (exactly 50.63%).
These results show how important it is to find the right model for the right scenario.
Considering the characteristics of such a scenario we speculate that a more optimal
solution could be created. It would involve a system using a low complexity model,
but with increased knowledge of predefined tasks. Since the resources are unlikely
to change a system could pre-compute all dependencies before a task arrives to the
network and store them for later use. This would result in handling of a task using a
low complexity model effectively as if it had a rich model. This sort of solution has
obvious flaws, for example, it is built for purpose. As such, in case of any change
in sensing environment or network resources for which it was built, it would require
additional updating of the software of the system in order to adjust to the changes, thus,
effectively rendering it useless in certain situations and not applicable in more general
situations, e.g. when available sensor types change.
5.3.4 Results for Task HI Platform HI Scenario
The section presents results obtained from experiments performed for the Urban Unrest
(Task HI Platform HI) scenario. In this case we observe that all the designed models
perform badly. Similarly as it is in the Border Monitoring scenario the Theo.Worst’s
performance is extremely bad. Just as in the Border Monitoring scenario results are the
effect of high changeability of task states. We can say that the models are very suscept-
ible to changes of a task’s state as this parameter impacts their performance greatly.
These results are also highlighting the importance of selection of appropriate models
for scenario specific characteristics. In this case the models are too complex, thus be-
fore a simulated user finishes describing his task, new requirements appear which make
the old ones obsolete (while it is still counted against the overall satisfaction of tasks).
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(a) % satisfied tasks by time step
(b) % satisfied tasks overall (mean and standard deviation)
Figure 5.7: Test results for Task HI Platform HI scenario.
Interestingly, the platform status change rate in this scenario didn’t have much effect.
It only slightly (by a few percentage) further reduced the overall task satisfaction of
the models. The Max SAM in comparison to the other designed models still looks the
best.
Figure 5.7 displays results of a scenario such as city policing during a riot. In such a
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situation the environment is very highly dynamic on both degrees of freedom. There-
fore, as we can observe in Figure 5.6, presenting results of another type of scenario
where there is high task change chance, we have very low task satisfaction results for
all models. The results are similar for a border monitoring scenario, still Max SAM
11.22% performs better than other three models, i.e. Max SWE 6.78%, Max SS 5.21%,
Max SAM Plus 5.77%. We also observe that the dynamicity of such an envirmonemt
has significant impact on the best case model, i.e. its value reaches slightly below 50%,
exactly 47.49%.
In this situation a more optimal solution is not that clear nor easy to imagine, as in other
types of scenarios with high task changeability. Since the high likelihood of platform
change renders the previous solution useless, potentially its use would return even
worse results. This is only a speculation that use of a similar more optimal approach,
as in the border monitoring scenario, but still using a rich model, would enhance the
obtained results.
5.4 Proposed Future Design of the Experiment
In this section we want to discuss potential for the future changes to the experiment’s
design. This sort of detail is related to a possible future piece of work but since it is
more related to the experiment rather than to the future research we decided to discuss
it in this place.
Therefore, if we didn’t focus only on the significant parts of the experiment, and de-
cided not to simplify our sensor task assignment in the simulation, the following could
take place: sensors’ parameters are set accordingly to satisfy the task, e.g. cameras are
directed and zoomed as needed. When the sensors are ready to deliver data (task has
access to all required sensing instances), the data is collected and forwarded to appro-
priate processing services. They are discovered in a processing database which serves
as a map between the types of tasks to sensor types and to processing service types.
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Processing might be simulated, for example, by verification if a required number of
input data represents the same event if so then returning true, otherwise false. If the
processing is final (i.e. the information is ready to be presented to a user) then it is for-
warded to delivery services, otherwise another processing service must be located in a
similar way and processing is repeated until it is final. Then in the Dissemination step
we check who the task recipients are and deliver them the information in the required
form.
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Chapter6
Conclusions & Future Work
In this chapter we summarise the work described in the previous chapters and present
how the future research might evolve. Section 6.1 summarises our contributions, lead-
ing the work towards richer task representation to address the reactiveness problem in
sensor networks. Section 6.3 discusses our future work, describing where we expect
the next steps in the research to take us. We identified at least two related potential
research areas to consider in the future. We also discuss how the model of Max SAM
Plus HTR could be further enriched in order to improve its usability in scenarios where
a task’s state can change often, e.g. urban unrest and border monitoring.
6.1 Conclusions
The main contribution of the research, presented throughout the thesis (mostly in
Chapter 4), is our methodology and thinking about the problem. It is a systematic
approach that enables creation of hybrids of different models of task representations
and analysis of their performance in terms of a number of satisfied tasks. It allows for
alignment of concepts of different TRs by combining them into a single hybrid offer-
ing their combined functionality. The proof and result of our approach are our four
HTR ontologies which we created by minimising redundancy among the concepts. We
limited overlapping of concepts to those necessary for consistency of a model’s on-
tology. The models were created by mixing the four TRs (SWE, SS, GL and SAM),
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where each has their specific approach to the sensor tasking problem. Bound together
they offer a more complete solution, from the perspective of information needs of the
DCPD loop, i.e. the combinations of TRs capture more information needs than TRs
separately. In Chapter 5, we showed the performance evaluation of HTR models cre-
ated by applying our methodology. The models’ performance is tested in relation to
the ‘best’ & ‘worst’ theoretical models. It shows promising results. We showed that by
reusing one of the models (namely Max SAM HTR) and the introduction of additional
concepts we obtained a model (Max SAM Plus HTR) capturing all information needs
of the DCPD loop, thus allowing maximum flexibility of automatic resource assign-
ment. It increases the number of potential alternative solutions available for each task
type.
We see that the more general a task is then the higher is the likelihood that a task will
be satisfied. Thus, in order for a system to provide maximum support a user should
express his/her task in terms of ‘what’ he/she wants rather than ‘how’ he/she wants
it. Yet we agree that in an implemented system both options of expression should be
available. This is what we have done in our testbed, which was used as a tool for better
understanding of the problem. Thus, from an implementation point of view, it is good
to leave an option for a user to express not only his specific requirements (e.g. I want a
sensor with acoustic capability) but more importantly to give the user an option to state
his/her requirements in general terms (e.g. I want to detect a vehicle) while at the same
time making him/her aware of benefits that come with the second option, i.e. increased
task satisfaction by automatic system’s assistance in case of dynamic changes within
the network.
Our approach involving representation of a task in the context of the needs of the
DCPD loop makes a task well prepared for an automatic use by a system. It is done by
capturing all the crucial information needs, required by the steps of the loop to operate,
initially at the time of a task instantiation. Thus, further user’s intervention becomes
no longer needed. Effectively, it allows for the satisfaction of a task as long as there
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are resources available that are physically capable to satisfy it (which is obtained from
relations captured in a task representation’s ontology, e.g. SAM TR’s concepts would
allow in such situation to obtain alternative solutions every time a task loses its current
solution). As a result, a user would observe continuous task satisfaction, as long as it
is still possible, while not experiencing the tasking complexities and difficulties as the
system would respond to changes. This is in fact the sort of solution that is the most
required (appropriate) in dynamic scenarios. Basically, we want a user to be involved
as little as possible, particularly in the process of response to changes in the network
environment, once he/she states the goals of his/her task.
We believe that our approach is general enough to be applicable for any TR in case a
new one was to emerge. Assuming the new TR offers some additional functionality or
provides access to a technology beneficial for the problem solution. It would be pos-
sible, applying our methodology, to arrive at a hybrid model integrating it with other
TRs, enabling a potentially better solution (task satisfaction rate wise) than that of the
proposed model of Max SAM Plus HTR.
Our second contribution is creation of the model of Max SAM Plus (Chapter 4) which
performs close to the ‘ideal’ model (in certain scenarios). We showed (in Chapter 5)
that it is best for long lasting tasks, where a sensor’s status may often change forcing
task resource reassignment. Thanks to our model we can derive alternative solutions
from its concepts thus automating (in effect minimising) user interactions in presence
of changes in the environment which would otherwise cause a task to fail, for the
duration of the user’s interaction.
We see the HTR as supporting a higher degree of automation in a sensor tasking sys-
tem than is currently possible. This involves a high-level specification of tasks, sensor
selection, composition of chains of processing services and delivery of information
satisfying a task to the right consumers. Having rich information captured in the HTR
means that a system can make appropriate decisions (without asking the user) and se-
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lect appropriate sensor resources for the user’s tasks; moreover, the HTR enables find-
ing of substitutions for sensors if the previous choices become unavailable, or other
changes occur e.g. a user adds more requirements to his/her task. This is especially
important in highly dynamic domains, such as, emergency response or the military op-
erations.
Another of our contributions is creation of ontologies for the four identified TRs. It
was a result of our initial exploration of the concept of task representation in sensor
networks. The analysis of the current approaches identified four TRs, implemented in
separate systems, where each addressed different aspects of the sensor tasking problem.
Explicating their concepts in the form of ontologies enabled us to identify mappings
between the TRs, allowing the creation of hybrid task representations that had their
combined features. This contribution (described in Chapter 3) to sensor networks do-
main of science lets us treat the concepts according to their semantic meaning. For
example, we used the TRs in our research to obtain richer models combining their
concepts to offer full(er) coverage of the DCPD steps. This approach allows us to ob-
serve relations between the existing technologies, which the TRs represent, allowing
for mixing of the capabilities provided by the independent models. As a result, giv-
ing a richer model the ability to handle the reactiveness problem in dynamic sensors
networks performing close to the ‘ideal’ case model, as we showed in Chapter 5.
Furthermore, we would like to repeat that having an open, explicit task representation
that addresses both user- and sensor-level tasking also allows the possibility for the
creation of new sensor planning, operation, and delivery services and tools that use the
existing HTR, or further extend it with additional features.
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6.2 Instantiation of Max SAM Plus HTR Model
In this section on example of the Max SAM Plus HTR we will show how OWL might
be used to instantiate a HTR model. The instance of the model which we create here
with help of OWL might be used by a system to control its operation.
In order to instantiate a model we need to create instances of appropriate classes of
which the model consists and which are needed by the task for which we are instan-
tiating the model. To show how then the instance relates to TRs it integrates, we will
used example from car detection domain, which we call Capture Speeding Car Image
Task. The goal of this task is to obtain images of cars which break a speed limit.
In our scenario, as presented on Fig. 6.1 (for RDF/XML please see instances section
of Max SAM Plus HTR in Appendix B), we have a police officer and a traffic analyst,
two beneficiaries who are interested in a solution for this task. The analyst just needs
statistics, whereas the officer always needs car pictures independently of which solution
is used. We see that there are two potential options available in the region of the
task. One involving just speed camera, the other requiring (at least) two break beams
to detect a speeding car and a camera to capture its image. The data coming from
the sensors is accordingly combined by semantic services which enrich it with more
and more semantic information at the end returning the final stream with images of
speeding cars, in other words our task. We note that preparation of a solution for
the analyst would involve an additional service counting the images taken over time,
also before using the sensors would very likely require appropriate setting of their
parameters, but for brevity we didn’t put it. For the same reason we chose not to put
weights on the static and dynamic goals (respectively tasks and sensors), which in this
configuration would favour speed camera since it is the best fit for this task.
The TRs which the HTR contains would take details needed for setting of their para-
meters respectively: Initially the process should use the model’s ontology to validate
an instance then if it is valid, GL would use weights and hasSubTask relations to form
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a goal lattice and prioritise sensor assignment effort. SAM would set task’s details in-
cluding required asset types. SWE would find and set parameters and collect data from
currently available sensors. SS would process the sensor data combining it as presen-
ted on the figure. Additionally, in the situation that the current solution for the Detect
Speeding Car (sub) Task (as only this task has an alternative rule declared) became
unavailable, SAM would use its ontology and reason on it to recognise alternatives.
6.3 Future Work
Part of our further work will certainly involve further enrichment of the Max SAM Plus
HTR with a richer knowledge base, in order to simplify the description complexity of
its steps. In effect we believe, as we speculated in the results section of Chapter 5, it will
decrease the gap between our model and the ‘ideal’ one. This will result in increased
robustness of the HTR to changes in a task’s state, thus improving task satisfaction
performance of the model.
Implementing a system based on the Hybrid Task Representation would allow integ-
ration of several useful mechanisms: goal prioritisation using goal lattices; matching
of task satisfying sensor types through SAM; use of sensor instances, setting of their
parameters for a task using SWE; and processing of sensor data by SS. Such a system
would provide a significantly more complete solution to the sensor tasking problem
than currently exists.
To demonstrate the utility of a Hybrid Task Representation such as the one presented
in Section 4.5 (Max SAM Plus HTR), we are implementing a framework application
that serves as the system shown in Figure 1.1. This follows work previously presented
in [62]. Our approach follows the principle that many tasking details, especially those
related to the sensor-level tasking (e.g. selection and setting of parameters for an asset)
should be inferred where possible from higher-level descriptions of a task (i.e. in terms
of Section 1.1: “what”, not “how”). However, we don’t want to prevent users from
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choosing the types of solution they are interested in (i.e. “how”) because there may
be situations where a user prefers one kind of solution over another. For example, a
vehicle detection task may be solvable by acoustic and imagery means, but the user
is really interested only in the imagery solution as they can then use the images of
detected vehicles as a proof that they breached a speed limit and penalise their drivers.
For this process we will use the technologies of the TRs, captured within the Max SAM
Plus HTR model, in the result achieving a complete approach to tasking on both levels,
that allows for flexibility in a task description. The upgrade will involve: integration
of the HTR into the framework; substitution of the OGC-SWE-like sensor network
layer by the OGC-SWE compliant layer; and use of the SS technology which provides
sensor data processing, thus, obsoleting the current fixed processing.
Thus, we expect that one of the future goals will involve implementation and integra-
tion of the Max SAM Plus HTR model into the current system. While doing so we
will remember to make it general enough to avoid binding the system exclusively to a
single HTR model. We think that having one ultimate model that would fit all scen-
arios is not realistic. For proof of this statement, see the results in Section 5.3. There
we see that the ‘pure’ Max SAM HTR outperforms others in scenarios where there is
high probability of task change, when Max SAM Plus HTR appears to be better fitted
for scenarios where platform probability of change is high.
This approach would be a preparation for our next goal which is to allow use of dif-
ferent models in a single system. For this we would need to research the implemented
work of the system’s domain further. This way we aim to enable creation of a system
that is ready to maximise task satisfaction even further by choosing an adequate model
of task representation depending on the environment of operation. This might even
involve the temporary characteristics of the environment’s state. This way a system
would be able to better assist a user, if the environment was to evolve.
The further stage of the research, as we think, would involve a fine grained form of
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optimisation of such a system. We want to form, what we currently call, an approach
to a system’s implementation supporting adaptive selection of a TR model. It means
that we want to create a systematic approach to system modeling that would allow use
of many models in a single system. The part that distinguishes it from our second goal
is that we want to allow for simultaneous and dynamically evolving use of different
models for a task.
The approach of adaptive model selection would enable mixing of models, for ex-
ample, while initially starting task specification using a ‘poor’ model at the same time
mapping it to a ‘rich’ one. Thus, having at the start, very few details given about a task
a system could, almost synchronously to a user’s actions, adapt as the further details
are given by the user. Another example could involve a system to assume at first that
the only consumer is the creator of a task but still allow the user to specify these details
later, then the system would change the model to one capable of it. Thus we think the
input (from user’s point of view) would somehow have to be prepared to capture the
richest model’s details.
Effectively, a system would, depending on a particular input in time, choose an ad-
equate model that is ‘rich’ enough for the data that was input. Such an approach would
allow for continuous dynamic satisfaction of a task from its very creation throughout
all stages of its evolution, while making the best use of available models.
We would also like to make an additional proof of our approach and methodology. It
will be possible when new TRs emerge. It would allow us to further prove our claim
about its universality. We believe that we managed to achieve it, yet the only proof
we have are our models of HTRs, particularly promising is the Max SAM Plus HTR
which captures all the DCPD loop’s information needs, its performance was shown in
Chapter 5.
We hope to find more TRs that we could use in our future work. One of our future
directions assumes that having more models available to use is actually beneficial for
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a system, if it is able to effectively use them for managing the tasks. It is important for
our adaptive approach to use the model of task representation appropriate for a tem-
poral state of environment. This is enabling implementation of a system that would
evolve a task model together with the change of a task’s details. We mentioned in the
section above that this would further improve a task’s satisfaction optimising the sys-
tem’s performance.
The hypothesis capturing the essence of our future research could sound like:
“By having a rich enough model of task representation allowing the capture of all re-
quirements of a particular task, in relation to the temporal characteristics of an environ-
ment, optimises the overall satisfaction of tasks in a sensor network by maximisation of
a system’s assistance role, providing dynamic support for a user creating his/her task”.
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Appendix A
Ontologies of Task Representations
Here we show class hierarchy and ontology for each of the TR models.
A.1 SWE TR Ontology
Figure A.1: SWE TR class hierarchy
<?xml v e r s i o n ="1.0"? >
<!DOCTYPE r d f :RDF [
<!ENTITY owl " h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 2 / 0 7 / owl #" >
<!ENTITY dc " h t t p : / / p u r l . o rg / dc / e l e m e n t s / 1 . 1 / " >
<!ENTITY xsd " h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 1 / XMLSchema#" >
<!ENTITY owl2xml " h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 6 / 1 2 / owl2−xml #" >
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<!ENTITY r d f s " h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 0 / 0 1 / r d f −schema #" >
<!ENTITY OGC " h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com /OGC. owl #" >
<!ENTITY r d f " h t t p : / / www. w3 . org /1999 /02 /22 − r d f −syn t ax −ns #" >
<!ENTITY SWETROntology " h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SWETROntology . owl #" >
]>
< r d f :RDF xmlns =" h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com /OGC. owl #"
xml : ba se =" h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SWETROntology . owl "
xmlns : owl2xml =" h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 6 / 1 2 / owl2−xml #"
xmlns :OGC=" h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com /OGC. owl #"
xmlns : xsd =" h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 1 / XMLSchema#"
xmlns : dc =" h t t p : / / p u r l . o rg / dc / e l e m e n t s / 1 . 1 / "
xmlns : SWETROntology=" h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SWETROntology . owl #"
xmlns : r d f s =" h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 0 / 0 1 / r d f −schema #"
xmlns : r d f =" h t t p : / / www. w3 . org /1999 /02 /22 − r d f −syn t ax −ns #"
xmlns : owl=" h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 2 / 0 7 / owl #">
<owl : Onto logy r d f : a b o u t ="">
< r d f s : comment
>C r e a t e d by Konrad Borowieck i 2010 </ r d f s : comment>
</ owl : Ontology >
<!−−
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
/ /
/ / A n n o t a t i o n p r o p e r t i e s
/ /
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
−−>
<owl : A n n o t a t i o n P r o p e r t y r d f : a b o u t="&dc ; t i t l e " / >
<!−−
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
/ /
/ / O b j e c t P r o p e r t i e s
/ /
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
−−>
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com /OGC. owl# c a r r i e s −−>
<owl : O b j e c t P r o p e r t y r d f : a b o u t="&OGC; c a r r i e s ">
< r d f s : domain r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&OGC; P l a t f o r m " / >
< r d f s : r a n g e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&OGC; S en so r " / >
</ owl : O b j e c t P r o p e r t y >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com /OGC. owl# h a s A s s e t −−>
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<owl : O b j e c t P r o p e r t y r d f : a b o u t="&OGC; h a s A s s e t ">
< r d f s : r a n g e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&OGC; A s s e t " / >
< r d f s : domain r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&OGC; Submi tReques t " / >
</ owl : O b j e c t P r o p e r t y >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com /OGC. owl# h a s I n p u t −−>
<owl : O b j e c t P r o p e r t y r d f : a b o u t="&OGC; h a s I n p u t ">
< r d f s : domain r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&OGC; ProcessMode l " / >
< r d f s : r a n g e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&OGC; ProcessMode l " / >
</ owl : O b j e c t P r o p e r t y >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com /OGC. owl# h a s O u t p u t −−>
<owl : O b j e c t P r o p e r t y r d f : a b o u t="&OGC; h a s O u t p u t ">
< r d f s : domain r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&OGC; ProcessMode l " / >
< r d f s : r a n g e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&OGC; ProcessMode l " / >
</ owl : O b j e c t P r o p e r t y >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com /OGC. owl# h a s P a r a m e t e r −−>
<owl : O b j e c t P r o p e r t y r d f : a b o u t="&OGC; h a s P a r a m e t e r ">
< r d f s : domain r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&OGC; A s s e t " / >
< r d f s : r a n g e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&OGC; P a r a m e t e r " / >
</ owl : O b j e c t P r o p e r t y >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SWETROntology . owl# c o n s i s t s O f −−>
<owl : O b j e c t P r o p e r t y r d f : a b o u t ="# c o n s i s t s O f ">
< r d f s : domain r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# P r o c e s s C h a i n " / >
</ owl : O b j e c t P r o p e r t y >
<!−−
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
/ /
/ / Data p r o p e r t i e s
/ /
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
−−>
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com /OGC. owl# c a p a b i l i t y N a m e −−>
<owl : D a t a t y p e P r o p e r t y r d f : a b o u t="&OGC; c a p a b i l i t y N a m e ">
< r d f s : domain r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&OGC; C a p a b i l i t y L i s t " / >
< r d f s : r a n g e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&xsd ; s t r i n g " / >
</ owl : D a t a t y p e P r o p e r t y >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com /OGC. owl# l a t i t u d e −−>
<owl : D a t a t y p e P r o p e r t y r d f : a b o u t="&OGC; l a t i t u d e ">
< r d f s : domain r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&OGC; L o c a t i o n " / >
< r d f s : r a n g e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&xsd ; d ou b l e " / >
</ owl : D a t a t y p e P r o p e r t y >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com /OGC. owl# l o n g i t u d e −−>
<owl : D a t a t y p e P r o p e r t y r d f : a b o u t="&OGC; l o n g i t u d e ">
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< r d f s : domain r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&OGC; L o c a t i o n " / >
< r d f s : r a n g e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&xsd ; d ou b l e " / >
</ owl : D a t a t y p e P r o p e r t y >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com /OGC. owl# v a l u e −−>
<owl : D a t a t y p e P r o p e r t y r d f : a b o u t="&OGC; v a l u e ">
< r d f s : domain r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&OGC; Speed " / >
< r d f s : r a n g e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&xsd ; d ou b l e " / >
</ owl : D a t a t y p e P r o p e r t y >
<!−−
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
/ /
/ / C l a s s e s
/ /
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
−−>
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com /OGC. owl# A s s e t −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&OGC; A s s e t ">
< r d f s : subClassOf >
<owl : R e s t r i c t i o n >
<owl : o n P r o p e r t y r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&OGC; h a s P a r a m e t e r " / >
<owl : someValuesFrom r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&OGC; P a r a m e t e r " / >
</ owl : R e s t r i c t i o n >
</ r d f s : subClassOf >
<owl : d i s j o i n t W i t h r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&OGC; P a r a m e t e r " / >
<owl : d i s j o i n t W i t h r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&OGC; Submi tReques t " / >
<owl : d i s j o i n t W i t h r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# P r o c e s s C h a i n " / >
< r d f s : comment
>Thi s might be a p l a t f o r m or a s e n s o r . Eventhough t h e y use a s s e t a s a
synonim of a s e n s o r o r s i m u l a t i o n , t h e y ment ion t h r o u g h o u t t h e p a p e r s
and s e r v i c e s p e c i f i c a t i o n s e . g . i n t h e SPS s p e c i f i c a t i o n v e r s i o n 1 . 0
t h e y say t h a t i t i s i n t e n d e d t o t a s k p l a t f o r m s and s e n s o r s , so I
would say t h a t t h e y have f o r g o t t e n t o u p d a t e t h e d e f i n i t i o n o f an
a s s e t t o i n c l u d e p l a t f o r m s . </ r d f s : comment>
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com /OGC. owl# C a p a b i l i t y L i s t −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&OGC; C a p a b i l i t y L i s t ">
< r d f s : s u b C l a s s O f r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&OGC; NonTaskab l ePa rame te r " / >
< r d f s : subClassOf >
<owl : R e s t r i c t i o n >
<owl : o n P r o p e r t y r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&OGC; c a p a b i l i t y N a m e " / >
<owl : someValuesFrom r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&xsd ; s t r i n g " / >
</ owl : R e s t r i c t i o n >
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</ r d f s : subClassOf >
< r d f s : comment
>These a r e t h e p r o p e r t i e s t h a t a r e measurement c o n n e c t e d . They e x p r e s s
a b i l i t y o f a s e n s o r t o t a k e measures , e . g . t y p e o f a s e n s o r IR camera
, a s w e l l a s p r o p e r t i e s d e p e n d e n t on an i n s t a n c e as e . g . zoom r a n g e
of a camera . </ r d f s : comment>
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com /OGC. owl# C h a r a c t e r i s t i c L i s t −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&OGC; C h a r a c t e r i s t i c L i s t ">
< r d f s : s u b C l a s s O f r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&OGC; NonTaskab l ePa rame te r " / >
< r d f s : comment
>P a r a m e t e r s t h a t a r e d e s c r i b i n g p h y s i c a l p r o p e r t i e s o f a s e n s o r , e . g . i t s
s i z e , weight , e t c . </ r d f s : comment>
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com /OGC. owl# FaceAngle −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&OGC; FaceAngle ">
< r d f s : s u b C l a s s O f r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&OGC; T a s k a b l e P a r a m e t e r " / >
< r d f s : subClassOf >
<owl : R e s t r i c t i o n >
<owl : o n P r o p e r t y r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&OGC; v a l u e " / >
<owl : q u a l i f i e d C a r d i n a l i t y r d f : d a t a t y p e ="&xsd ; n o n N e g a t i v e I n t e g e r " >1 </
owl : q u a l i f i e d C a r d i n a l i t y >
<owl : onDataRange r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&xsd ; dou b l e " / >
</ owl : R e s t r i c t i o n >
</ r d f s : subClassOf >
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com /OGC. owl# L o c a t i o n −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&OGC; L o c a t i o n ">
< r d f s : s u b C l a s s O f r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&OGC; NonTaskab l ePa rame te r " / >
< r d f s : subClassOf >
<owl : R e s t r i c t i o n >
<owl : o n P r o p e r t y r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&OGC; l a t i t u d e " / >
<owl : q u a l i f i e d C a r d i n a l i t y r d f : d a t a t y p e ="&xsd ; n o n N e g a t i v e I n t e g e r " >1 </
owl : q u a l i f i e d C a r d i n a l i t y >
<owl : onDataRange r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&xsd ; dou b l e " / >
</ owl : R e s t r i c t i o n >
</ r d f s : subClassOf >
< r d f s : subClassOf >
<owl : R e s t r i c t i o n >
<owl : o n P r o p e r t y r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&OGC; l o n g i t u d e " / >
<owl : q u a l i f i e d C a r d i n a l i t y r d f : d a t a t y p e ="&xsd ; n o n N e g a t i v e I n t e g e r " >1 </
owl : q u a l i f i e d C a r d i n a l i t y >
<owl : onDataRange r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&xsd ; dou b l e " / >
</ owl : R e s t r i c t i o n >
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</ r d f s : subClassOf >
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com /OGC. owl# NonTaskab l ePa rame te r −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&OGC; NonTaskab l ePa rame te r ">
< r d f s : s u b C l a s s O f r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&OGC; P a r a m e t e r " / >
<owl : d i s j o i n t W i t h r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&OGC; T a s k a b l e P a r a m e t e r " / >
< r d f s : comment
>They depend on an a s s e t i n s t a n c e . Th i s c l a s s r e p r e s e n t s a l l p a r a m t e r e s o f
an a s s e t t h a t might n o t be t a s k e d . e . g . g e o g r a p h i c p o s i t i o n o f a
none mobi le a s s e t . </ r d f s : comment>
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com /OGC. owl# P a r a m e t e r −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&OGC; P a r a m e t e r ">
<owl : d i s j o i n t W i t h r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&OGC; ProcessMode l " / >
<owl : d i s j o i n t W i t h r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&OGC; Submi tReques t " / >
<owl : d i s j o i n t W i t h r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# P r o c e s s C h a i n " / >
< r d f s : comment
> I t d e s c r i b e s t h e p a r a m e t e r s r e q u i r e d t o t a k s an a s s e t . e . g . a n g l e t o
r o t a t e a camera , zoom l e v e l t o zoom i t , i t a l s o might i n c l u d e a
p e r i o d o f t ime t h e a s s e t i s r e q u e s t e d f o r . The p a r a m e t e r s s e t depends
on a a s s e t i n s t a n c e . </ r d f s : comment>
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com /OGC. owl# P l a t f o r m −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&OGC; P l a t f o r m ">
< r d f s : s u b C l a s s O f r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&OGC; A s s e t " / >
< r d f s : subClassOf >
<owl : R e s t r i c t i o n >
<owl : o n P r o p e r t y r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&OGC; c a r r i e s " / >
<owl : a l l V a l u e s F r o m r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&OGC; S en so r " / >
</ owl : R e s t r i c t i o n >
</ r d f s : subClassOf >
<owl : d i s j o i n t W i t h r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&OGC; S en so r " / >
<dc : t i t l e
>Thi s r e p r e s e n t s a p l a t f o r m on which a s e n s o r might be i n s t a l l e d , e . g . a
v e h i c l e , m e t e r o l o g i c a l s t a t i o n . </ dc : t i t l e >
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com /OGC. owl# ProcessMode l −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&OGC; ProcessMode l ">
< r d f s : subClassOf >
<owl : R e s t r i c t i o n >
<owl : o n P r o p e r t y r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&OGC; h a s O u t p u t " / >
<owl : someValuesFrom r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&OGC; ProcessMode l " / >
</ owl : R e s t r i c t i o n >
</ r d f s : subClassOf >
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< r d f s : subClassOf >
<owl : R e s t r i c t i o n >
<owl : o n P r o p e r t y r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&OGC; h a s P a r a m e t e r " / >
<owl : someValuesFrom r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&OGC; P a r a m e t e r " / >
</ owl : R e s t r i c t i o n >
</ r d f s : subClassOf >
< r d f s : subClassOf >
<owl : R e s t r i c t i o n >
<owl : o n P r o p e r t y r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&OGC; h a s I n p u t " / >
<owl : someValuesFrom r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&OGC; ProcessMode l " / >
</ owl : R e s t r i c t i o n >
</ r d f s : subClassOf >
<owl : d i s j o i n t W i t h r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&OGC; Submi tReques t " / >
<owl : d i s j o i n t W i t h r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# P r o c e s s C h a i n " / >
< r d f s : comment
> R e p r e s e n t s a p r o c e s s t h a t p e r f o r m s t r a n s f o r m a t i o n and p r o c e s s i n g o f
s e n s o r i n f o r m a t i o n . </ r d f s : comment>
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com /OGC. owl# S ens o r −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&OGC; S en so r ">
< r d f s : s u b C l a s s O f r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&OGC; A s s e t " / >
< r d f s : s u b C l a s s O f r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&OGC; ProcessMode l " / >
<dc : t i t l e
>Thi s r e p r e s e n t s a s e n s o r ( whe the r p h y s i c a l o r s i m u l a t e d ) . In SensorML ,
s e n s o r s a r e mode l l ed as p r o c e s s e s t h a t &quo t ; c o n v e r t r e a l
phenomena t o d a t a&quo t ; , t h e r e f o r e , a Sen so r i s a s p e c i f i c t y p e o f P r o c e s s Model . </ dc :
t i t l e >
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com /OGC. owl# Speed −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&OGC; Speed ">
< r d f s : s u b C l a s s O f r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&OGC; T a s k a b l e P a r a m e t e r " / >
< r d f s : subClassOf >
<owl : R e s t r i c t i o n >
<owl : o n P r o p e r t y r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&OGC; v a l u e " / >
<owl : q u a l i f i e d C a r d i n a l i t y r d f : d a t a t y p e ="&xsd ; n o n N e g a t i v e I n t e g e r " >1 </
owl : q u a l i f i e d C a r d i n a l i t y >
<owl : onDataRange r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&xsd ; dou b l e " / >
</ owl : R e s t r i c t i o n >
</ r d f s : subClassOf >
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com /OGC. owl# Submi tReques t −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&OGC; Submi tReques t ">
< r d f s : subClassOf >
<owl : R e s t r i c t i o n >
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<owl : o n P r o p e r t y r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&OGC; h a s A s s e t " / >
<owl : someValuesFrom r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&OGC; A s s e t " / >
</ owl : R e s t r i c t i o n >
</ r d f s : subClassOf >
<owl : d i s j o i n t W i t h r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# P r o c e s s C h a i n " / >
< r d f s : comment r d f : d a t a t y p e ="&xsd ; s t r i n g "
>A r e q u e s t f o r a s s e t s s e n t by u s e r t o Se nso r P l a n n i n g S e r v i c e ( SPS ) , which
t h e n v a l i d a t e s i t , i f s u c c e s s f u l t h e n i t g e t s t h e r e s o u r c e s t h a t a r e
s a t i s f i n g t h a t r e q u e s t . </ r d f s : comment>
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com /OGC. owl# T a s k a b l e P a r a m e t e r −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&OGC; T a s k a b l e P a r a m e t e r ">
< r d f s : s u b C l a s s O f r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&OGC; P a r a m e t e r " / >
< r d f s : comment
>They depend on an a s s e t i n s t a n c e . Th i s c l a s s r e p r e s e n t s a l l p a r a m t e r e s o f
an a s s e t t h a t might be t a s k e d . e . g . zoom l e v e l o f a camera . </ r d f s :
comment>
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com /OGC. owl#Zoom −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&OGC; Zoom">
< r d f s : s u b C l a s s O f r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&OGC; T a s k a b l e P a r a m e t e r " / >
< r d f s : subClassOf >
<owl : R e s t r i c t i o n >
<owl : o n P r o p e r t y r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&OGC; v a l u e " / >
<owl : q u a l i f i e d C a r d i n a l i t y r d f : d a t a t y p e ="&xsd ; n o n N e g a t i v e I n t e g e r " >1 </
owl : q u a l i f i e d C a r d i n a l i t y >
<owl : onDataRange r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&xsd ; dou b l e " / >
</ owl : R e s t r i c t i o n >
</ r d f s : subClassOf >
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SWETROntology . owl# P r o c e s s C h a i n −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t ="# P r o c e s s C h a i n ">
< r d f s : subClassOf >
<owl : C lass >
<owl : unionOf r d f : pa r seType =" C o l l e c t i o n ">
<owl : C lass >
<owl : i n t e r s e c t i o n O f r d f : pa r seType =" C o l l e c t i o n ">
<owl : R e s t r i c t i o n >
<owl : o n P r o p e r t y r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# c o n s i s t s O f " / >
<owl : o n C l a s s r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&OGC; ProcessMode l " / >
<owl : m i n Q u a l i f i e d C a r d i n a l i t y r d f : d a t a t y p e ="&xsd ;
n o n N e g a t i v e I n t e g e r " >1 </ owl :
m i n Q u a l i f i e d C a r d i n a l i t y >
</ owl : R e s t r i c t i o n >
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<owl : R e s t r i c t i o n >
<owl : o n P r o p e r t y r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# c o n s i s t s O f " / >
<owl : o n C l a s s r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# P r o c e s s C h a i n " / >
<owl : m i n Q u a l i f i e d C a r d i n a l i t y r d f : d a t a t y p e ="&xsd ;
n o n N e g a t i v e I n t e g e r " >1 </ owl :
m i n Q u a l i f i e d C a r d i n a l i t y >
</ owl : R e s t r i c t i o n >
</ owl : i n t e r s e c t i o n O f >
</ owl : C lass >
<owl : R e s t r i c t i o n >
<owl : o n P r o p e r t y r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# c o n s i s t s O f " / >
<owl : o n C l a s s r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&OGC; ProcessMode l " / >
<owl : m i n Q u a l i f i e d C a r d i n a l i t y r d f : d a t a t y p e ="&xsd ;
n o n N e g a t i v e I n t e g e r " >2 </ owl : m i n Q u a l i f i e d C a r d i n a l i t y >
</ owl : R e s t r i c t i o n >
</ owl : unionOf >
</ owl : C lass >
</ r d f s : subClassOf >
< r d f s : comment
> I t d e s c r i b e s a s t r u c t u r a l b l o c k which c o s i s t s o f a t l e a s t 2 p r o c e s s
models o r o t h e r p r o c e s s c h a i n s and p r o c e s s models . </ r d f s : comment>
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 2 / 0 7 / owl# Thing −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&owl ; Thing " / >
<!−−
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
/ /
/ / I n d i v i d u a l s
/ /
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
−−>
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com /OGC. owl#CameraA −−>
<owl : Thing r d f : a b o u t="&OGC; CameraA">
< r d f : t y p e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&OGC; S en so r " / >
<h a s P a r a m e t e r r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&OGC; C a m e r a A _ C a p a b i l i t y L i s t " / >
<h a s P a r a m e t e r r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&OGC; CameraA_Zoom " / >
</ owl : Thing >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com /OGC. owl# C a m e r a A _ C a p a b i l i t y L i s t −−>
<owl : Thing r d f : a b o u t="&OGC; C a m e r a A _ C a p a b i l i t y L i s t ">
< r d f : t y p e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&OGC; C a p a b i l i t y L i s t " / >
<c a p a b i l i t y N a m e r d f : d a t a t y p e ="&xsd ; s t r i n g ">IMINT</ c a p a b i l i t y N a m e >
<c a p a b i l i t y N a m e r d f : d a t a t y p e ="&xsd ; s t r i n g ">IRINT </ c a p a b i l i t y N a m e >
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</ owl : Thing >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com /OGC. owl#CameraA_Zoom −−>
<Zoom r d f : a b o u t="&OGC; CameraA_Zoom">
< r d f : t y p e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&owl ; Thing " / >
<v a l u e r d f : d a t a t y p e ="&xsd ; dou b l e " >6.0 </ va lue >
</Zoom>
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com /OGC. owl# P r e d a t o r A −−>
< P l a t f o r m r d f : a b o u t="&OGC; P r e d a t o r A ">
< r d f : t y p e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&owl ; Thing " / >
< c a r r i e s r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&OGC; CameraA " / >
<h a s P a r a m e t e r r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&OGC; Preda to rA_FaceAng le " / >
<h a s P a r a m e t e r r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&OGC; P r e d a t o r A _ L o c a t i o n " / >
<h a s P a r a m e t e r r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&OGC; Preda to rA_Speed " / >
</ P l a t f o r m >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com /OGC. owl# Preda to rA_FaceAng le −−>
<FaceAngle r d f : a b o u t="&OGC; Preda to rA_FaceAng le ">
< r d f : t y p e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&owl ; Thing " / >
<v a l u e r d f : d a t a t y p e ="&xsd ; dou b l e " >90.0 </ va lue >
</ FaceAngle >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com /OGC. owl# P r e d a t o r A _ L o c a t i o n −−>
<owl : Thing r d f : a b o u t="&OGC; P r e d a t o r A _ L o c a t i o n ">
< r d f : t y p e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&OGC; L o c a t i o n " / >
< l o n g i t u d e r d f : d a t a t y p e ="&xsd ; d ou b l e " >0.5554 </ l o n g i t u d e >
< l a t i t u d e r d f : d a t a t y p e ="&xsd ; d ou b l e " >10.0001 </ l a t i t u d e >
</ owl : Thing >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com /OGC. owl# Preda to rA_Speed −−>
<owl : Thing r d f : a b o u t="&OGC; Preda to rA_Speed ">
< r d f : t y p e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&OGC; Speed " / >
<v a l u e r d f : d a t a t y p e ="&xsd ; dou b l e " >500.0 </ va lue >
</ owl : Thing >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com /OGC. owl# PredatorAandCameraA_Tasking −−>
<owl : Thing r d f : a b o u t="&OGC; Preda torAandCameraA_Tasking ">
< r d f : t y p e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&OGC; Submi tReques t " / >
<h a s A s s e t r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&OGC; CameraA " / >
<h a s A s s e t r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&OGC; P r e d a t o r A " / >
</ owl : Thing >
</ r d f : RDF>
<!−− G e n e r a t e d by t h e OWL API ( v e r s i o n 2 . 2 . 1 . 1 1 3 8 ) h t t p : / / ow la p i . s o u r c e f o r g e . n e t −−>
Listing A.1: The SWE TR ontology in RDF/XML format
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A.2 SS TR Ontology
Figure A.2: SS TR class hierarchy
<?xml v e r s i o n ="1.0"? >
<!DOCTYPE r d f :RDF [
<!ENTITY owl " h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 2 / 0 7 / owl #" >
<!ENTITY xsd " h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 1 / XMLSchema#" >
<!ENTITY owl2xml " h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 6 / 1 2 / owl2−xml #" >
<!ENTITY SS " h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SS . owl #" >
<!ENTITY r d f s " h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 0 / 0 1 / r d f −schema #" >
<!ENTITY SS2 " h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SS . owl #100" >
<!ENTITY km " h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SS . owl #100km / " >
<!ENTITY r d f " h t t p : / / www. w3 . org /1999 /02 /22 − r d f −syn t ax −ns #" >
<!ENTITY CarBreaching100km " h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SS . owl# CarBreaching100km
/ " >
]>
< r d f :RDF xmlns =" h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SS . owl #"
xml : ba se =" h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SSTROntology . owl "
xmlns : owl2xml =" h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 6 / 1 2 / owl2−xml #"
xmlns : km="&SS ;100km / "
xmlns : SS2="&SS ; 1 0 0 "
xmlns : CarBreaching100km="&SS ; CarBreaching100km / "
xmlns : xsd =" h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 1 / XMLSchema#"
xmlns : SS=" h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SS . owl #"
xmlns : r d f s =" h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 0 / 0 1 / r d f −schema #"
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xmlns : r d f =" h t t p : / / www. w3 . org /1999 /02 /22 − r d f −syn t ax −ns #"
xmlns : owl=" h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 2 / 0 7 / owl #">
<owl : Onto logy r d f : a b o u t ="">
< r d f s : comment
>C r e a t e d by Konrad Borowieck i 2010 </ r d f s : comment>
</ owl : Ontology >
<!−−
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
/ /
/ / O b j e c t P r o p e r t i e s
/ /
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
−−>
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SS . owl# c r e a t e s −−>
<owl : O b j e c t P r o p e r t y r d f : a b o u t="&SS ; c r e a t e s ">
< r d f s : comment r d f : d a t a t y p e ="&xsd ; s t r i n g "
> I t t e l l s what i s t h e o u t p u t o f an i n f e r e n c e u n i t . I t t e l l s what w i l l t h e
r e s u l t i n g e v e n t s t r e a m look l i k e , and what w i l l be i t s p r o p e r t i e s ,
a f t e r o p e r a t i o n s has been a p p l i e d by t h e i n f e r e n c e u n i t . </ r d f s :
comment>
< r d f s : domain r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&SS ; S e m a n t i c S e r v i c e " / >
< r d f s : r a n g e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&SS ; Seman t i cS t r eam " / >
</ owl : O b j e c t P r o p e r t y >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SS . owl# h a s C o n d i t i o n −−>
<owl : O b j e c t P r o p e r t y r d f : a b o u t="&SS ; h a s C o n d i t i o n ">
< r d f s : r a n g e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&SS ; C o n d i t i o n " / >
< r d f s : domain r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&SS ; S e m a n t i c P r o p e r t y " / >
</ owl : O b j e c t P r o p e r t y >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SS . owl# h a s D e t e c t e d −−>
<owl : O b j e c t P r o p e r t y r d f : a b o u t="&SS ; h a s D e t e c t e d ">
< r d f s : comment
> P r o p e r t y used by D e t e c t i o n E v e n t T y p e t o mark t h a t i t d e t e c t s an i n d i v i d u a l
o f t h e O b j e c t c l a s s . </ r d f s : comment>
< r d f s : domain r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&SS ; EventType " / >
< r d f s : r a n g e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&SS ; O b j e c t " / >
</ owl : O b j e c t P r o p e r t y >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SS . owl# hasEventType −−>
<owl : O b j e c t P r o p e r t y r d f : a b o u t="&SS ; hasEventType ">
< r d f : t y p e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&owl ; F u n c t i o n a l P r o p e r t y " / >
< r d f s : comment r d f : d a t a t y p e ="&xsd ; s t r i n g "
>Thi s p r o p e r t y d e s c r i b e s an e v e n t s t r e a m and i t t e l l s what t y p e o f e v e n t
i t s t r e a m s . </ r d f s : comment>
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< r d f s : r a n g e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&SS ; EventType " / >
< r d f s : domain r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&SS ; Seman t i cS t r eam " / >
</ owl : O b j e c t P r o p e r t y >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SS . owl# h a s S e m a n t i c P r o p e r t y −−>
<owl : O b j e c t P r o p e r t y r d f : a b o u t="&SS ; h a s S e m a n t i c P r o p e r t y ">
< r d f s : comment r d f : d a t a t y p e ="&xsd ; s t r i n g "
>Thi s p r o p e r t y d e s c r i b e s a d e t e c t a b l e . I t t e l l s what a r e i t s c o n s t r a i n t s
and c h a r a c t e r s i t i c s , where i t occured , e t c . </ r d f s : comment>
< r d f s : r a n g e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&SS ; S e m a n t i c P r o p e r t y " / >
< r d f s : domain r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&SS ; Seman t i cS t r eam " / >
</ owl : O b j e c t P r o p e r t y >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SS . owl# needs −−>
<owl : O b j e c t P r o p e r t y r d f : a b o u t="&SS ; needs ">
< r d f s : comment r d f : d a t a t y p e ="&xsd ; s t r i n g "
> I t t e l l s what t y p e o f an e v e n t s t r eam , and what p r o p e r t i e s i t must have
i n o r d e r t o use t h e i n f e r e n c e u n i t . Th i s d e s c r i b e s i n p u t o f an
i n f e r e n c e u n i t . </ r d f s : comment>
< r d f s : domain r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&SS ; S e m a n t i c S e r v i c e " / >
< r d f s : range >
<owl : C lass >
<owl : unionOf r d f : pa r seType =" C o l l e c t i o n ">
< r d f : D e s c r i p t i o n r d f : a b o u t="&SS ; Seman t i cS t r eam " / >
< r d f : D e s c r i p t i o n r d f : a b o u t="&SS ; S en so r " / >
<owl : C lass >
<owl : i n t e r s e c t i o n O f r d f : pa r seType =" C o l l e c t i o n ">
< r d f : D e s c r i p t i o n r d f : a b o u t="&SS ; Seman t i cS t r eam " / >
< r d f : D e s c r i p t i o n r d f : a b o u t="&SS ; Sen so r " / >
</ owl : i n t e r s e c t i o n O f >
</ owl : C lass >
</ owl : unionOf >
</ owl : C lass >
</ r d f s : range >
</ owl : O b j e c t P r o p e r t y >
<!−−
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
/ /
/ / Data p r o p e r t i e s
/ /
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
−−>
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SS . owl# c o n d i t i o n V a l u e −−>
<owl : D a t a t y p e P r o p e r t y r d f : a b o u t="&SS ; c o n d i t i o n V a l u e ">
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< r d f s : comment
>Thi s p r o p e r t y i s used by t h e C o n d i t i o n c l a s s , and i t s s t o r e s a r i g h t s i d e
v a l u e o f a c o n d i t i o n . </ r d f s : comment>
< r d f s : domain r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&SS ; C o n d i t i o n " / >
< r d f s : r a n g e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&xsd ; d ou b l e " / >
</ owl : D a t a t y p e P r o p e r t y >
<!−−
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
/ /
/ / C l a s s e s
/ /
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
−−>
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SS . owl# C o n d i t i o n −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&SS ; C o n d i t i o n ">
< r d f s : subClassOf >
<owl : R e s t r i c t i o n >
<owl : o n P r o p e r t y r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&SS ; c o n d i t i o n V a l u e " / >
<owl : q u a l i f i e d C a r d i n a l i t y r d f : d a t a t y p e ="&xsd ; n o n N e g a t i v e I n t e g e r " >1 </
owl : q u a l i f i e d C a r d i n a l i t y >
<owl : onDataRange r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&xsd ; dou b l e " / >
</ owl : R e s t r i c t i o n >
</ r d f s : subClassOf >
< r d f s : comment
> I t r e p r e s e n t s , a c o n d i t i o n a l s t a t e m e n t t h a t might be p l a c e d apon a
s e m s n t i c p r o p e r t y . Of t en i t i s used t o r e s t r i c t a r e n g e o f t h e i n p u t
e v e n t s t r e a m t h a t e n t e r s an i n f e r r e n c e u n i t , e . g . p r o p e r t y ( S , V,
speed ) , {V &g t ; 100 km / h } , r e a d i t a s t h e speed o f o b s e r v e d o b j e c t i s
g r e a t e r t h e n 100 km / h . </ r d f s : comment>
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SS . owl# EqualTo −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&SS ; EqualTo ">
< r d f s : s u b C l a s s O f r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&SS ; C o n d i t i o n " / >
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SS . owl# EventType −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&SS ; EventType ">
< r d f s : subClassOf >
<owl : R e s t r i c t i o n >
<owl : o n P r o p e r t y r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&SS ; h a s S e m a n t i c P r o p e r t y " / >
<owl : a l l V a l u e s F r o m r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&SS ; S e m a n t i c P r o p e r t y " / >
</ owl : R e s t r i c t i o n >
</ r d f s : subClassOf >
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< r d f s : comment
> I t d e s c r i b e s what t y p e o f e v e n t a s t r e a m c a r r i e s , e . g . i t might be a
d e t e c t i o n o f an o b j e c t . </ r d f s : comment>
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SS . owl# Grea t e rOrEqua lTo −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&SS ; Grea t e rOrEqua lTo ">
< r d f s : s u b C l a s s O f r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&SS ; C o n d i t i o n " / >
< r d f s : s u b C l a s s O f r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&SS ; EqualTo " / >
< r d f s : s u b C l a s s O f r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&SS ; G r e a t e r T h e n " / >
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SS . owl# G r e a t e r T h e n −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&SS ; G r e a t e r T h e n ">
< r d f s : s u b C l a s s O f r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&SS ; C o n d i t i o n " / >
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SS . owl# L o c a t i o n −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&SS ; L o c a t i o n ">
< r d f s : s u b C l a s s O f r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&SS ; S e m a n t i c P r o p e r t y " / >
< r d f s : comment r d f : d a t a t y p e ="&xsd ; s t r i n g "
>L o c a t i o n where t h e e v e n t has o c c u r e d . </ r d f s : comment>
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SS . owl# NotEqualTo −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&SS ; NotEqualTo ">
< r d f s : s u b C l a s s O f r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&SS ; C o n d i t i o n " / >
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SS . owl# O b j e c t −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&SS ; O b j e c t ">
< r d f s : s u b C l a s s O f r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&SS ; EventType " / >
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SS . owl# S e m a n t i c P r o p e r t y −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&SS ; S e m a n t i c P r o p e r t y ">
< r d f s : subClassOf >
<owl : R e s t r i c t i o n >
<owl : o n P r o p e r t y r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&SS ; h a s C o n d i t i o n " / >
<owl : a l l V a l u e s F r o m r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&SS ; C o n d i t i o n " / >
</ owl : R e s t r i c t i o n >
</ r d f s : subClassOf >
< r d f s : comment r d f : d a t a t y p e ="&xsd ; s t r i n g "
>( aka C o n s t r a i n t ) I t d e s r i b e s p r o p e r t i e s o f an e v e n t s t r e a m such as where
i t has happened ( l o c a t i o n ) , and what was i t ( e . g . what was d e t e c t e d ) ,
and o t h e r d e t e c t i o n d e t a i l s e . g . q u a l i t y o f i n f o r m a t i o n ( QoI ) [ SS
a u t h o r s a r e n o t u s i n g t h e words QoI , b u t i n an e x a p l e t h e y g i v e as
one o f p r o p e r t i e s &quo t ; speed e s t i m a t e g r e a t e r t h e n 90%&quo t ; ) . </ r d f s
: comment>
</ owl : C lass >
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<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SS . owl# S e m a n t i c S e r v i c e −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&SS ; S e m a n t i c S e r v i c e ">
< r d f s : subClassOf >
<owl : R e s t r i c t i o n >
<owl : o n P r o p e r t y r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&SS ; needs " / >
<owl : a l l V a l u e s F r o m r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&SS ; Seman t i cS t r eam " / >
</ owl : R e s t r i c t i o n >
</ r d f s : subClassOf >
< r d f s : subClassOf >
<owl : R e s t r i c t i o n >
<owl : o n P r o p e r t y r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&SS ; c r e a t e s " / >
<owl : o n C l a s s r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&SS ; Seman t i cS t r eam " / >
<owl : m i n Q u a l i f i e d C a r d i n a l i t y r d f : d a t a t y p e ="&xsd ; n o n N e g a t i v e I n t e g e r
" >1 </ owl : m i n Q u a l i f i e d C a r d i n a l i t y >
</ owl : R e s t r i c t i o n >
</ r d f s : subClassOf >
<owl : v e r s i o n I n f o r d f : d a t a t y p e ="&xsd ; s t r i n g "
>( i n o l d e r p a p e r s r e f e r e d as I n f e r e n c e Un i t ) Th i s i s a p r o c e s s t h a t
o p e r a t e s on e v e n t s t r e a m s . I t i n f e r s s e m a n t i c i n f o r m a t i o n a b o u t t h e
wor ld and i n c o r p o r a t e i t i n t o an e v e n t s t r e a m . e . g . e s t a b l i s h i n g a
t y p e o f an o b j e c t , i . e . c h e c k i n g i f t h i s e v e n t was c au s ed by a c a r . </
owl : v e r s i o n I n f o >
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SS . owl# Seman t i cS t r eam −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&SS ; Seman t i cS t r eam ">
< r d f s : subClassOf >
<owl : R e s t r i c t i o n >
<owl : o n P r o p e r t y r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&SS ; hasEventType " / >
<owl : o n C l a s s r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&SS ; EventType " / >
<owl : q u a l i f i e d C a r d i n a l i t y r d f : d a t a t y p e ="&xsd ; n o n N e g a t i v e I n t e g e r " >1 </
owl : q u a l i f i e d C a r d i n a l i t y >
</ owl : R e s t r i c t i o n >
</ r d f s : subClassOf >
< r d f s : comment r d f : d a t a t y p e ="&xsd ; s t r i n g "
> I t r e p r e s e n t s a f low of a s y n c h r o n o u s e v e n t s , each o f which r e p r e s e n t s a
wor ld e v e n t such as o b j e c t , pe r son , o r c a r d e t e c t i o n and has
p r o p e r t i e s ( c o n s t r a i n t s ) such as t ime or l o c a t i o n i t was d e t e c t e d ,
i t s speed , d i r e c t i o n , and / or i d e n t i t y . [ d e f i n i t i o n t a k e n from t h e i r
p a p e r ] </ r d f s : comment>
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SS . owl# S ens o r −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&SS ; S en so r ">
< r d f s : s u b C l a s s O f r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&SS ; S e m a n t i c S e r v i c e " / >
< r d f s : subClassOf >
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<owl : R e s t r i c t i o n >
<owl : o n P r o p e r t y r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&SS ; needs " / >
<owl : o n C l a s s r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&SS ; Seman t i cS t r eam " / >
<owl : q u a l i f i e d C a r d i n a l i t y r d f : d a t a t y p e ="&xsd ; n o n N e g a t i v e I n t e g e r " >0 </
owl : q u a l i f i e d C a r d i n a l i t y >
</ owl : R e s t r i c t i o n >
</ r d f s : subClassOf >
< r d f s : comment
> I t i s a s p e c i a l t y p e o f an i n f e r e n c e u n i t t h a t a s i n p u i t might on ly have
s e n s o r s . </ r d f s : comment>
< r d f s : comment>A s e n s o r . </ r d f s : comment>
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SS . owl# Smal le rOrEqua lTo −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&SS ; Smal le rOrEqua lTo ">
< r d f s : s u b C l a s s O f r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&SS ; C o n d i t i o n " / >
< r d f s : s u b C l a s s O f r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&SS ; EqualTo " / >
< r d f s : s u b C l a s s O f r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&SS ; Smal l e rThen " / >
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SS . owl# Smal l e rThen −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&SS ; Smal l e rThen ">
< r d f s : s u b C l a s s O f r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&SS ; C o n d i t i o n " / >
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SS . owl# Speed −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&SS ; Speed ">
< r d f s : s u b C l a s s O f r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&SS ; S e m a n t i c P r o p e r t y " / >
< r d f s : comment
>Speed e . g . o f a v e h i c l e . </ r d f s : comment>
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SS . owl# Task −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&SS ; Task ">
< r d f s : s u b C l a s s O f r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&SS ; Seman t i cS t r eam " / >
< r d f s : comment
>A Task i s a s p e c i f i c k ind of Seman t i c St ream which i s n o t an i n p u t i n t o
any Seman t i c S e r v i c e ; i n o t h e r words , i t i s a f i n a l o u t p u t s t r e a m
which p r o v i d e s t h e i n f o r m a t i o n s p e c i f i e d i n a u s e r &#39; s que ry . </ r d f s
: comment>
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SS . owl#Time −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&SS ; Time">
< r d f s : s u b C l a s s O f r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&SS ; S e m a n t i c P r o p e r t y " / >
< r d f s : comment
>Time when an e v e n t o c c u r e d . </ r d f s : comment>
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 2 / 0 7 / owl# Thing −−>
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<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&owl ; Thing " / >
<!−−
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
/ /
/ / I n d i v i d u a l s
/ /
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
−−>
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SS . owl #100km / h S p e e d L i m i t B r e a c h _ S e m a n t i c P r o p e r t y
−−>
<owl : Thing r d f : a b o u t="&SS ;100km / h S p e e d L i m i t B r e a c h _ S e m a n t i c P r o p e r t y ">
< r d f : t y p e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&SS ; Speed " / >
<h a s C o n d i t i o n r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&SS ; V a l u e G r e a t e r T h e n 1 0 0 _ C o n d i t i o n " / >
</ owl : Thing >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SS . owl# BreakBeamA_SemanticStream −−>
<owl : Thing r d f : a b o u t="&SS ; BreakBeamA_SemanticStream ">
< r d f : t y p e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&SS ; Seman t i cS t r eam " / >
<hasEventType r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&SS ; O b j e c t D e t e c t i o n _ E v e n t T y p e " / >
</ owl : Thing >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SS . owl# BreakBeamA_Sensor −−>
<owl : Thing r d f : a b o u t="&SS ; BreakBeamA_Sensor ">
< r d f : t y p e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&SS ; S en so r " / >
< c r e a t e s r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&SS ; BreakBeamA_SemanticStream " / >
</ owl : Thing >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SS . owl# BreakBeamB_SemanticStream −−>
<owl : Thing r d f : a b o u t="&SS ; BreakBeamB_SemanticStream ">
< r d f : t y p e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&SS ; Seman t i cS t r eam " / >
<hasEventType r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&SS ; O b j e c t D e t e c t i o n _ E v e n t T y p e " / >
</ owl : Thing >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SS . owl# BreakBeamB_Sensor −−>
<Se ns o r r d f : a b o u t="&SS ; BreakBeamB_Sensor ">
< r d f : t y p e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&owl ; Thing " / >
< c r e a t e s r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&SS ; BreakBeamB_SemanticStream " / >
</ Sensor >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SS . owl# CarBreaching100km /
h S p e e d L i m i t D e t e c t i o n _ S e m a n t i c S e r v i c e −−>
<owl : Thing r d f : a b o u t="&SS ; CarBreaching100km / h S p e e d L i m i t D e t e c t i o n _ S e m a n t i c S e r v i c e ">
< r d f : t y p e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&SS ; S e m a n t i c S e r v i c e " / >
<needs r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&SS ; BreakBeamA_SemanticStream " / >
<needs r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&SS ; BreakBeamB_SemanticStream " / >
< c r e a t e s r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&SS ; CarBreaching100km / hSpeedLimi t_Task " / >
</ owl : Thing >
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<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SS . owl# CarBreaching100km / hSpeedLimi t_Task −−>
<Task r d f : a b o u t="&SS ; CarBreaching100km / hSpeedLimi t_Task ">
< r d f : t y p e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&owl ; Thing " / >
< h a s S e m a n t i c P r o p e r t y r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&SS ;100km /
h S p e e d L i m i t B r e a c h _ S e m a n t i c P r o p e r t y " / >
<hasEventType r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&SS ; C a r D e t e c t i o n _ E v e n t T y p e " / >
</ Task >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SS . owl# C a r D e t e c t i o n _ E v e n t T y p e −−>
<owl : Thing r d f : a b o u t="&SS ; C a r D e t e c t i o n _ E v e n t T y p e ">
< r d f : t y p e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&SS ; O b j e c t " / >
</ owl : Thing >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SS . owl# O b j e c t D e t e c t i o n _ E v e n t T y p e −−>
<O b j e c t r d f : a b o u t="&SS ; O b j e c t D e t e c t i o n _ E v e n t T y p e ">
< r d f : t y p e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&owl ; Thing " / >
</ Objec t >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SS . owl# V a l u e G r e a t e r T h e n 1 0 0 _ C o n d i t i o n −−>
<C o n d i t i o n r d f : a b o u t="&SS ; V a l u e G r e a t e r T h e n 1 0 0 _ C o n d i t i o n ">
< r d f : t y p e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&owl ; Thing " / >
< c o n d i t i o n V a l u e r d f : d a t a t y p e ="&xsd ; dou b l e " >100.0 </ c o n d i t i o n V a l u e >
</ C o n d i t i o n >
<!−−
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
/ /
/ / G e n e r a l axioms
/ /
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
−−>
< r d f : D e s c r i p t i o n >
< r d f : t y p e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&owl ; A l l D i s j o i n t C l a s s e s " / >
<owl : members r d f : pa r seType =" C o l l e c t i o n ">
< r d f : D e s c r i p t i o n r d f : a b o u t="&SS ; C o n d i t i o n " / >
< r d f : D e s c r i p t i o n r d f : a b o u t="&SS ; EventType " / >
< r d f : D e s c r i p t i o n r d f : a b o u t="&SS ; S e m a n t i c P r o p e r t y " / >
< r d f : D e s c r i p t i o n r d f : a b o u t="&SS ; S e m a n t i c S e r v i c e " / >
< r d f : D e s c r i p t i o n r d f : a b o u t="&SS ; Seman t i cS t r eam " / >
</ owl : members>
</ r d f : D e s c r i p t i o n >
< r d f : D e s c r i p t i o n >
< r d f : t y p e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&owl ; A l l D i s j o i n t C l a s s e s " / >
<owl : members r d f : pa r seType =" C o l l e c t i o n ">
< r d f : D e s c r i p t i o n r d f : a b o u t="&SS ; L o c a t i o n " / >
< r d f : D e s c r i p t i o n r d f : a b o u t="&SS ; Speed " / >
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< r d f : D e s c r i p t i o n r d f : a b o u t="&SS ; Time " / >
</ owl : members>
</ r d f : D e s c r i p t i o n >
</ r d f : RDF>
<!−− G e n e r a t e d by t h e OWL API ( v e r s i o n 2 . 2 . 1 . 1 1 3 8 ) h t t p : / / ow la p i . s o u r c e f o r g e . n e t −−>
Listing A.2: The SS TR ontology in RDF/XML format
A.3 GL TR Ontology
Figure A.3: GL TR class hierarchy
<?xml v e r s i o n ="1.0"? >
<!DOCTYPE r d f :RDF [
<!ENTITY owl " h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 2 / 0 7 / owl #" >
<!ENTITY xsd " h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 1 / XMLSchema#" >
<!ENTITY owl2xml " h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 6 / 1 2 / owl2−xml #" >
<!ENTITY r d f s " h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 0 / 0 1 / r d f −schema #" >
<!ENTITY r d f " h t t p : / / www. w3 . org /1999 /02 /22 − r d f −syn t ax −ns #" >
<!ENTITY G o a l L a t t i c e " h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / G o a l L a t t i c e . owl #" >
<!ENTITY G o a l L a t t i c e 3 " h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / G o a l L a t t i c e . owl # 0 . 0 " >
<!ENTITY G o a l L a t t i c e 2 " h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / G o a l L a t t i c e . owl # 1 . 0 " >
<!ENTITY G o a l L a t t i c e 4 " h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / G o a l L a t t i c e . owl # 0 . 5 " >
]>
< r d f :RDF xmlns =" h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / G o a l L a t t i c e . owl #"
xml : ba se =" h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / GLTROntology . owl "
xmlns : owl2xml =" h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 6 / 1 2 / owl2−xml #"
xmlns : G o a l L a t t i c e =" h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / G o a l L a t t i c e . owl #"
xmlns : xsd =" h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 1 / XMLSchema#"
xmlns : G o a l L a t t i c e 3 ="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; 0 . 0 "
xmlns : G o a l L a t t i c e 2 ="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; 1 . 0 "
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xmlns : r d f s =" h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 0 / 0 1 / r d f −schema #"
xmlns : r d f =" h t t p : / / www. w3 . org /1999 /02 /22 − r d f −syn t ax −ns #"
xmlns : G o a l L a t t i c e 4 ="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; 0 . 5 "
xmlns : owl=" h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 2 / 0 7 / owl #">
<owl : Onto logy r d f : a b o u t ="">
< r d f s : comment
>C r e a t e d by Konrad Borowieck i 2010 </ r d f s : comment>
</ owl : Ontology >
<!−−
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
/ /
/ / O b j e c t P r o p e r t i e s
/ /
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
−−>
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / G o a l L a t t i c e . owl# c o n t r i b u t e s T o S e n s o r T a s k −−>
<owl : O b j e c t P r o p e r t y r d f : a b o u t="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; c o n t r i b u t e s T o S e n s o r T a s k ">
< r d f s : domain r d f : r e s o u r c e ="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; DynamicGoal " / >
< r d f s : r a n g e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; Senso rTask " / >
</ owl : O b j e c t P r o p e r t y >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / G o a l L a t t i c e . owl# hasSubGoal −−>
<owl : O b j e c t P r o p e r t y r d f : a b o u t="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; hasSubGoal ">
< r d f s : r a n g e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; Goal " / >
< r d f s : domain r d f : r e s o u r c e ="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; Goal " / >
</ owl : O b j e c t P r o p e r t y >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / G o a l L a t t i c e . owl# hasWeight −−>
<owl : O b j e c t P r o p e r t y r d f : a b o u t="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; hasWeight ">
< r d f : t y p e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&owl ; F u n c t i o n a l P r o p e r t y " / >
< r d f s : domain r d f : r e s o u r c e ="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; Goal " / >
< r d f s : r a n g e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; Weight " / >
</ owl : O b j e c t P r o p e r t y >
<!−−
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
/ /
/ / C l a s s e s
/ /
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
−−>
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / G o a l L a t t i c e . owl# DynamicGoal −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; DynamicGoal ">
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< r d f s : subClassOf >
<owl : C lass >
<owl : i n t e r s e c t i o n O f r d f : pa r seType =" C o l l e c t i o n ">
< r d f : D e s c r i p t i o n r d f : a b o u t="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; Goal " / >
<owl : R e s t r i c t i o n >
<owl : o n P r o p e r t y r d f : r e s o u r c e ="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; hasSubGoal " / >
<owl : o n C l a s s r d f : r e s o u r c e ="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; Goal " / >
<owl : q u a l i f i e d C a r d i n a l i t y r d f : d a t a t y p e ="&xsd ;
n o n N e g a t i v e I n t e g e r " >0 </ owl : q u a l i f i e d C a r d i n a l i t y >
</ owl : R e s t r i c t i o n >
</ owl : i n t e r s e c t i o n O f >
</ owl : C lass >
</ r d f s : subClassOf >
< r d f s : subClassOf >
<owl : R e s t r i c t i o n >
<owl : o n P r o p e r t y r d f : r e s o u r c e ="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; c o n t r i b u t e s T o S e n s o r T a s k " / >
<owl : someValuesFrom r d f : r e s o u r c e ="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; Senso rTask " / >
</ owl : R e s t r i c t i o n >
</ r d f s : subClassOf >
<owl : d i s j o i n t W i t h r d f : r e s o u r c e ="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; S t a t i c G o a l " / >
< r d f s : comment r d f : d a t a t y p e ="&xsd ; s t r i n g "
>Dynamic g o a l s t h a t can be i n s t a n t i a t e d d u r i n g m i s s i o n run . And on ly t h e y
a r e m e a s u r a b l e . </ r d f s : comment>
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / G o a l L a t t i c e . owl# Goal −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; Goal ">
< r d f s : subClassOf >
<owl : R e s t r i c t i o n >
<owl : o n P r o p e r t y r d f : r e s o u r c e ="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; hasWeight " / >
<owl : o n C l a s s r d f : r e s o u r c e ="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; Weight " / >
<owl : q u a l i f i e d C a r d i n a l i t y r d f : d a t a t y p e ="&xsd ; n o n N e g a t i v e I n t e g e r " >1 </
owl : q u a l i f i e d C a r d i n a l i t y >
</ owl : R e s t r i c t i o n >
</ r d f s : subClassOf >
<owl : d i s j o i n t W i t h r d f : r e s o u r c e ="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; Weight " / >
< r d f s : comment r d f : d a t a t y p e ="&xsd ; s t r i n g "
>Goals a r e d i v i d e d i n t o two sub c l a s s e s dynamic and s t a t i c g o a l s . I t i s
assumed t h a t on ly dynamic g o a l s can be measured , and s t a t i c g o a l s a r e
r e p r e s e n t i n g on ly a s t r a t e g i c a l / t a c t i c a l breakdown of g o a l s which
l e a d s t o t h e s u c c e s s o f a m i s s i o n ( t h e t o p most g o a l ) . </ r d f s : comment>
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / G o a l L a t t i c e . owl# I d e n t i f y −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; I d e n t i f y ">
< r d f s : s u b C l a s s O f r d f : r e s o u r c e ="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; Senso rTask " / >
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</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / G o a l L a t t i c e . owl# S ea rc h −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; Se a r c h ">
< r d f s : s u b C l a s s O f r d f : r e s o u r c e ="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; Senso rTask " / >
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / G o a l L a t t i c e . owl# Senso rTask −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; Senso rTask ">
< r d f s : s u b C l a s s O f r d f : r e s o u r c e ="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; S t a t i c G o a l " / >
< r d f s : subClassOf >
<owl : R e s t r i c t i o n >
<owl : o n P r o p e r t y r d f : r e s o u r c e ="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; hasSubGoal " / >
<owl : a l l V a l u e s F r o m r d f : r e s o u r c e ="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; DynamicGoal " / >
</ owl : R e s t r i c t i o n >
</ r d f s : subClassOf >
< r d f s : comment r d f : d a t a t y p e ="&xsd ; s t r i n g "
>Task t h a t a s e n s o r might per form , GL a u t o h o r d i v i d e s i t i n t o t h r e e g r oup s
( Search , Track , I d e n t i f y ) . </ r d f s : comment>
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / G o a l L a t t i c e . owl# S t a t i c G o a l −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; S t a t i c G o a l ">
< r d f s : s u b C l a s s O f r d f : r e s o u r c e ="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; Goal " / >
< r d f s : subClassOf >
<owl : R e s t r i c t i o n >
<owl : o n P r o p e r t y r d f : r e s o u r c e ="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; hasSubGoal " / >
<owl : someValuesFrom r d f : r e s o u r c e ="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; Goal " / >
</ owl : R e s t r i c t i o n >
</ r d f s : subClassOf >
< r d f s : comment r d f : d a t a t y p e ="&xsd ; s t r i n g "
>Goals which a r e r e p r e s e n t i n g g e n e r a l i n t e n t i o n s o f mis s ion , which c a n n o t
be s i mp ly measured by s e n s o r means , e . g . s u c c e s s o f a mis s ion ,
g a i n i n g o f s u p e r i o r i t y i n a r e g i o n . They a r e u n m e a s u r a b l e . </ r d f s :
comment>
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / G o a l L a t t i c e . owl# Track −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; Track ">
< r d f s : s u b C l a s s O f r d f : r e s o u r c e ="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; Senso rTask " / >
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / G o a l L a t t i c e . owl# Weight −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; Weight ">
< r d f s : comment
>A d ou b l e v a l u e from 0 . 0 t o 1 . 0 , e x p r e s s i n g i m p o r t a n c e o f a g o a l t o t h e
t o p most ( main ) g o a l o f a t a s k . </ r d f s : comment>
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 2 / 0 7 / owl# Thing −−>
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<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&owl ; Thing " / >
<!−−
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
/ /
/ / I n d i v i d u a l s
/ /
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
−−>
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / G o a l L a t t i c e . owl # 0 . 0 _Weight −−>
<owl : Thing r d f : a b o u t="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; 0 . 0 _Weight " / >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / G o a l L a t t i c e . owl # 0 . 5 _Weight −−>
<owl : Thing r d f : a b o u t="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; 0 . 5 _Weight " / >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / G o a l L a t t i c e . owl # 1 . 0 _Weight −−>
<owl : Thing r d f : a b o u t="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; 1 . 0 _Weight " / >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / G o a l L a t t i c e . owl#
A c c i d e n t A r e a M o n i t o r i n g _ S t a t i c G o a l −−>
< S t a t i c G o a l r d f : a b o u t="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; A c c i d e n t A r e a M o n i t o r i n g _ S t a t i c G o a l ">
< r d f : t y p e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&owl ; Thing " / >
<hasWeight r d f : r e s o u r c e ="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; 1 . 0 _Weight " / >
<hasSubGoal r d f : r e s o u r c e ="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; HumanSearch_SensorTask " / >
<hasSubGoal r d f : r e s o u r c e ="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; V e h i c l e S e a r c h _ S e n s o r T a s k " / >
</ S t a t i c G o a l >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / G o a l L a t t i c e . owl# CarSearch_DynamicGoal −−>
<owl : Thing r d f : a b o u t="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; CarSearch_DynamicGoal ">
< r d f : t y p e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; DynamicGoal " / >
<hasWeight r d f : r e s o u r c e ="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; 0 . 5 _Weight " / >
< c o n t r i b u t e s T o S e n s o r T a s k r d f : r e s o u r c e ="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; V e h i c l e S e a r c h _ S e n s o r T a s k
" / >
</ owl : Thing >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / G o a l L a t t i c e . owl# HumanSearch_SensorTask −−>
<owl : Thing r d f : a b o u t="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; HumanSearch_SensorTask ">
< r d f : t y p e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; Se a r c h " / >
<hasWeight r d f : r e s o u r c e ="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; 0 . 5 _Weight " / >
<hasSubGoal r d f : r e s o u r c e ="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; Vic t imSearch_DynamicGoal " / >
</ owl : Thing >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / G o a l L a t t i c e . owl# T a s k S u c c e s s _ S t a t i c G o a l −−>
< S t a t i c G o a l r d f : a b o u t="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; T a s k S u c c e s s _ S t a t i c G o a l ">
< r d f : t y p e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&owl ; Thing " / >
<hasWeight r d f : r e s o u r c e ="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; 1 . 0 _Weight " / >
<hasSubGoal r d f : r e s o u r c e ="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; A c c i d e n t A r e a M o n i t o r i n g _ S t a t i c G o a l " / >
</ S t a t i c G o a l >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / G o a l L a t t i c e . owl# TruckSearch_DynamicGoal −−>
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<DynamicGoal r d f : a b o u t="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; TruckSearch_DynamicGoal ">
< r d f : t y p e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&owl ; Thing " / >
<hasWeight r d f : r e s o u r c e ="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; 0 . 0 _Weight " / >
< c o n t r i b u t e s T o S e n s o r T a s k r d f : r e s o u r c e ="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; V e h i c l e S e a r c h _ S e n s o r T a s k
" / >
</ DynamicGoal >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / G o a l L a t t i c e . owl# V e h i c l e S e a r c h _ S e n s o r T a s k −−>
<owl : Thing r d f : a b o u t="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; V e h i c l e S e a r c h _ S e n s o r T a s k ">
< r d f : t y p e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; Se a r c h " / >
<hasSubGoal r d f : r e s o u r c e ="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; CarSearch_DynamicGoal " / >
<hasSubGoal r d f : r e s o u r c e ="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; TruckSearch_DynamicGoal " / >
</ owl : Thing >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / G o a l L a t t i c e . owl# Vic t imSearch_DynamicGoal −−>
<DynamicGoal r d f : a b o u t="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; Vic t imSearch_DynamicGoal ">
< r d f : t y p e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&owl ; Thing " / >
<hasWeight r d f : r e s o u r c e ="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; 0 . 5 _Weight " / >
< c o n t r i b u t e s T o S e n s o r T a s k r d f : r e s o u r c e ="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; HumanSearch_SensorTask " / >
</ DynamicGoal >
<!−−
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
/ /
/ / G e n e r a l axioms
/ /
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
−−>
< r d f : D e s c r i p t i o n >
< r d f : t y p e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&owl ; A l l D i f f e r e n t " / >
<owl : d i s t i n c t M e m b e r s r d f : pa r seType =" C o l l e c t i o n ">
< r d f : D e s c r i p t i o n r d f : a b o u t="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; T a s k S u c c e s s _ S t a t i c G o a l " / >
< r d f : D e s c r i p t i o n r d f : a b o u t="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; A c c i d e n t A r e a M o n i t o r i n g _ S t a t i c G o a l
" / >
< r d f : D e s c r i p t i o n r d f : a b o u t="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; CarSearch_DynamicGoal " / >
< r d f : D e s c r i p t i o n r d f : a b o u t="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; HumanSearch_SensorTask " / >
< r d f : D e s c r i p t i o n r d f : a b o u t="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; V e h i c l e S e a r c h _ S e n s o r T a s k " / >
< r d f : D e s c r i p t i o n r d f : a b o u t="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; TruckSearch_DynamicGoal " / >
</ owl : d i s t i n c t M e m b e r s >
</ r d f : D e s c r i p t i o n >
</ r d f : RDF>
<!−− G e n e r a t e d by t h e OWL API ( v e r s i o n 2 . 2 . 1 . 1 1 3 8 ) h t t p : / / ow la p i . s o u r c e f o r g e . n e t −−>
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A.4 SAM TR Ontology
Figure A.4: SAM TR class hierarchy
<?xml v e r s i o n ="1.0"? >
<!DOCTYPE Onto logy [
<!ENTITY owl " h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 2 / 0 7 / owl #" >
<!ENTITY xsd " h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 1 / XMLSchema#" >
<!ENTITY owl2xml " h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 6 / 1 2 / owl2−xml #" >
<!ENTITY i s t a r " h t t p : / / www. csd . abdn . ac . uk / i t a / i s t a r #" >
<!ENTITY r d f s " h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 0 / 0 1 / r d f −schema #" >
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<!ENTITY r d f " h t t p : / / www. w3 . org /1999 /02 /22 − r d f −syn t ax −ns #" >
<!ENTITY SAMTROntology " h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / SAMTROntology . owl #"
>
<!ENTITY D e t e c t a b l e " h t t p : / / www. csd . abdn . ac . uk / r e s e a r c h / i t a / download / o n t o l o g y /
D e t e c t a b l e . owl #" >
]>
<Onto logy xmlns =" h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 6 / 1 2 / owl2−xml #"
xml : ba se =" h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 6 / 1 2 / owl2−xml #"
xmlns : owl2xml =" h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 6 / 1 2 / owl2−xml #"
xmlns : i s t a r =" h t t p : / / www. csd . abdn . ac . uk / i t a / i s t a r #"
xmlns : xsd =" h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 1 / XMLSchema#"
xmlns : SAMTROntology=" h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / SAMTROntology . owl #"
xmlns : r d f s =" h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 0 / 0 1 / r d f −schema #"
xmlns : r d f =" h t t p : / / www. w3 . org /1999 /02 /22 − r d f −syn t ax −ns #"
xmlns : D e t e c t a b l e =" h t t p : / / www. csd . abdn . ac . uk / r e s e a r c h / i t a / download / o n t o l o g y /
D e t e c t a b l e . owl #"
xmlns : owl=" h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 2 / 0 7 / owl #"
URI=" h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SAMTROntology . owl">
< Im po r t
> h t t p : / / www. csd . abdn . ac . uk / r e s e a r c h / i t a / download / o n t o l o g y / D e t e c t a b l e . owl </
Impor t >
< Im po r t
> h t t p : / / www. csd . abdn . ac . uk / i t a / i s t a r </ Impor t >
<A n n o t a t i o n a n n o t a t i o n U R I="& r d f s ; comment">
<C o n s t a n t
>C r e a t e d by Konrad Borowieck i 2010 </ Cons t an t >
</ Anno ta t i on >
< Im po r t
> h t t p : / / www. csd . abdn . ac . uk / i t a / i s t a r </ Impor t >
< Im po r t
> h t t p : / / www. csd . abdn . ac . uk / r e s e a r c h / i t a / download / o n t o l o g y / D e t e c t a b l e . owl </
Impor t >
< D i s j o i n t C l a s s e s >
<C l a s s URI="& i s t a r ; Count ry " / >
<C l a s s URI="& D e t e c t a b l e ; D e t e c t a b l e s " / >
</ D i s j o i n t C l a s s e s >
< D i s j o i n t C l a s s e s >
<C l a s s URI="& i s t a r ; MainConcept " / >
<C l a s s URI="& D e t e c t a b l e ; D e t e c t a b l e s " / >
</ D i s j o i n t C l a s s e s >
< D i s j o i n t C l a s s e s >
<C l a s s URI="& i s t a r ; M a n u f a c t u r e r " / >
<C l a s s URI="& D e t e c t a b l e ; D e t e c t a b l e s " / >
</ D i s j o i n t C l a s s e s >
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< E n t i t y A n n o t a t i o n >
<C l a s s URI="& i s t a r ; NAIRSType " / >
<A n n o t a t i o n a n n o t a t i o n U R I="& r d f s ; comment">
<C o n s t a n t
> N a t i o n a l A c o u s t i c I n t e r p r e t a b i l i t y R a t i n g Sca le </ Cons t an t >
</ Anno ta t i on >
</ E n t i t y A n n o t a t i o n >
< E n t i t y A n n o t a t i o n >
<C l a s s URI="& i s t a r ; NSIRSType " / >
<A n n o t a t i o n a n n o t a t i o n U R I="& r d f s ; comment">
<C o n s t a n t
> N a t i o n a l S e i s m i c I n t e r p r e t a b i l i t y R a t i n g Sca le </ Cons t an t >
</ Anno ta t i on >
</ E n t i t y A n n o t a t i o n >
< D i s j o i n t C l a s s e s >
<C l a s s URI="& i s t a r ; O p e r a t i o n T e m p l a t e " / >
<C l a s s URI="& D e t e c t a b l e ; D e t e c t a b l e s " / >
</ D i s j o i n t C l a s s e s >
< D i s j o i n t C l a s s e s >
<C l a s s URI="& i s t a r ; _ C a p a b i l i t y " / >
<C l a s s URI="& D e t e c t a b l e ; D e t e c t a b l e s " / >
</ D i s j o i n t C l a s s e s >
<SubClassOf >
<C l a s s URI="& i s t a r ; _ I n t e r p r e t a t i o n T a s k " / >
<ObjectSomeValuesFrom >
< O b j e c t P r o p e r t y URI="&SAMTROntology ; h a s D e t e c t a b l e " / >
<C l a s s URI="& D e t e c t a b l e ; D e t e c t a b l e s " / >
</ ObjectSomeValuesFrom >
</ SubClassOf >
<SubClassOf >
<C l a s s URI="& i s t a r ; _Task " / >
<Objec tAl lVa luesFrom >
< O b j e c t P r o p e r t y URI="& i s t a r ; r e q u i r e s C a p a b i l i t y " / >
<C l a s s URI="& i s t a r ; _ C a p a b i l i t y " / >
</ Objec tAl lVa luesFrom >
</ SubClassOf >
<Objec tP rope r tyDomain >
< O b j e c t P r o p e r t y URI="&SAMTROntology ; h a s D e t e c t a b l e " / >
<C l a s s URI="& i s t a r ; _ I n t e r p r e t a t i o n T a s k " / >
</ Objec tP rope r tyDomain >
<O b j e c t P r o p e r t y R a n g e >
< O b j e c t P r o p e r t y URI="&SAMTROntology ; h a s D e t e c t a b l e " / >
<C l a s s URI="& D e t e c t a b l e ; D e t e c t a b l e s " / >
</ O b j e c t P r o p e r t y R a n g e >
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< D e c l a r a t i o n >
< O b j e c t P r o p e r t y URI="&SAMTROntology ; h a s D e t e c t a b l e " / >
</ D e c l a r a t i o n >
< C l a s s A s s e r t i o n >
<C l a s s URI="& D e t e c t a b l e ; Car " / >
< I n d i v i d u a l URI="&SAMTROntology ; C a r _ D e t e c t a b l e " / >
</ C l a s s A s s e r t i o n >
< D e c l a r a t i o n >
< I n d i v i d u a l URI="&SAMTROntology ; C a r _ D e t e c t a b l e " / >
</ D e c l a r a t i o n >
< C l a s s A s s e r t i o n >
<C l a s s URI="& i s t a r ; _ D e t e c t " / >
< I n d i v i d u a l URI="&SAMTROntology ; D e t e c t C a r _ I n t e r p r e t a t i o n T a s k " / >
</ C l a s s A s s e r t i o n >
< O b j e c t P r o p e r t y A s s e r t i o n >
< O b j e c t P r o p e r t y URI="&SAMTROntology ; h a s D e t e c t a b l e " / >
< I n d i v i d u a l URI="&SAMTROntology ; D e t e c t C a r _ I n t e r p r e t a t i o n T a s k " / >
< I n d i v i d u a l URI="&SAMTROntology ; C a r _ D e t e c t a b l e " / >
</ O b j e c t P r o p e r t y A s s e r t i o n >
< D e c l a r a t i o n >
< I n d i v i d u a l URI="&SAMTROntology ; D e t e c t C a r _ I n t e r p r e t a t i o n T a s k " / >
</ D e c l a r a t i o n >
< C l a s s A s s e r t i o n >
<C l a s s URI="& i s t a r ; _Task " / >
< I n d i v i d u a l URI="&SAMTROntology ; D e t e c t C a r _ T a s k " / >
</ C l a s s A s s e r t i o n >
< O b j e c t P r o p e r t y A s s e r t i o n >
< O b j e c t P r o p e r t y URI="& i s t a r ; r e q u i r e s C a p a b i l i t y " / >
< I n d i v i d u a l URI="&SAMTROntology ; D e t e c t C a r _ T a s k " / >
< I n d i v i d u a l URI="&SAMTROntology ; I R I N T _ C a p a b i l i t y " / >
</ O b j e c t P r o p e r t y A s s e r t i o n >
< D e c l a r a t i o n >
< I n d i v i d u a l URI="&SAMTROntology ; D e t e c t C a r _ T a s k " / >
</ D e c l a r a t i o n >
< C l a s s A s s e r t i o n >
<C l a s s URI="& i s t a r ; IRINT " / >
< I n d i v i d u a l URI="&SAMTROntology ; I R I N T _ C a p a b i l i t y " / >
</ C l a s s A s s e r t i o n >
< D e c l a r a t i o n >
< I n d i v i d u a l URI="&SAMTROntology ; I R I N T _ C a p a b i l i t y " / >
</ D e c l a r a t i o n >
</ Ontology >
<!−− G e n e r a t e d by t h e OWL API ( v e r s i o n 2 . 2 . 1 . 1 1 3 8 ) h t t p : / / ow la p i . s o u r c e f o r g e . n e t −−>
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Listing A.4: The SAM TR ontology in RDF/XML format
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Appendix B
Ontologies of Hybrid Task
Representations
Here we show class hierarchy and ontology for each of the HTR models. We do not
present class hierarchy figures for Max SAM, Max SWE, and Max SS since they are
just a particular mapping of classes from TRs and GHTR.
B.1 GHTR Ontology
Figure B.1: GHTR class hierarchy
<?xml v e r s i o n ="1.0"? >
<!DOCTYPE r d f :RDF [
<!ENTITY owl " h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 2 / 0 7 / owl #" >
<!ENTITY xsd " h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 1 / XMLSchema#" >
<!ENTITY owl2xml " h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 6 / 1 2 / owl2−xml #" >
<!ENTITY r d f s " h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 0 / 0 1 / r d f −schema #" >
<!ENTITY r d f " h t t p : / / www. w3 . org /1999 /02 /22 − r d f −syn t ax −ns #" >
<!ENTITY GHTROntology " h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / GHTROntology . owl #" >
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]>
< r d f :RDF xmlns =" h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / GHTROntology . owl #"
xml : ba se =" h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / GHTROntology . owl "
xmlns : owl2xml =" h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 6 / 1 2 / owl2−xml #"
xmlns : GHTROntology=" h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / GHTROntology . owl #"
xmlns : xsd =" h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 1 / XMLSchema#"
xmlns : r d f s =" h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 0 / 0 1 / r d f −schema #"
xmlns : r d f =" h t t p : / / www. w3 . org /1999 /02 /22 − r d f −syn t ax −ns #"
xmlns : owl=" h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 2 / 0 7 / owl #">
<owl : Onto logy r d f : a b o u t ="" / >
<!−−
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
/ /
/ / O b j e c t P r o p e r t i e s
/ /
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
−−>
<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / GHTROntology . owl# hasSubTask −−>
<owl : O b j e c t P r o p e r t y r d f : a b o u t ="# hasSubTask ">
< r d f s : domain r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# Task " / >
< r d f s : r a n g e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# Task " / >
</ owl : O b j e c t P r o p e r t y >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / GHTROntology . owl#owns −−>
<owl : O b j e c t P r o p e r t y r d f : a b o u t ="#owns">
< r d f s : r a n g e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# Task " / >
< r d f s : domain r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# User " / >
</ owl : O b j e c t P r o p e r t y >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / GHTROntology . owl# p r o v i d e s −−>
<owl : O b j e c t P r o p e r t y r d f : a b o u t ="# p r o v i d e s ">
< r d f s : r a n g e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# I n f o r m a t i o n " / >
< r d f s : domain r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# P r o c e s s i n g S e r v i c e " / >
</ owl : O b j e c t P r o p e r t y >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / GHTROntology . owl# r e q u i r e s −−>
<owl : O b j e c t P r o p e r t y r d f : a b o u t ="# r e q u i r e s ">
< r d f s : r a n g e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# I n f o r m a t i o n " / >
< r d f s : domain r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# Task " / >
</ owl : O b j e c t P r o p e r t y >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / GHTROntology . owl# t a k e s −−>
<owl : O b j e c t P r o p e r t y r d f : a b o u t ="# t a k e s ">
< r d f s : r a n g e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# I n f o r m a t i o n " / >
< r d f s : domain r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# P r o c e s s i n g S e r v i c e " / >
</ owl : O b j e c t P r o p e r t y >
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<!−−
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
/ /
/ / C l a s s e s
/ /
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
−−>
<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / GHTROntology . owl# I n f o r m a t i o n −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t ="# I n f o r m a t i o n ">
< r d f s : s u b C l a s s O f r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&owl ; Thing " / >
< r d f s : comment
>Thi s r e p r e s e n t s i n f o r m a t i o n t h a t i s r e q u i r e d by a t a s k . I t o r i g i n s from
s e n s o r s . I t c o u l d a l s o i n v o l v e some p r o c e s s i n g .
S i n c e e f f e c t i v e l y a t a s k might be e x p r e s s e d as a s e t o f needed i n f o r m a t i o n t h e s e two
c o n c e p t s c a n n o t be d i s j o i n t . For example , i n Semant i c S t r eams t h e y a r e t h e same
t h i n g , i . e . a u s e r e x p r e s s e s h i s t a s k i n t h e form of t h e f i n a l s e m a n t i c s t r eam ,
where a s t r e a m r e p r e s e n t s a f low of i n f o r m a t i o n . </ r d f s : comment>
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / GHTROntology . owl#
I n f o r m a t i o n P r o c e s s i n g S e r v i c e −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t ="# I n f o r m a t i o n P r o c e s s i n g S e r v i c e ">
< r d f s : s u b C l a s s O f r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# P r o c e s s i n g S e r v i c e " / >
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / GHTROntology . owl# P r o c e s s i n g S e r v i c e −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t ="# P r o c e s s i n g S e r v i c e ">
< r d f s : subClassOf >
<owl : R e s t r i c t i o n >
<owl : o n P r o p e r t y r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# t a k e s " / >
<owl : a l l V a l u e s F r o m r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# I n f o r m a t i o n " / >
</ owl : R e s t r i c t i o n >
</ r d f s : subClassOf >
< r d f s : subClassOf >
<owl : R e s t r i c t i o n >
<owl : o n P r o p e r t y r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# p r o v i d e s " / >
<owl : o n C l a s s r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# I n f o r m a t i o n " / >
<owl : m i n Q u a l i f i e d C a r d i n a l i t y r d f : d a t a t y p e ="&xsd ; n o n N e g a t i v e I n t e g e r
" >1 </ owl : m i n Q u a l i f i e d C a r d i n a l i t y >
</ owl : R e s t r i c t i o n >
</ r d f s : subClassOf >
<owl : d i s j o i n t W i t h r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# Task " / >
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / GHTROntology . owl# Se nso r −−>
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<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t ="# S en so r ">
< r d f s : s u b C l a s s O f r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# P r o c e s s i n g S e r v i c e " / >
< r d f s : subClassOf >
<owl : R e s t r i c t i o n >
<owl : o n P r o p e r t y r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# t a k e s " / >
<owl : o n C l a s s r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# I n f o r m a t i o n " / >
<owl : q u a l i f i e d C a r d i n a l i t y r d f : d a t a t y p e ="&xsd ; n o n N e g a t i v e I n t e g e r " >0 </
owl : q u a l i f i e d C a r d i n a l i t y >
</ owl : R e s t r i c t i o n >
</ r d f s : subClassOf >
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / GHTROntology . owl# Task −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t ="# Task ">
< r d f s : subClassOf >
<owl : R e s t r i c t i o n >
<owl : o n P r o p e r t y r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# hasSubTask " / >
<owl : a l l V a l u e s F r o m r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# Task " / >
</ owl : R e s t r i c t i o n >
</ r d f s : subClassOf >
< r d f s : subClassOf >
<owl : R e s t r i c t i o n >
<owl : o n P r o p e r t y r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# r e q u i r e s " / >
<owl : someValuesFrom r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# I n f o r m a t i o n " / >
</ owl : R e s t r i c t i o n >
</ r d f s : subClassOf >
<owl : d i s j o i n t W i t h r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# User " / >
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / GHTROntology . owl# User −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t ="# User ">
< r d f s : subClassOf >
<owl : R e s t r i c t i o n >
<owl : o n P r o p e r t y r d f : r e s o u r c e ="#owns " / >
<owl : someValuesFrom r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# Task " / >
</ owl : R e s t r i c t i o n >
</ r d f s : subClassOf >
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / GHTROntology . owl#
V i s u a l P r o c e s s i n g S e r v i c e −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t ="# V i s u a l P r o c e s s i n g S e r v i c e ">
< r d f s : s u b C l a s s O f r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# P r o c e s s i n g S e r v i c e " / >
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 2 / 0 7 / owl# Thing −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&owl ; Thing " / >
<!−−
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/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
/ /
/ / I n d i v i d u a l s
/ /
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
−−>
<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / GHTROntology . owl# CameraFeedInfo −−>
<owl : Thing r d f : a b o u t ="# CameraFeedInfo ">
< r d f : t y p e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# I n f o r m a t i o n " / >
</ owl : Thing >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / GHTROntology . owl# CameraSensor −−>
<Se ns o r r d f : a b o u t ="# CameraSensor ">
< r d f : t y p e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&owl ; Thing " / >
< p r o v i d e s r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# CameraFeedInfo " / >
</ Sensor >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / GHTROntology . owl# D e t e c t P e r s o n T a s k −−>
<Task r d f : a b o u t ="# D e t e c t P e r s o n T a s k ">
< r d f : t y p e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&owl ; Thing " / >
< r e q u i r e s r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# D e t e c t e d P e r s o n I n f o " / >
</ Task >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / GHTROntology . owl# D e t e c t V e h i c l e T a s k −−>
<Task r d f : a b o u t ="# D e t e c t V e h i c l e T a s k ">
< r d f : t y p e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&owl ; Thing " / >
< r e q u i r e s r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# D e t e c t e d V e h i c l e I n f o " / >
</ Task >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / GHTROntology . owl# D e t e c t e d P e r s o n I n f o −−>
<owl : Thing r d f : a b o u t ="# D e t e c t e d P e r s o n I n f o ">
< r d f : t y p e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# I n f o r m a t i o n " / >
</ owl : Thing >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / GHTROntology . owl# D e t e c t e d V e h i c l e I n f o
−−>
< I n f o r m a t i o n r d f : a b o u t ="# D e t e c t e d V e h i c l e I n f o ">
< r d f : t y p e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&owl ; Thing " / >
</ I n f o r m a t i o n >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / GHTROntology . owl# MikeUser −−>
<User r d f : a b o u t ="# MikeUser ">
< r d f : t y p e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&owl ; Thing " / >
<owns r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# Moni to rBorde rTask " / >
</ User >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / GHTROntology . owl# Moni to rBorde rTask −−>
<owl : Thing r d f : a b o u t ="# Moni to rBorde rTask ">
< r d f : t y p e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# Task " / >
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<hasSubTask r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# D e t e c t P e r s o n T a s k " / >
<hasSubTask r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# D e t e c t V e h i c l e T a s k " / >
</ owl : Thing >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / GHTROntology . owl#
V e h i c l e D e t e c t i o n I n C a m e r a F e e d P r o c S e r v −−>
<owl : Thing r d f : a b o u t ="# V e h i c l e D e t e c t i o n I n C a m e r a F e e d P r o c S e r v ">
< r d f : t y p e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# P r o c e s s i n g S e r v i c e " / >
< t a k e s r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# CameraFeedInfo " / >
< p r o v i d e s r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# D e t e c t e d V e h i c l e I n f o " / >
</ owl : Thing >
<!−−
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
/ /
/ / G e n e r a l axioms
/ /
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
−−>
< r d f : D e s c r i p t i o n >
< r d f : t y p e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&owl ; A l l D i s j o i n t C l a s s e s " / >
<owl : members r d f : pa r seType =" C o l l e c t i o n ">
< r d f : D e s c r i p t i o n r d f : a b o u t ="# I n f o r m a t i o n " / >
< r d f : D e s c r i p t i o n r d f : a b o u t ="# P r o c e s s i n g S e r v i c e " / >
< r d f : D e s c r i p t i o n r d f : a b o u t ="# User " / >
</ owl : members>
</ r d f : D e s c r i p t i o n >
</ r d f : RDF>
<!−− G e n e r a t e d by t h e OWL API ( v e r s i o n 2 . 2 . 1 . 1 1 3 8 ) h t t p : / / ow la p i . s o u r c e f o r g e . n e t −−>
Listing B.1: The GHTR ontology in RDF/XML format
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<?xml v e r s i o n ="1.0"? >
<!DOCTYPE r d f :RDF [
<!ENTITY owl " h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 2 / 0 7 / owl #" >
<!ENTITY xsd " h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 1 / XMLSchema#" >
<!ENTITY owl2xml " h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 6 / 1 2 / owl2−xml #" >
<!ENTITY i s t a r " h t t p : / / www. csd . abdn . ac . uk / i t a / i s t a r #" >
<!ENTITY SS " h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SS . owl #" >
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<!ENTITY r d f s " h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 0 / 0 1 / r d f −schema #" >
<!ENTITY OGC " h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com /OGC. owl #" >
<!ENTITY r d f " h t t p : / / www. w3 . org /1999 /02 /22 − r d f −syn t ax −ns #" >
<!ENTITY G o a l L a t t i c e " h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / G o a l L a t t i c e . owl #" >
<!ENTITY GHTROntology " h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / GHTROntology . owl #" >
]>
< r d f :RDF xmlns =" h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / MaxSAMHTROntology . owl #"
xml : ba se =" h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / MaxSAMHTROntology . owl "
xmlns : owl2xml =" h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 6 / 1 2 / owl2−xml #"
xmlns : GHTROntology=" h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / GHTROntology . owl #"
xmlns : G o a l L a t t i c e =" h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / G o a l L a t t i c e . owl #"
xmlns : i s t a r =" h t t p : / / www. csd . abdn . ac . uk / i t a / i s t a r #"
xmlns :OGC=" h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com /OGC. owl #"
xmlns : xsd =" h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 1 / XMLSchema#"
xmlns : SS=" h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SS . owl #"
xmlns : r d f s =" h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 0 / 0 1 / r d f −schema #"
xmlns : r d f =" h t t p : / / www. w3 . org /1999 /02 /22 − r d f −syn t ax −ns #"
xmlns : owl=" h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 2 / 0 7 / owl #">
<owl : Onto logy r d f : a b o u t ="">
<owl : i m p o r t s r d f : r e s o u r c e =" h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / GLTROntology . owl " / >
<owl : i m p o r t s r d f : r e s o u r c e =" h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SAMTROntology . owl " / >
<owl : i m p o r t s r d f : r e s o u r c e =" h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SSTROntology . owl " / >
<owl : i m p o r t s r d f : r e s o u r c e =" h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SWETROntology . owl " / >
<owl : i m p o r t s r d f : r e s o u r c e =" h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / GHTROntology .
owl " / >
</ owl : Ontology >
<!−−
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
/ /
/ / C l a s s e s
/ /
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
−−>
<!−− h t t p : / / www. csd . abdn . ac . uk / i t a / i s t a r # S en so r −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="& i s t a r ; S en so r ">
<owl : e q u i v a l e n t C l a s s r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&GHTROntology ; Sen so r " / >
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. csd . abdn . ac . uk / i t a / i s t a r # _Task −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="& i s t a r ; _Task ">
<owl : e q u i v a l e n t C l a s s r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&GHTROntology ; Task " / >
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / G o a l L a t t i c e . owl# DynamicGoal −−>
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<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; DynamicGoal ">
<owl : e q u i v a l e n t C l a s s r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&GHTROntology ; Task " / >
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com /OGC. owl# S ens o r −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&OGC; S en so r ">
<owl : e q u i v a l e n t C l a s s r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&GHTROntology ; Sen so r " / >
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SS . owl# S e m a n t i c S e r v i c e −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&SS ; S e m a n t i c S e r v i c e ">
<owl : e q u i v a l e n t C l a s s r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&GHTROntology ; P r o c e s s i n g S e r v i c e " / >
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SS . owl# Seman t i cS t r eam −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&SS ; Seman t i cS t r eam ">
<owl : e q u i v a l e n t C l a s s r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&GHTROntology ; I n f o r m a t i o n " / >
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SS . owl# S ens o r −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&SS ; S en so r ">
<owl : e q u i v a l e n t C l a s s r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&GHTROntology ; Sen so r " / >
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SS . owl# Task −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&SS ; Task ">
<owl : e q u i v a l e n t C l a s s r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&GHTROntology ; Task " / >
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / GHTROntology . owl# I n f o r m a t i o n −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&GHTROntology ; I n f o r m a t i o n " / >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / GHTROntology . owl# P r o c e s s i n g S e r v i c e −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&GHTROntology ; P r o c e s s i n g S e r v i c e " / >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / GHTROntology . owl# Se nso r −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&GHTROntology ; Sen so r " / >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / GHTROntology . owl# Task −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&GHTROntology ; Task " / >
</ r d f : RDF>
<!−− G e n e r a t e d by t h e OWL API ( v e r s i o n 2 . 2 . 1 . 1 1 3 8 ) h t t p : / / ow la p i . s o u r c e f o r g e . n e t −−>
Listing B.2: The Max SAM HTR ontology in RDF/XML format
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<?xml v e r s i o n ="1.0"? >
<!DOCTYPE r d f :RDF [
<!ENTITY owl " h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 2 / 0 7 / owl #" >
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<!ENTITY xsd " h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 1 / XMLSchema#" >
<!ENTITY owl2xml " h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 6 / 1 2 / owl2−xml #" >
<!ENTITY i s t a r " h t t p : / / www. csd . abdn . ac . uk / i t a / i s t a r #" >
<!ENTITY SS " h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SS . owl #" >
<!ENTITY r d f s " h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 0 / 0 1 / r d f −schema #" >
<!ENTITY OGC " h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com /OGC. owl #" >
<!ENTITY r d f " h t t p : / / www. w3 . org /1999 /02 /22 − r d f −syn t ax −ns #" >
<!ENTITY G o a l L a t t i c e " h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / G o a l L a t t i c e . owl #" >
<!ENTITY GHTROntology " h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / GHTROntology . owl #" >
]>
< r d f :RDF xmlns =" h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / MaxSWEHTROntology . owl #"
xml : ba se =" h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / MaxSWEHTROntology . owl "
xmlns : owl2xml =" h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 6 / 1 2 / owl2−xml #"
xmlns : GHTROntology=" h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / GHTROntology . owl #"
xmlns : G o a l L a t t i c e =" h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / G o a l L a t t i c e . owl #"
xmlns : i s t a r =" h t t p : / / www. csd . abdn . ac . uk / i t a / i s t a r #"
xmlns :OGC=" h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com /OGC. owl #"
xmlns : xsd =" h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 1 / XMLSchema#"
xmlns : SS=" h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SS . owl #"
xmlns : r d f s =" h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 0 / 0 1 / r d f −schema #"
xmlns : r d f =" h t t p : / / www. w3 . org /1999 /02 /22 − r d f −syn t ax −ns #"
xmlns : owl=" h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 2 / 0 7 / owl #">
<owl : Onto logy r d f : a b o u t ="">
<owl : i m p o r t s r d f : r e s o u r c e =" h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / GLTROntology . owl " / >
<owl : i m p o r t s r d f : r e s o u r c e =" h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SAMTROntology . owl " / >
<owl : i m p o r t s r d f : r e s o u r c e =" h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SSTROntology . owl " / >
<owl : i m p o r t s r d f : r e s o u r c e =" h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SWETROntology . owl " / >
<owl : i m p o r t s r d f : r e s o u r c e =" h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / GHTROntology .
owl " / >
</ owl : Ontology >
<!−−
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
/ /
/ / C l a s s e s
/ /
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
−−>
<!−− h t t p : / / www. csd . abdn . ac . uk / i t a / i s t a r # S en so r −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="& i s t a r ; S en so r ">
<owl : e q u i v a l e n t C l a s s r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&GHTROntology ; Sen so r " / >
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. csd . abdn . ac . uk / i t a / i s t a r # _Task −−>
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<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="& i s t a r ; _Task ">
<owl : e q u i v a l e n t C l a s s r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&GHTROntology ; Task " / >
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / G o a l L a t t i c e . owl# DynamicGoal −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; DynamicGoal ">
<owl : e q u i v a l e n t C l a s s r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&GHTROntology ; Task " / >
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com /OGC. owl# ProcessMode l −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&OGC; ProcessMode l ">
<owl : e q u i v a l e n t C l a s s r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&GHTROntology ; I n f o r m a t i o n P r o c e s s i n g S e r v i c e
" / >
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com /OGC. owl# S ens o r −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&OGC; S en so r ">
<owl : e q u i v a l e n t C l a s s r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&GHTROntology ; Sen so r " / >
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SS . owl# S e m a n t i c S e r v i c e −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&SS ; S e m a n t i c S e r v i c e ">
<owl : e q u i v a l e n t C l a s s r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&GHTROntology ; V i s u a l P r o c e s s i n g S e r v i c e " / >
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SS . owl# Seman t i cS t r eam −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&SS ; Seman t i cS t r eam ">
<owl : e q u i v a l e n t C l a s s r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&GHTROntology ; I n f o r m a t i o n " / >
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SS . owl# S ens o r −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&SS ; S en so r ">
<owl : e q u i v a l e n t C l a s s r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&GHTROntology ; Sen so r " / >
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SS . owl# Task −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&SS ; Task ">
<owl : e q u i v a l e n t C l a s s r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&GHTROntology ; Task " / >
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / GHTROntology . owl# I n f o r m a t i o n −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&GHTROntology ; I n f o r m a t i o n " / >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / GHTROntology . owl#
I n f o r m a t i o n P r o c e s s i n g S e r v i c e −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&GHTROntology ; I n f o r m a t i o n P r o c e s s i n g S e r v i c e " / >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / GHTROntology . owl# Se nso r −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&GHTROntology ; Sen so r " / >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / GHTROntology . owl# Task −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&GHTROntology ; Task " / >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / GHTROntology . owl#
V i s u a l P r o c e s s i n g S e r v i c e −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&GHTROntology ; V i s u a l P r o c e s s i n g S e r v i c e " / >
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</ r d f : RDF>
<!−− G e n e r a t e d by t h e OWL API ( v e r s i o n 2 . 2 . 1 . 1 1 3 8 ) h t t p : / / ow la p i . s o u r c e f o r g e . n e t −−>
Listing B.3: The Max SWE HTR ontology in RDF/XML format
B.4 Max SS Ontology
<?xml v e r s i o n ="1.0"? >
<!DOCTYPE r d f :RDF [
<!ENTITY owl " h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 2 / 0 7 / owl #" >
<!ENTITY xsd " h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 1 / XMLSchema#" >
<!ENTITY owl2xml " h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 6 / 1 2 / owl2−xml #" >
<!ENTITY SS " h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SS . owl #" >
<!ENTITY r d f s " h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 0 / 0 1 / r d f −schema #" >
<!ENTITY OGC " h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com /OGC. owl #" >
<!ENTITY r d f " h t t p : / / www. w3 . org /1999 /02 /22 − r d f −syn t ax −ns #" >
<!ENTITY G o a l L a t t i c e " h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / G o a l L a t t i c e . owl #" >
<!ENTITY GHTROntology " h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / GHTROntology . owl #" >
]>
< r d f :RDF xmlns =" h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / MaxSSHTROntology . owl #"
xml : ba se =" h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / MaxSSHTROntology . owl "
xmlns : owl2xml =" h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 6 / 1 2 / owl2−xml #"
xmlns : GHTROntology=" h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / GHTROntology . owl #"
xmlns : G o a l L a t t i c e =" h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / G o a l L a t t i c e . owl #"
xmlns :OGC=" h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com /OGC. owl #"
xmlns : xsd =" h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 1 / XMLSchema#"
xmlns : SS=" h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SS . owl #"
xmlns : r d f s =" h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 0 / 0 1 / r d f −schema #"
xmlns : r d f =" h t t p : / / www. w3 . org /1999 /02 /22 − r d f −syn t ax −ns #"
xmlns : owl=" h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 2 / 0 7 / owl #">
<owl : Onto logy r d f : a b o u t ="">
<owl : i m p o r t s r d f : r e s o u r c e =" h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / GLTROntology . owl " / >
<owl : i m p o r t s r d f : r e s o u r c e =" h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SSTROntology . owl " / >
<owl : i m p o r t s r d f : r e s o u r c e =" h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SWETROntology . owl " / >
<owl : i m p o r t s r d f : r e s o u r c e =" h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / GHTROntology .
owl " / >
</ owl : Ontology >
<!−−
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
/ /
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/ / C l a s s e s
/ /
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
−−>
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / G o a l L a t t i c e . owl# DynamicGoal −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; DynamicGoal ">
<owl : e q u i v a l e n t C l a s s r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&GHTROntology ; Task " / >
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com /OGC. owl# S ens o r −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&OGC; S en so r ">
<owl : e q u i v a l e n t C l a s s r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&GHTROntology ; Sen so r " / >
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SS . owl# S e m a n t i c S e r v i c e −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&SS ; S e m a n t i c S e r v i c e ">
<owl : e q u i v a l e n t C l a s s r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&GHTROntology ; P r o c e s s i n g S e r v i c e " / >
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SS . owl# Seman t i cS t r eam −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&SS ; Seman t i cS t r eam ">
<owl : e q u i v a l e n t C l a s s r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&GHTROntology ; I n f o r m a t i o n " / >
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SS . owl# S ens o r −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&SS ; S en so r ">
<owl : e q u i v a l e n t C l a s s r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&GHTROntology ; Sen so r " / >
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SS . owl# Task −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&SS ; Task ">
<owl : e q u i v a l e n t C l a s s r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&GHTROntology ; Task " / >
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / GHTROntology . owl# I n f o r m a t i o n −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&GHTROntology ; I n f o r m a t i o n " / >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / GHTROntology . owl# P r o c e s s i n g S e r v i c e −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&GHTROntology ; P r o c e s s i n g S e r v i c e " / >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / GHTROntology . owl# Se nso r −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&GHTROntology ; Sen so r " / >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / GHTROntology . owl# Task −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&GHTROntology ; Task " / >
</ r d f : RDF>
<!−− G e n e r a t e d by t h e OWL API ( v e r s i o n 2 . 2 . 1 . 1 1 3 8 ) h t t p : / / ow la p i . s o u r c e f o r g e . n e t −−>
Listing B.4: The Max SS HTR ontology in RDF/XML format
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B.5 Max SAM Plus Ontology
Figure B.2: Max SAM Plus class hierarchy
<?xml v e r s i o n ="1.0"? >
<!DOCTYPE r d f :RDF [
<!ENTITY owl " h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 2 / 0 7 / owl #" >
<!ENTITY xsd " h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 1 / XMLSchema#" >
<!ENTITY owl2xml " h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 6 / 1 2 / owl2−xml #" >
<!ENTITY i s t a r " h t t p : / / www. csd . abdn . ac . uk / i t a / i s t a r #" >
<!ENTITY r d f s " h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 0 / 0 1 / r d f −schema #" >
<!ENTITY SS " h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SS . owl #" >
<!ENTITY OGC " h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com /OGC. owl #" >
<!ENTITY r d f " h t t p : / / www. w3 . org /1999 /02 /22 − r d f −syn t ax −ns #" >
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<!ENTITY G o a l L a t t i c e " h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / G o a l L a t t i c e . owl #" >
<!ENTITY SWETROntology " h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SWETROntology . owl #" >
<!ENTITY GHTROntology " h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / GHTROntology . owl #" >
<!ENTITY MaxSAMPlusHTROntology " h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s /
MaxSAMPlusHTROntology . owl #" >
]>
< r d f :RDF xmlns =" h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / MaxSAMPlusHTROntology . owl #"
xml : ba se =" h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / MaxSAMPlusHTROntology . owl "
xmlns : owl2xml =" h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 6 / 1 2 / owl2−xml #"
xmlns : G o a l L a t t i c e =" h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / G o a l L a t t i c e . owl #"
xmlns : i s t a r =" h t t p : / / www. csd . abdn . ac . uk / i t a / i s t a r #"
xmlns :OGC=" h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com /OGC. owl #"
xmlns : MaxSAMPlusHTROntology=" h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s /
MaxSAMPlusHTROntology . owl #"
xmlns : xsd =" h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 1 / XMLSchema#"
xmlns : SS=" h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SS . owl #"
xmlns : SWETROntology=" h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SWETROntology . owl #"
xmlns : r d f s =" h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 0 / 0 1 / r d f −schema #"
xmlns : owl=" h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 2 / 0 7 / owl #"
xmlns : GHTROntology=" h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / GHTROntology . owl #"
xmlns : r d f =" h t t p : / / www. w3 . org /1999 /02 /22 − r d f −syn t ax −ns #">
<owl : Onto logy r d f : a b o u t ="">
<owl : i m p o r t s r d f : r e s o u r c e =" h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s /
MaxSAMHTROntology . owl " / >
</ owl : Ontology >
<!−−
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
/ /
/ / O b j e c t P r o p e r t i e s
/ /
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
−−>
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SS . owl# c r e a t e s −−>
<owl : O b j e c t P r o p e r t y r d f : a b o u t="&SS ; c r e a t e s " / >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SS . owl# needs −−>
<owl : O b j e c t P r o p e r t y r d f : a b o u t="&SS ; needs " / >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / GHTROntology . owl# hasSubTask −−>
<owl : O b j e c t P r o p e r t y r d f : a b o u t="&GHTROntology ; hasSubTask " / >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / GHTROntology . owl# p r o v i d e s −−>
<owl : O b j e c t P r o p e r t y r d f : a b o u t="&GHTROntology ; p r o v i d e s " / >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / GHTROntology . owl# r e q u i r e s −−>
<owl : O b j e c t P r o p e r t y r d f : a b o u t="&GHTROntology ; r e q u i r e s " / >
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<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / MaxSAMPlusHTROntology . owl#
d e l i v e r s S o l u t i o n T o −−>
<owl : O b j e c t P r o p e r t y r d f : a b o u t ="# d e l i v e r s S o l u t i o n T o ">
< r d f s : domain r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&GHTROntology ; Task " / >
< r d f s : r a n g e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# B e n e f i c i a r y " / >
</ owl : O b j e c t P r o p e r t y >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / MaxSAMPlusHTROntology . owl# hasRu le −−>
<owl : O b j e c t P r o p e r t y r d f : a b o u t ="# hasRu le ">
< r d f s : domain r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&GHTROntology ; Task " / >
< r d f s : r a n g e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# M o n i t o r i n g R u l e " / >
</ owl : O b j e c t P r o p e r t y >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / MaxSAMPlusHTROntology . owl# s u p p o r t s −−>
<owl : O b j e c t P r o p e r t y r d f : a b o u t ="# s u p p o r t s ">
< r d f s : domain r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# Device " / >
< r d f s : r a n g e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# P r e s e n t a t i o n F o r m " / >
</ owl : O b j e c t P r o p e r t y >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / MaxSAMPlusHTROntology . owl# u s e s −−>
<owl : O b j e c t P r o p e r t y r d f : a b o u t ="# u s e s ">
< r d f s : domain r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# B e n e f i c i a r y " / >
< r d f s : r a n g e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# Device " / >
</ owl : O b j e c t P r o p e r t y >
<!−−
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
/ /
/ / C l a s s e s
/ /
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
−−>
<!−− h t t p : / / www. csd . abdn . ac . uk / i t a / i s t a r # Count ry −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="& i s t a r ; Count ry " / >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. csd . abdn . ac . uk / i t a / i s t a r #HDTV −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="& i s t a r ;HDTV" / >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. csd . abdn . ac . uk / i t a / i s t a r # MainConcept −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="& i s t a r ; MainConcept ">
<owl : d i s j o i n t W i t h r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# B e n e f i c i a r y " / >
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. csd . abdn . ac . uk / i t a / i s t a r # M a n u f a c t u r e r −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="& i s t a r ; M a n u f a c t u r e r " / >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. csd . abdn . ac . uk / i t a / i s t a r # O p e r a t i o n T e m p l a t e −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="& i s t a r ; O p e r a t i o n T e m p l a t e " / >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. csd . abdn . ac . uk / i t a / i s t a r #TVCamera −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="& i s t a r ; TVCamera " / >
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<!−− h t t p : / / www. csd . abdn . ac . uk / i t a / i s t a r # _ C a p a b i l i t y −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="& i s t a r ; _ C a p a b i l i t y " / >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / G o a l L a t t i c e . owl# DynamicGoal −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; DynamicGoal " / >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / G o a l L a t t i c e . owl# Goal −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; Goal ">
<owl : d i s j o i n t W i t h r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# B e n e f i c i a r y " / >
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / G o a l L a t t i c e . owl# Weight −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; Weight " / >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com /OGC. owl# A s s e t −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&OGC; A s s e t ">
<owl : d i s j o i n t W i t h r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# B e n e f i c i a r y " / >
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com /OGC. owl# P a r a m e t e r −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&OGC; P a r a m e t e r " / >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com /OGC. owl# ProcessMode l −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&OGC; ProcessMode l " / >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com /OGC. owl# S ens o r −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&OGC; S en so r " / >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com /OGC. owl# Submi tReques t −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&OGC; Submi tReques t " / >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SS . owl# C o n d i t i o n −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&SS ; C o n d i t i o n " / >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SS . owl# EventType −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&SS ; EventType " / >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SS . owl# S e m a n t i c P r o p e r t y −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&SS ; S e m a n t i c P r o p e r t y " / >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SS . owl# S e m a n t i c S e r v i c e −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&SS ; S e m a n t i c S e r v i c e ">
<owl : d i s j o i n t W i t h r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# B e n e f i c i a r y " / >
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SS . owl# Seman t i cS t r eam −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&SS ; Seman t i cS t r eam ">
<owl : d i s j o i n t W i t h r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# B e n e f i c i a r y " / >
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. owl−o n t o l o g i e s . com / SWETROntology . owl# P r o c e s s C h a i n −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&SWETROntology ; P r o c e s s C h a i n " / >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / GHTROntology . owl# I n f o r m a t i o n −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&GHTROntology ; I n f o r m a t i o n ">
<owl : d i s j o i n t W i t h r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# B e n e f i c i a r y " / >
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / GHTROntology . owl# P r o c e s s i n g S e r v i c e −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&GHTROntology ; P r o c e s s i n g S e r v i c e ">
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<owl : d i s j o i n t W i t h r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# B e n e f i c i a r y " / >
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / GHTROntology . owl# Task −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&GHTROntology ; Task ">
< r d f s : subClassOf >
<owl : R e s t r i c t i o n >
<owl : o n P r o p e r t y r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# d e l i v e r s S o l u t i o n T o " / >
<owl : someValuesFrom r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# B e n e f i c i a r y " / >
</ owl : R e s t r i c t i o n >
</ r d f s : subClassOf >
< r d f s : subClassOf >
<owl : R e s t r i c t i o n >
<owl : o n P r o p e r t y r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# hasRu le " / >
<owl : someValuesFrom r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# M o n i t o r i n g R u l e " / >
</ owl : R e s t r i c t i o n >
</ r d f s : subClassOf >
<owl : d i s j o i n t W i t h r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# B e n e f i c i a r y " / >
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / GHTROntology . owl# User −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&GHTROntology ; User ">
< r d f s : s u b C l a s s O f r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# B e n e f i c i a r y " / >
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / MaxSAMPlusHTROntology . owl#
A l t e r n a t i v e S o l u t i o n −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t ="# A l t e r n a t i v e S o l u t i o n ">
< r d f s : s u b C l a s s O f r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# M o n i t o r i n g R u l e " / >
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / MaxSAMPlusHTROntology . owl# B e n e f i c i a r y
−−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t ="# B e n e f i c i a r y ">
< r d f s : subClassOf >
<owl : R e s t r i c t i o n >
<owl : o n P r o p e r t y r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# u s e s " / >
<owl : someValuesFrom r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# Device " / >
</ owl : R e s t r i c t i o n >
</ r d f s : subClassOf >
< r d f s : comment
> I s anyone ( o r a n y t h i n g ) who b e n e f i t s from a t a s k &#39; s s a t i s f a c t i o n . I t
c o u l d be t h e t a s k c r e a t o r , o t h e r u s e r s o r a s e r v i c e t h a t b e n e f i t from
a s o l u t i o n f o r a p a r t i c u l a r t a s k . </ r d f s : comment>
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / MaxSAMPlusHTROntology . owl# Device −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t ="# Device ">
< r d f s : subClassOf >
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<owl : R e s t r i c t i o n >
<owl : o n P r o p e r t y r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# s u p p o r t s " / >
<owl : a l l V a l u e s F r o m r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# P r e s e n t a t i o n F o r m " / >
</ owl : R e s t r i c t i o n >
</ r d f s : subClassOf >
< r d f s : comment
>Device t h a t a b e n e f i c i a r y u s e s t o consume a t a s k &#39; s s o l u t i o n . </ r d f s :
comment>
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / MaxSAMPlusHTROntology . owl#
M o n i t o r i n g R u l e −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t ="# M o n i t o r i n g R u l e ">
< r d f s : s u b C l a s s O f r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&owl ; Thing " / >
< r d f s : comment
>Rules c o n t r o l l i n g how a t a s k can / s h o u l d r e s p o n d t o changes i n t h e
e n v i r o n m e n t . </ r d f s : comment>
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / MaxSAMPlusHTROntology . owl#
P r e s e n t a t i o n F o r m −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t ="# P r e s e n t a t i o n F o r m ">
< r d f s : s u b C l a s s O f r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&owl ; Thing " / >
< r d f s : comment
> I t c a p t u r e s how a t a s k &#39; s s o l u t i o n can be r e p r e s e n t e d on a d e v i c e . </
r d f s : comment>
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / MaxSAMPlusHTROntology . owl#
P r e s e n t a t i o n F o r m C h a n g e −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t ="# P r e s e n t a t i o n F o r m C h a n g e ">
< r d f s : s u b C l a s s O f r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# A l t e r n a t i v e S o l u t i o n " / >
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / MaxSAMPlusHTROntology . owl# Reass ignmen t
−−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t ="# Reass ignmen t ">
< r d f s : s u b C l a s s O f r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# M o n i t o r i n g R u l e " / >
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / MaxSAMPlusHTROntology . owl#
SensorTypeChange −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t ="# SensorTypeChange ">
< r d f s : s u b C l a s s O f r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# A l t e r n a t i v e S o l u t i o n " / >
</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / MaxSAMPlusHTROntology . owl#
S o l u t i o n D e g r a d a t i o n −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t ="# S o l u t i o n D e g r a d a t i o n ">
< r d f s : s u b C l a s s O f r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# A l t e r n a t i v e S o l u t i o n " / >
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</ owl : C lass >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 2 / 0 7 / owl# Thing −−>
<owl : C l a s s r d f : a b o u t="&owl ; Thing " / >
<!−−
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
/ /
/ / I n d i v i d u a l s
/ /
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
−−>
<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / MaxSAMPlusHTROntology . owl#
BreakBeam1_Sensor −−>
<OGC: S ens o r r d f : a b o u t ="# BreakBeam1_Sensor ">
< r d f : t y p e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&owl ; Thing " / >
<SS : c r e a t e s r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# BreakBeam1_Stream " / >
<GHTROntology : p r o v i d e s r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# D e t e c t S p e e d i n g C a r _ I n f o r m a t i o n " / >
</OGC: Sensor >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / MaxSAMPlusHTROntology . owl#
BreakBeam1_Stream −−>
<SS : Seman t i cS t r eam r d f : a b o u t ="# BreakBeam1_Stream ">
< r d f : t y p e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&owl ; Thing " / >
</SS : Semant icS t ream >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / MaxSAMPlusHTROntology . owl#
BreakBeam2_Sensor −−>
<OGC: S ens o r r d f : a b o u t ="# BreakBeam2_Sensor ">
< r d f : t y p e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&owl ; Thing " / >
<SS : c r e a t e s r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# BreakBeam2_Stream " / >
<GHTROntology : p r o v i d e s r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# D e t e c t S p e e d i n g C a r _ I n f o r m a t i o n " / >
</OGC: Sensor >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / MaxSAMPlusHTROntology . owl#
BreakBeam2_Stream −−>
<SS : Seman t i cS t r eam r d f : a b o u t ="# BreakBeam2_Stream ">
< r d f : t y p e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&owl ; Thing " / >
</SS : Semant icS t ream >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / MaxSAMPlusHTROntology . owl#
CCTVCameraA_Sensor −−>
< i s t a r : TVCamera r d f : a b o u t ="#CCTVCameraA_Sensor">
< r d f : t y p e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&OGC; S en so r " / >
< r d f : t y p e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&owl ; Thing " / >
<SS : c r e a t e s r d f : r e s o u r c e ="#CCTVCameraA_Stream " / >
<GHTROntology : p r o v i d e s r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# I m a g e _ I n f o r m a t i o n " / >
</ i s t a r : TVCamera>
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<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / MaxSAMPlusHTROntology . owl#
CCTVCameraA_Stream −−>
<owl : Thing r d f : a b o u t ="#CCTVCameraA_Stream">
< r d f : t y p e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&SS ; Seman t i cS t r eam " / >
</ owl : Thing >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / MaxSAMPlusHTROntology . owl#
Cap tu reSpeed ingCar ImageBreakBeam_Serv ice −−>
<SS : S e m a n t i c S e r v i c e r d f : a b o u t ="# Cap tu reSpeed ingCar ImageBreakBeam_Serv ice ">
< r d f : t y p e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&owl ; Thing " / >
<SS : needs r d f : r e s o u r c e ="#CCTVCameraA_Stream " / >
<SS : c r e a t e s r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# Cap tu reSpeed ingCar Image_Task " / >
<SS : needs r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# SpeedingCarBreakBeam_Stream " / >
</SS : S e m a n t i c S e r v i c e >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / MaxSAMPlusHTROntology . owl#
Cap tu reSpeed ingCar ImageSpeedCamera_Se rv i ce −−>
<SS : S e m a n t i c S e r v i c e r d f : a b o u t ="# Cap tu reSpeed ingCar ImageSpeedCamera_Se rv i ce ">
< r d f : t y p e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&owl ; Thing " / >
<SS : c r e a t e s r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# Cap tu reSpeed ingCar Image_Task " / >
<SS : needs r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# SpeedingCarSpeedCameraA_Stream " / >
</SS : S e m a n t i c S e r v i c e >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / MaxSAMPlusHTROntology . owl#
Cap tu reSpeed ingCar Image_Task −−>
<owl : Thing r d f : a b o u t ="# Cap tu reSpeed ingCar Image_Task ">
< r d f : t y p e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&SS ; Seman t i cS t r eam " / >
< r d f : t y p e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&GHTROntology ; Task " / >
<GHTROntology : hasSubTask r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# D e t e c t S p e e d i n g C a r _ T a s k " / >
<GHTROntology : r e q u i r e s r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# I m a g e _ I n f o r m a t i o n " / >
< d e l i v e r s S o l u t i o n T o r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# P o l i c e O f f i c e r _ B e n e f i c i a r y " / >
<hasRu le r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# Reas s ignmen tRu le " / >
< d e l i v e r s S o l u t i o n T o r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# T r a f f i c A n a l y s t _ B e n e f i c i a r y " / >
</ owl : Thing >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / MaxSAMPlusHTROntology . owl#
C a r D e t a i l s _ P r e s e n t a t i o n F o r m −−>
< P r e s e n t a t i o n F o r m r d f : a b o u t ="# C a r D e t a i l s _ P r e s e n t a t i o n F o r m ">
< r d f : t y p e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&owl ; Thing " / >
</ P r e s e n t a t i o n F o r m >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / MaxSAMPlusHTROntology . owl#
D e t e c t S p e e d i n g C a r _ I n f o r m a t i o n −−>
<owl : Thing r d f : a b o u t ="# D e t e c t S p e e d i n g C a r _ I n f o r m a t i o n ">
< r d f : t y p e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&GHTROntology ; I n f o r m a t i o n " / >
</ owl : Thing >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / MaxSAMPlusHTROntology . owl#
D e t e c t S p e e d i n g C a r _ T a s k −−>
< G o a l L a t t i c e : DynamicGoal r d f : a b o u t ="# D e t e c t S p e e d i n g C a r _ T a s k ">
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< r d f : t y p e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&GHTROntology ; Task " / >
< r d f : t y p e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&owl ; Thing " / >
<GHTROntology : r e q u i r e s r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# D e t e c t S p e e d i n g C a r _ I n f o r m a t i o n " / >
<hasRu le r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# SensorTypeChangeRule " / >
</ G o a l L a t t i c e : DynamicGoal >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / MaxSAMPlusHTROntology . owl#
I m a g e _ I n f o r m a t i o n −−>
<GHTROntology : I n f o r m a t i o n r d f : a b o u t ="# I m a g e _ I n f o r m a t i o n ">
< r d f : t y p e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&owl ; Thing " / >
</GHTROntology : I n f o r m a t i o n >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / MaxSAMPlusHTROntology . owl#
I m a g e _ P r e s e n t a t i o n F o r m −−>
<owl : Thing r d f : a b o u t ="# I m a g e _ P r e s e n t a t i o n F o r m ">
< r d f : t y p e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# P r e s e n t a t i o n F o r m " / >
</ owl : Thing >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / MaxSAMPlusHTROntology . owl#
L o c a t i o n _ P r e s e n t a t i o n F o r m −−>
<owl : Thing r d f : a b o u t ="# L o c a t i o n _ P r e s e n t a t i o n F o r m ">
< r d f : t y p e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# P r e s e n t a t i o n F o r m " / >
</ owl : Thing >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / MaxSAMPlusHTROntology . owl# PC_Device −−>
<owl : Thing r d f : a b o u t ="# PC_Device">
< r d f : t y p e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# Device " / >
< s u p p o r t s r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# S t a t i s t i c s _ P r e s e n t a t i o n F o r m " / >
</ owl : Thing >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / MaxSAMPlusHTROntology . owl# Pa t ro lCarOn −
Board_Device −−>
<owl : Thing r d f : a b o u t ="# Pa t ro lCarOn −Board_Device ">
< r d f : t y p e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# Device " / >
< s u p p o r t s r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# C a r D e t a i l s _ P r e s e n t a t i o n F o r m " / >
< s u p p o r t s r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# I m a g e _ P r e s e n t a t i o n F o r m " / >
< s u p p o r t s r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# L o c a t i o n _ P r e s e n t a t i o n F o r m " / >
</ owl : Thing >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / MaxSAMPlusHTROntology . owl#
P o l i c e O f f i c e r _ B e n e f i c i a r y −−>
< B e n e f i c i a r y r d f : a b o u t ="# P o l i c e O f f i c e r _ B e n e f i c i a r y ">
< r d f : t y p e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&owl ; Thing " / >
<u s e s r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# Pa t ro lCarOn −Board_Device " / >
</ B e n e f i c i a r y >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / MaxSAMPlusHTROntology . owl#
Reass ignmen tRu le −−>
<owl : Thing r d f : a b o u t ="# Reas s ignmen tRu le ">
< r d f : t y p e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# Reass ignmen t " / >
</ owl : Thing >
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<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / MaxSAMPlusHTROntology . owl#
SensorTypeChangeRule −−>
<owl : Thing r d f : a b o u t ="# SensorTypeChangeRule ">
< r d f : t y p e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# SensorTypeChange " / >
</ owl : Thing >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / MaxSAMPlusHTROntology . owl#
SpeedCameraA_Sensor −−>
<owl : Thing r d f : a b o u t ="# SpeedCameraA_Sensor ">
< r d f : t y p e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="& i s t a r ;HDTV" / >
< r d f : t y p e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&OGC; S en so r " / >
<GHTROntology : p r o v i d e s r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# D e t e c t S p e e d i n g C a r _ I n f o r m a t i o n " / >
<GHTROntology : p r o v i d e s r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# I m a g e _ I n f o r m a t i o n " / >
<SS : c r e a t e s r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# SpeedingCarSpeedCameraA_Stream " / >
</ owl : Thing >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / MaxSAMPlusHTROntology . owl#
Speed ingCarBreakBeam_Serv ice −−>
<owl : Thing r d f : a b o u t ="# Speed ingCarBreakBeam_Serv ice ">
< r d f : t y p e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&SS ; S e m a n t i c S e r v i c e " / >
<SS : needs r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# BreakBeam1_Stream " / >
<SS : needs r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# BreakBeam2_Stream " / >
<SS : c r e a t e s r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# SpeedingCarBreakBeam_Stream " / >
</ owl : Thing >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / MaxSAMPlusHTROntology . owl#
SpeedingCarBreakBeam_Stream −−>
<owl : Thing r d f : a b o u t ="# SpeedingCarBreakBeam_Stream ">
< r d f : t y p e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&SS ; Seman t i cS t r eam " / >
</ owl : Thing >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / MaxSAMPlusHTROntology . owl#
SpeedingCarSpeedCameraA_Stream −−>
<owl : Thing r d f : a b o u t ="# SpeedingCarSpeedCameraA_Stream ">
< r d f : t y p e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&SS ; Seman t i cS t r eam " / >
</ owl : Thing >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / MaxSAMPlusHTROntology . owl#
S t a t i s t i c s _ P r e s e n t a t i o n F o r m −−>
<owl : Thing r d f : a b o u t ="# S t a t i s t i c s _ P r e s e n t a t i o n F o r m ">
< r d f : t y p e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# P r e s e n t a t i o n F o r m " / >
</ owl : Thing >
<!−− h t t p : / / www. semant icweb . o rg / o n t o l o g i e s / MaxSAMPlusHTROntology . owl#
T r a f f i c A n a l y s t _ B e n e f i c i a r y −−>
<owl : Thing r d f : a b o u t ="# T r a f f i c A n a l y s t _ B e n e f i c i a r y ">
< r d f : t y p e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# B e n e f i c i a r y " / >
<u s e s r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# PC_Device " / >
</ owl : Thing >
<!−−
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/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
/ /
/ / G e n e r a l axioms
/ /
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
−−>
< r d f : D e s c r i p t i o n >
< r d f : t y p e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&owl ; A l l D i s j o i n t C l a s s e s " / >
<owl : members r d f : pa r seType =" C o l l e c t i o n ">
< r d f : D e s c r i p t i o n r d f : a b o u t="& i s t a r ; Count ry " / >
< r d f : D e s c r i p t i o n r d f : a b o u t="& i s t a r ; M a n u f a c t u r e r " / >
< r d f : D e s c r i p t i o n r d f : a b o u t="& i s t a r ; O p e r a t i o n T e m p l a t e " / >
< r d f : D e s c r i p t i o n r d f : a b o u t="& i s t a r ; _ C a p a b i l i t y " / >
< r d f : D e s c r i p t i o n r d f : a b o u t="& G o a l L a t t i c e ; Weight " / >
< r d f : D e s c r i p t i o n r d f : a b o u t="&OGC; P a r a m e t e r " / >
< r d f : D e s c r i p t i o n r d f : a b o u t="&OGC; ProcessMode l " / >
< r d f : D e s c r i p t i o n r d f : a b o u t="&OGC; Submi tReques t " / >
< r d f : D e s c r i p t i o n r d f : a b o u t="&SS ; C o n d i t i o n " / >
< r d f : D e s c r i p t i o n r d f : a b o u t="&SS ; EventType " / >
< r d f : D e s c r i p t i o n r d f : a b o u t="&SS ; S e m a n t i c P r o p e r t y " / >
< r d f : D e s c r i p t i o n r d f : a b o u t="&SWETROntology ; P r o c e s s C h a i n " / >
< r d f : D e s c r i p t i o n r d f : a b o u t ="# B e n e f i c i a r y " / >
< r d f : D e s c r i p t i o n r d f : a b o u t ="# Device " / >
< r d f : D e s c r i p t i o n r d f : a b o u t ="# M o n i t o r i n g R u l e " / >
< r d f : D e s c r i p t i o n r d f : a b o u t ="# P r e s e n t a t i o n F o r m " / >
</ owl : members>
</ r d f : D e s c r i p t i o n >
</ r d f : RDF>
<!−− G e n e r a t e d by t h e OWL API ( v e r s i o n 2 . 2 . 1 . 1 1 3 8 ) h t t p : / / ow la p i . s o u r c e f o r g e . n e t −−>
Listing B.5: The Max SAM Plus HTR ontology in RDF/XML format
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